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' ABSTRACT 
My_ main purpose in_ ,this thes~s is to present a 
a . 
' . 
. . . 
selection of T~omas Hardy's poetry .which seems to . represent . 
J ' I 
his persona_! philosop-hy, "evolutionary rnelior.i.sm". ' Wl?-ile . . 
other aspects_. of his poetry h~~e-s.eldom been _central to_ the --
' . . ~ 
di-scussions, neit~er his achievements ~sa stylist nor ' hi~ 
. . . ~~ 
position as a po~tic . tech-nician haye been -n~glected entirely. 
The lirie on ·whic~ ·.my attention has . constantly · . . · 
focused and to which the . poems · I have chosen all relate; was· 
chosen from Hardy's po'em ·"In Tenebris" II (1895-96). It 
. ./ . ""' . . 
reads: II... if -way to the Better there be' it . exacts . ·a "full 
. . . 
look at the Worst," and is pethaps .the clearest and most 
• 
concis·e expression of his poetic i 'ntent_ions and indeed his. 
sta·t~d philosop~y of li.fe. _ No other line from his writings 
• s9 thoroughly eyi tomizes the poet's tragic view together 'With · 
his hope, however .forlorn, for man's eventu~~ennbbleme~t. · 
IYU'rtherrnore it represents his special' type of -realism, his_ 
grim honest confrontation with man's disagreeable position. 
·r believe ali Hardy's poems are reflections of h±s 
n ' • ' 
. feelings c;,nd bel_iefs. However, I feel tha~ the satires, the 
' .. . 
. war po_ems and those dealing specifically with philosophy or 
.. religion best elucidate his antinomi~l· view of the universe · . 
' 
with their dua·l. conce.ntration on· €he "Better" and the ·~worst" .• 
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:<:hapter "r (ieais 'wit-n the origi_ns ~nd me~ui'i'ng of ... · 
. 
. ·"evoititionary rneli6rism", · but, .some semblance of of balance ·. 
# I • •• • ' ~ 
is a'ttemp-t;.ed :py refe.rences . to 'vario~s cha-rges . of • • 0 t pess~m~sm . 
' Chapters II, III and IV are . really ·a unit - ~n themselves, a 
. ....... sort . of prog~ession. fo~f!iiljlg the ~a in body of the thesis. 
_, The orde-r is irnpo:r::-tant because one finds a· gradually 
~ 
intensifying approach toward~'- ·the . r~ali.t:_~es _ 9'\.existe~ce. 
. ' 
For ' example, in the poems discussed in Chapter II one.finds 
• • • " • • • ( 1 
~ blend ?f. irony and "h~mor as· the a~~hor ·chooses a satiric-al 
·approach to certain. soci9,_J. p.ro4:lems. ·In Chapter III there · iq 
. ·~~ 1 
. . . . . . .. .l'f.. .. 'S-· , ... 
. · . . no ironic humor fo·r the. '!:!'ubj ect is war. · The poetry of 
.. . . . 
Chap~e~ IV is grim indeed with its almost total concentration 
I • I ..Y · · 
on the "~orst" ~the grave 1possibjlity that no ·God exists~ 
Whereas ·in Chapter I,· poem~ from Hardy 1 s f _irst · 
.. volume are considered,.k so in . Chapt~r· V poems from his·· last- - ~ 
. . . 
. 
published Winter Words ar~ discussed, thus attempting ' 
"" · ·' c9here:ncy and unity. It is here that we. have his final wo~d; 
Despfte the sparks of hope o4served earlier in the thesis, 
in the fi.nal 'analysi~ the po~t 1 s . view is tinged with a se~se 
of traged~. The josi~ive .images, the meliorisrn and _the hope 
. • ,Jl • 
cannot be _denied; but tl\e. grey shades and the darker. tones 
caus·e Hardy 1 s poetic gift to the ages to be· in· :harmony with 
f 
the tragic view in the Greek-sense: . 
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~t e~acts a full look at the . wor~t •.• " 
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. INTRODUCTION . ., . '· 
' ~· '<I • . - • 
· ·Where pr·ecise'iy · d'oes Thoma~ Hardy s1:afld. in relation 
I I . • . if" 
. ·t~. his · con·tempoi<II-ies? What 'phase , if · a:ny, i.J\ the iodd .of 
· . phiios_op~y and ·literature, does h'e. represent? Does h~ fit · . ~ 
at a~r · in.Y> the .. ninet~~i'i'th. century~ The_;;e I bel-ieve art= 
. . 
valid que:>_tion& and al thoug~ the _subject. of. my thes·is is· a 
.·specific one which a-ttempts to anaiyse certain . aspebts .of 
•· the poet'~- .uniqueness ~nd individual~s~, it seems approp>riate 
I ~ ! o I ....... 
to indica~e Iri. an int~odu~tion h~w he relates · to · t~e -
diversifie~ century i~ · whi~h he writ9s. . In an a9e where 
tl . . · -
: changing patterns of thought met pead .on with ,tradition, · it . 
b~COme~ neCeSSary , tO pOSitiOn him aS a Wr'iter 1 in a kind Of 
. . .. \)' 
J,iterary . ?nd philo~6p-~l space. I feel, for example, that' 
' -(, . 
·I 
· ohe, must come to gtip~y~h his obvious· Romantic taste, for 
· h_is roots lie ae-ep'. in that· tradition..._ I . believe · his . 
- 1 0 
asso~iat..ion wi·th Late Victorian trends is ·also import;ant, 
. . . 
though .he · is more often d i fferent t'han : typical . Not the 
least ~~portant is !:lis affinl. ty _with a· . f~w early-t-wentieth 
"' . . · . 
~. 
· · . cen~ury writers. ·But it needs .to :Qe made quite clear · that 
. ' 
• 1! . · though ~e was stifl writing . ?uring the first thr.ee decades 
•' 
·.: r 
;... r:. 
of this century, . he neither reflects .the Edwardian stability 
nor the -~eorgian "mossy quietness". 
. . 
The stern acc~n t and ; ··· 
-- . . -- . ,I • 
verse link him to poets like 
'( 
the searching qu~li~i of.· his 
.<· . - ~ D~H. Lawrence arid T.S. Eliot both of whom studied nthe. · 
., 
·.· 
. ~ 
. 
; 
' . 
' 
· . 
.. , 
_ (j 
, .. 
t.l 
, : ' 
.·; 
I I 
! 
I 
I 
_  , I .. 
I 
!. 
·I , , 
. , _ 
.· 
·ri also . becomes incr~a~ingly apparent ther~fore that Hardy 
·'b 
is ne-ither entirely a ·. R9mantic · nor exclusively a Victo~ian. 
He transcends both, and his "enlightened" views ~ake ,h.im an 
' " 
' ~ 
early contributor to the mode.rnist theory of an absurd 
universe. In fact, it might be said that his remarkable 
. ·, 
' . 
intuitive response causes him 'to be not ori.ly a contributor·. 
. ~·- --~--··-· . 
, l 
but a fore-runner, or indicator of this recent philosophy .. 
· ·whic:h finds a certain logic' in an· illogical ·existence . 
... 
, . . • I 
· I~ediately, then, . he becomes anomal~st;i.c perhaps even 
-· exist'ential·ist. This ·expansiveness in his own milie·u ·. I 
I 
' 
isolate_s ·him as irregular ?tnd excei;>tional, -·quite a .lon·e, . ai;l 
, \ . 
enigma ~n his own time certainly .among fellow English 1 
I j • • • J ~.. : • (/' .. . • I ' 
· ,. . \ . 
writers. He may . be .described as a .f:ind of 11. terary Gal,1.leC? 
whose profoundly , new 'idea of the unlyerse placed tfjt~ early -
unsus"pecting progenitor in· the somewhat precariou~ position! 
'of being a parado'xicai, yet harmon~ zing transition 'between. 
' ~ ['. 
the . old and the. new. Hardy, too, is in a similar situation, ~ 
f6r whil~ 'his style often clings to-the pastr his vision 
signals chang.e. 
• I ' _; 
Unlike the Neo-Cla~sic eighteenth century when "the . ,. 
. _spirit of the age" resisted chan·ge, the Romantic period h·as' · 
I ' , 
"' come to be a·sf;ociated with extreme radicalism. Literature, 
, 
·pol_i tics, indu~try, sooial mores, · and . religion came under . • 
· . ... 
fierce scruti~t from;~arious q~arte~s. paradoxiqally, 
literature pro~ed amos~ useful weapon ~or change -rather 
, . 
.. th~n .reac-t;:ion·. ~ 'No one _reads Romantic literature. w~ th(\?t 
' : 
v 
.f' .. 
, . 
. ' 
' . 
•I .. I' 
! ~ . 
·.·: 
,t• tl 
'.• 
., t;) . .. 
'> •• ~ 
I' 
' "' . 
.; 
-. 
~-
. I 
L 
'· ·""' 
v 
' . 
, I 
• 'I 
rec'ogrli tion of the_ inten'se' preoccup~ tion with the 
revolutionary idea.·. Wordsworth ·himself ·admits t ·hat l,}is new 
' . 
.. /. 
.school of poetry· originated with it. The Preface to the 
Second Edit\fi of the Lyrical Ballad-s ·and some of, -the·. 
Vrl;~.(i • a • • 
· ballads thernserves ~re adequate· testimony that' he is· indee.d ·-
o 
breakin.9. fiew ground in ·literature. His ac1;:ual · invol'(ernent 
. . . ~~~·~··~~~ . 
with· tQ.~ revolution in Fr·ance reveals a simila.r spirit._ in f 
. . 
polftics. Coleridge, too-, became a radical in politics and . 
• 
relig,.ion an~ although,he, like most .. ot'his co_ntemporar:Les, 
achieved a kind of equil.j.briurn later, a kirrd of "glorious 
•
0 
reJ;lOVa tion 11 pervades his early WOrk. 
. Because Hardy ~ppeared. on. the scene. later. than the 
, 
..,.above writers, and tafter 'marly social ch~nges ' had: been 
' effected one does not 'f .ind in his woz:k any overwhelming 
pol.itical ferment· or irit.~nse longing. for reforms. We do 
. 
" find some, however, arid ·wardy' s attitude is often clo·se to · 
. . ' 
Blake 1 s·. One recalls, for example/' the emphasis placed on 
• I 
. 
Los's rn~nding powers~ And of course th~r~at plea B'lake . 
I ! I • "" • • • ~ 
makes for the "R'e'surrection to· Unity" o~ his, ·universal man 
.. . ~ . 
., 
-~ . 
. . ' 
is r~a.lly eq':livalent to Hardy 1 s longing for th~ Brotherhood 1.') 
of Man. ·aut . though Hardy is-very much conoerned about man's · 
. . . ' . ,' . . 
improvement of .his 'Own lot, he . doe~ not· in any of hi's 
· .. _writings stress the· ne,cessity ·.for political upheaval. THe 
• I 
. . does not see that violence is all that purifying. Neverthe- . 
\ . . , · . , 
collected poems ofteri demand a . change in the 
. . 
less the 918 
st~tus quo. The .satires, though the irony cuts ·deep, 
·' 
,. 
- ·, 
. .. 
. . ~-
t •. 
. I 
~-
~ ' .. 
express ·the belief that p~rsonal. decisions can ch!=ln.ge · 
. . . . 
o~tcomes and prevent· the de'stfuctive re~ults of fate. :. 1 •, . 
. . . 
. . ' 
Taking the unfortunate .toad can be prevent'ed. : By. ·!e'fusi.~g . : 
' 
in the war poems to filter his pi"ty for· war 1 s . victims; 'he 
is somehow hoping _that his solid realism ·will lead . to . 
.tendency to 
' . 
In the . philosophic~! poems, . though . his 
j l ' '; • • " •• , ' 
agony and thoug·h there .. is a · ;x . 
... . . 
fo~us o~ gradu~lly dissolving bel_iefs and 
·global improvement. 
,.A . . ' ·, 
. probirtg' causes him much 
. .. 
diminishing expectations, the door is always la.ift open. ...-.~. 
. . 
. 
Like all the Roman·tics Hardy rea,lized the · need for · a . 
soc.ial transfusion. But like Blake q.nd quite u~~ ike 
' . ' 
Wordsworth and Coleridge whose po,el}lS do not always contaifl 
acute sensitivity . for . the · plight o'f suffering· human·it:f, : _. --,- -
' . 
-Ha,rdy 1 s intensity is ,compelling, his cm1cen:tration unswerving, 
'his sights 'seldom lowered. It -~s probable that he· would 
• I ·• • 
never have become a fre.edom-fighter as Wordsworth, Byron or 
. ' . . . . 
'. Shelley for his grim caution would have imposed a more 
. ~ ' - - .. . 
~ 
reserved approach', subduing any ·kind of exci"ted optimism . 
' 
for quick remedies. Neverthel~ss, , hi~ poetry does hav.e 
. . . . . ( ' · ..... .. 
·some degree_ of· affinity with .. the spirit of · the formet age.· 
. . . ·" 
. ' 
He does h~ve melioristic dreams . though .they. are evolutionary 
. . ' I • ., , • 
. . 
and not rev~lut~onary. He does desire chqanges in many · areas 
. ., 
. ' . 
but he 17-ever uses- apocalyptic .imagery OX' propose s a · f ully 
.. ' j • \ -. t • 
i '• ' I 
wor ke d out p e rsona l ph1loso_phy . as Blake do e s. Nei the r does 
.. ~ ~ ~ . 
he see God in nature i n the Wor dsworthian manner , though , he . . 
' 
. does seem to work toward a Blakean· "Human F.orm - Divine"~ 'He 
vii 
I ' 
' .. 
, • ., . 
.. . o 
·: .. tJ 
I 
' . ' 
.,. 
) 
,. . 
' -:- ... 
' . 
. -
•. 
' V I 
• •• J 
.. 
• 
>, 
;. 
•• .... ~ 
. . 
never captures .the pol;i.tical · spirit that Godwin is .famous 
for, nor ~oes he b.ecome as · ·socia·lly philosophic as . Godwin, 
but his G..isgust with ma·n "s generalty unsatisfractory con-
di tiOilS and hiS despair_ OVer man IS blight~d planet ind,icate . 
. 
a. mood very like theirs. No.r is ,it different frOJ\l the 
. .·. . . . . 
tradi tiona! Christian . view. Hardy 'os basi'c differ'ence here 
is · the ~xperimental and explor~tory nature· of his . thought • 
. ,, . . - . \ .. . . . . 
Sin'ce his poems ar~ more impression~ than argument, he . i& 
seddo~ 'd6~~atic ,, and although he ' never ~llows ·~ysterns to . 
. . ~ . . . ·- . 
cri:eple hi:m neither does he holdly create s~bstitutes ~~ 
Blake does. .Hardy ha~. fewer · prete~ocis than Blake : a:~~ is 
I 
more accessible to the. reader- than either he or Shelley. 
. . 
' \ 
- T!le skept:icisrn in. Hardy's grim vi·~lon of. man's 
destiny and· the toughness which characterizes its acc.eP,tance 
. ' 
shows a kindred relation with Shelley. SteeJ?ed in 
philosophy, though it brought n9 comfort to either, they 
both developed non-_conformist attitudes~ . Both have · become 
~ 
widely known partially_ because I of their contempt for 
traditional religion and codified morality~ postures 
assumed by many of their fictional creations. Althou'ijh 
Hardy all-ows _Angel ··cla·re in Tess of the d''Urbervilles to 
read "A Counterbl'ast to Agnosticism''~. .' that character never : · 
' . - . . . ' . ·•. . . . -
fC>llows ··suit by·· delive~ing a blast in. retu~n.'r' Shelley of 
•' I 
-
course col labor a ted with Thoma.s Jeff5;!·rson Hogg on a pamphlet 
, .. ! 0 
' . . . 
entitled "The Necessity of · Atheism", and Qu·een Mab cries 
· "there is ~~God:";< Both poe~e SimUar1 too, in t~eir ~ 
1 vi·ii · 
.f~~ 
/' ' i 
.. , 
-· 
0 • 
. .. 
J' 
f • 
. ' 
~ .. I 
' ' 
'' 
.· 
.... ' ' 
·' 
\ 
\ 
. l 
•, r 
'\ ... 
. ,• 
., 
,, . 
- ~--
<.. - . 
J 
what to them often seemed a tr~gic ·{act, ~ 
·that evidence. proving. the ciut~enticity of Ch~~st·ianity· · ·. 
simply .did · not exist. This· is a _fundame.1_1t~l' p~emi~-~ to any 
. 
understanding of ., ~heir relative positions. Nevertne-les.s ~ 
there are di.fferences in · their ·responses. For -~hereas both 
men appeai- to glimpse a dar~ a~y~s and ete~rial n~~hingness' · 
. . -
·ci's 'man's final state, S"helley is muclh"more'blatant and .·. 1~ ' 
ext~eme~ more dogmatic inn±~ conclu~ions. - She~iey is 
~nequivocal; Hardy, like -~lough, is,less sure. 
- 'I" • •• 
·. / . . 
For Shel.1ey , ,· 
«..... Q • • 
Hardy reluctantly went to· the ·· 
. • "' I 
there wa.s no God· to bury. 
r . 
funeral .. . 
...- ~ .... 
. . .. ' 
. fi resul t_ing feature 'of ,Hardy's indeterminate vision ... · 
. ' . . > is the~.tE:m~ion . produced in .his poetry by .l:t:onic contrasts. 
' Though thes~ are given ,further treatment throughoQ~ th~ 
' . 
. 
thesi~ they should be mentioned here becaus~ they relate · ~o 
- I' f ' ' I 
0 . . • 
..,s Ro~a~tifism. Coleridge~ .,fo~, :xarnple, saw. a nature 'that 
consisted of {:wo contrary .forces in .. which th€' dynamic 
. ,.,· -
.. 
conflict o ·f· o~posites merged. --~~rough the~thesis-~ntithes.is-
" synthesis process . In ~ac~. he siate~ toat the greatest · 
... . 
. poetry recQnciles these two oppO's.ites -•'of n'ature and art .. 
... • ' • • 9' _::. t • • ·' ' • 
Blake · too was con~?cious ·of this kind qf operation in riatu::t;'e. 
' ' ~ . 
-~ ., . 
jor ~is syst~m . wa~~ inde~d a · "fea~f.ul symmetry,", . ,his poems· a 
. . ~ -
.. 
., 
,• ~ 
, • 
I ; ... 
~ unified resolution of th~ contraries-of inno~ence and . . . ~ .. 
' 
_ exper ienc.~e. He ~as very m~ch aware that . reality. consisted : 
• !"') • 0 ( .. • ;, • . 
tl 
. . ' 
of both: the Ty~er and ~he Lamb ~nd that t~~re must nee~s 
be 
. 0 
~ marriaJe .of ~eaven .. and )Hell_. 
I ' •: •• {~ • .. 
Keats, too, reco~nized 
-.. . · ' 1 . 
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the doxical quality of 'experience .as_ he w·res'tled with 
. the p em .df evil -and . s"~ffering in the world. The 
11 tangled bine-stemS 11 -QO_i. Hardy's Thrush song are "really ·no 
~ . ' 
• • • different. 1 In this i-mage that typifies Hardy's 'view of the 
, .. ' . . . 
<tll It- • • 
world one d_iscovers how li~e is ind~ed a ~tangled mixture of 
unity·and.the irreconcilables of pain and pleasure, despair 
~ 
and delight, the positive and the negative. 
' ,-
.. 
'In addition to his gen.eral visi~n, Ha·rdy's 
·Romanticism can be:dete~ted in .'his style. First oi all, hi~ 
' ·1 
si:cally - lyr'ical~ and do not Wo:r;dsworth and · 
' 0 ' 
lyric a_s the essential poehlc ,, · 
.. 
~ . ~ ~o~~~ ma~ng it a ver~t?ble cornerstone of the Romantic 
. ~ t~mple of art? How else, tliey reas_fo>ne_d, could spontaneous-
\ o • ' 
~feelings·and personal emoti~n be expressed? And ''what +of 
\ 
. . 
the fam.ous metaphors of 
0 · 0 • 
the :"c.rea ti ve mind in th~s p~r i?d • 
the lamp; wind-harp and 
- ,. 
~ountain? How very adequate bhe 
.... 
lyric' was for the fullest use of the's e. Secondly, like 
0 ,, • • • -
·wordswor~h, _Hardy wa·s _of· the ,opinion·· that rural life and the 
' • • ' .;> 
-.. 
manners of the folk p'rovid~d adequate subj ~ct matter for 
poetry •. To him their elementary -fe,elings . reflected truths 
. . 
.seldom fourid elsewhere; they ~rovided what the Romantics 
I ~ 
called ~~~s~ential passions".· Thu~ it is' b~at Hardy wrote 
. I • 
. ,-.. I 
with ' equal intensity about a mad girl, a pauper 'child, and . 
Napoleon. Thus it-is ·that hid explorati~n~ into love~ death, 
· a • • ...-and eterni'ty ·were eff~c,ted through ,. the rusti~ population. 
' r • , 
Thir~ly, although ~ord9wo~th did~ no~·~l~ays-s~ccee?r -~ls 
. . . I 
X .. 
- ~ 
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insistence. that the diction· of poetry should be a selecti"on 
of:the "~eal language of men", or "the language reallY . 
· spoken by men!', found favour \.lith Hatdy in his. novels and 
·, . 
. 
the . .poetry. For him, real language was passionate and_the· 
further dowri the social ladder a ' wessex rustic happened to 
12 ' 
be, the more ' inten?e his. speech might be. Mad Judy, · £or 
example, ·spea.ks with a t.i:-uth- more ·iri.tense than Parson 
Tringham is capabie of. And there may be some tr:uth in the 
statement that Hardy was a "village atheist . brooding over 
. . . 
"= t'he vil~ag~ idiot". ~ for like mo~~omantics, Har.dy ' 
attributed t~ village "idiots"~ truths, genuineness and 
./ . . 
a natur.al purity that: ·could not be found··elsewhere. 
Har_dy' s · wqrk· is . saturated ~i th irony, satire and the 
~ . 
. 
macabre, and is often tragic. _With h~~ cynicism and foubts 
in .this respect, he is QUtside of the Romantic main-stream. 
~n fact he has much . rnor~ i~ pomrnon with Swift, Pope, Volt~ire~ 
v Byron·and some later Victorians sudh · as the Thackeray of 
.. 
"Vanity Fair.", the Clough• of "Dipsychus" .o.r "The Latest 
0 I 
Cl " ~ -Dec~lo·gue", ana even the Tennyson of "'Sai~t Simeon St~ites1', 
than with the so-called .. representative 'Romantics. Again, 
like Byr<:>~'!.~·, 'Hardy Is heroes and heroines are of't~n . . 
. . ,., . . 
• f I '" \. 
, · saturnin~ ~~d me~d;t, making decisions · ~based qn ·wrely 
.. personal rather than socially oriented ·reasons·.. They· actually 
~t a tempe~am~~t which was to . become a phenomenon in 
. . 
tne tw'entieth century when th~ N~etzschea-n qoncept .of the 
superman was in· vogue, and when the Renaissance-type man 
. - . 
xi 
' . 
,. 
: 
-a· 
'• 
( 
again stands proudly separat - - rom tradi tianal values. But 
.unlike th~~~~h~·sis of God du.ring the 
Renaissance, God is now dead; .. values become meaningless; 
0 
t 
existence is absurd and only the self is important. 
Even though 1~32 is usually the designated dividing 
. . ' 
line between the Romantic ·period and the Vict·orian, it is 
' c , t . ' ' 
~ndt alwa~ appiicable because while Romanticism is a very 
genera~ term· used to describe literary and -philosophical 
tendencies prominent during a period of abt>u.t fifty . years, 
\ ' ' 
· the term Victorian is more political than liter~ry. 
Besides, even though the great literary men of the Romantic 
..... 
era from Blake to Wordsworth did most of · their writing 
before the middle of the nineteenth century, t~eir styles 
r 
. . 
were. no·t always totally different' from those of the latter 
half. The only real change in subject matter was the 
' result of Darwin and evolution. In fact it is not at all 
I 
difficult to find paral_lels. on either si~e of the 1832 
boundary. For example, Tennyson '.s imagery is often as lush 
I • 
and sensuous as Keats's. He is c~rtainly as form-conscious·. 
. . 
·-'1 _.__ ) . . ( 
.Arnold is f7equently as penS~ive and melanchO-ly as Wordsworth'. 
And Blake's "The Chimney Sweeper" is little 
• Elizab~th Barrett Browning's "The Cry of 
Hardy's most p~olific period as a 
the late Victori'an period (1870 :.. 1901·) _ and it is _here .. that 
·., "' .· \ " \.: 
we must also observe him operating. In many ways of course 
. he is rio different . from writers of the early pe~iod. He is 
. xii 
- --. 
') 
.. 
I l 
•· 
,_ 
I 
.,1- ' 
·· especially like Tennyson and Arnold . in his belief ·that the . 
" price of progress was too great.· Though he .does not 
· · compromise as Tennyso~ does, he . faces · the same grea·t moment 
in the history of thought, and the 'same dilemma, when 
Darwin challenges the Bible. The same doubt,. melanchol¥ 
and tremulous cadence permea~e all -their work, as they . 
react, often in unison, to "the ach~ of. modernism~·. But one 
• r 
detects a more mature strength 
1\,. 
endurance in Hardy that is not 
and an almost invin9ible 
I l. ___. . ....-
always visible in his 
conternporarres. This response he .shares with write~s like 
Samuel Butler; Edward Fitzgerald, Oscar Wilde. and Wilfred 
OWen, none of whom is blinded by the fal·se golde·n ·· glow of 
Victoria's last decades. 
., . 
They did not comply with the 
general ·' attitud'e that because Brit-annia 'ruled the ·waves, 
all was secure. In fact quite often they satirized such 
I • • 
complacency. Hardy had begun his career with satire so he . 
'· 
fitted well into this kind of rev±val. · From the beginning 
'he had seen through clear glasses the . dist~ted · social 
structures and an unfriendly cosmos. ~e h~a alway~ 'made 
. . ~ . 
clear th'e other·~·side of love, the disgusting side of war, 
, ' 
and the_emptiness · on the ·other side of the grave. And like . 
Browning, who .was rarely "typically .. Victorian, Hardy s aw 
I ' . . ' 
that Victori an standards .could be st~fling. BotH were 
unconcerned- ·about raising eyebrows. 
xiii 
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Yet,· Hardy ·is ·different even. from so.me of these later· 
w~iters. · Just as he had do~e in his novels of ~h~ 167Q'fi · 
' I 
' . 
and 80!~ when in addition to fobuss~ng on ·man's relation to 
-
·man, he had also considered man's relation to· the universe 
• • J - • •• • .. • 
whe~e fat~ plays a most ' prominent .~ole, now, too, in . th~ 
• J • ' 
later ·philo-sophic poetry, he ' explores man, reality, and 
' 
existence on the same high level. While many of his. 
,. . 
. · conte~poraries, ' in~luding the ~arlier Dickens, were exposing 
"' 
, 
. . . 
the dehumanizing effects of industrialis~, and Victorian 
mo~ali ty, Hardy\ in addition was · peering further ·into the 
deB±hs of reality. This is significant and not to b~ , 
~ I <. " , overlooked~ .for whenever ·he writ~s this is the, essence of 
· h.is indivi~_ualism .  He always seems surging ahead grappl~n.g 
. wi'fh:"-·f~e ~ oalrwinian implicati~~ a~d the Nietzschean theory 
. - . 
. . 
that God ·is -dead. And it i~ likely . tnat Hardy's grim 
conclusions -~h~ugh ~hey may not be q:!-lite so definite ~~ 
~ . ·· ' ·N·i .etzsche'.• s, · ~prang f~om the same kind of chaos· that society · 
,. 
· ~ . · h~~ s~pplied. It perhaps explains the extensive use of the 
macabre in his work, for · what · ·is more. ·horrible to . · · ' 
. c~ntemplalt~, . what produces- mor'~ horrible . images than . . eotal 
. . . 
· ac<?eptance of a rnea.~ingless ex,ist·ence? .Yet if· o·~e ac-cepts 
. . \ . - . 
existentialist" theories this is perhaps the only._ conclusiorl ~ 
. . ' , 
· aardy'~ . poetry rno~es to~ard · such a conclusion. And 'if 
. .- in.deed·· lie' is not as certain about the pl,l'zzle 'of reality as 
. . . \ . 
. I 
D.H. Lawrence is; it is ~ecause more_ positive philos?p_hers- ~- -· . 
I . ' ... 
~ 
' 
such as Comte influenced H~~dy. Furthe~rnore; it is plain., . 
-
' ,. . . ·' . ,, 
~' ' e xiv 
•' , . 
. ' . ·~ 
, r 
• . . I 
' ,. 
1 
' · 
• 
1' 
.. . 
0 0 
·' 
- -- \ 
0-. 
0 ,. 
' fl p 
• 0 
· I think, that Hardy r .epresents what one might _cal). a near-
nihilism, or an .e~rlier stage of . the 'sa~e experiment that 0 
0 
0 -~ Q 0 0 '· 0 ° 0 · _ 0 
o. H. Lawrence put sued and samuel Beckett concluded in that 
Ghastly room in End~arne . where ~he human condition reduces 
even humans to nausea. 
. 
Part of the genera~ att~tude reflected in Hardy's 
poetry .does come very close to t _he disgust th_~t- permeates, · 
the thought of those who see. the u~iverse as~ incomprehensible. 
.. 
·· . However, the main portion bt this '.thesis attempts to : signify_ 
• 0 0 
. 
' . . ' 
·' ''thq.t such a description is not a 'complete ·one 'for the pt!-et. 
, 
For while he does come face to ·face• with t~e tmnian cond.l,tion ° -
~ 0 0 • 
a·J;ld. lo~~s upon it with grave displeasure, ~he rnir~ fact tna·t 
.· ~is _poetr~ se~ms a ~~nd of mq~al a~d inetaphysic11 .' -~~a.rch 
indicates that he is not totall~~ immersed in pessimism·. -1 
Besides, . I feel ·that even though ' ~is . poetry and his writing 
-t C' .' .I • • • • • " ' . 
i;n. ge'neral do take an extended look\ at the . "Worst", there_....~ : 
I • ~ ' 
/ is time, if ·only for br.t'ef moments, to considel; the 
' 0 
' "Better". 
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. Hardy rnasc~U-_nity, nothing, : not. even death ' can- •iapa'll/ ... 
' . . . . . . 
. ·. ' 
' . . . -, ' ~ , . 
··. One who, past qoubt.~ng_~ ~fl ,/ Waits in unh,ope". Th'is PC?ein, 
. . . . . .: . ' ' 
of 'course, points toward a favour.tte Hardy stance: ma11 _. 
.. • J . - . 
. . 
slighted, · but stern, i~ · th~ ·.face of.a ~i~terLy ~old 
,. # . • ! ~ -
"-!>"' • 
universe. ' It has . the_ "ring ~f_.·the · great_ ~oyeis, · The Return 
. •, . . 
of the Native, Tess d£ the d'Urbervilles, and. Jude . the · 
,. 
Obscure, where the. ~a: in:' chara:cters; trap·p·ea· by'. ~ircu~stanc~s, 
. ' . . ,. 
UJ)f;iendly envi~onment~ an~·- their owh· metabol·i~m ':g·r~~ 
. . . :(J 
. . . 
sublime· in · tragic :resilience.. · Thu_s, although one "'\. 
• t ~ ... 
, .. 
immediately . ackno~ledges th~ to'ughn~ss and stoicism o'f, _the . ... . . _ .. 
· · · :.'first part of "In ·Tenebris", yet ' another note is. sounded 
' : .. . ' less formidable than wintry "'despair. _ 
.. In ino_st of Hard~'~ po-etry t~e lighter· no~e ·m~~9eem· · .. 
. . . 
-~e~~ ·, ernpha.sized-i- .ana\ ~~anti t~tiv,ely .. the p~_qoding darkness '\:~~\~.. . . . 
· . does tend to ' overshadow all el~e. However, a prighte~ vein 
.. 
/,' . . 
1+' 
. . ' 
.. . , . 
~ ' 
• l 
' ' ..... . . · ~,:, . . 
is seldom absent. For'" say!'l the poet·, _in thi's early · poem, 
~ . 
I "Tempe~ts ·may 'Scath", not will scath; ·.and "·uf!hope" · i _? ·more 
. ~ 
neutral-t'inted:-Lthan pessi~ist,ic ." It is a kind of 
resignation, a neutr~l response to an indifferen~ universe . 
~ ' 
Hardy~s universe ·was, one remembers, .full of "neutral-ti-nted 
• 2 . . . 
.haps". . . But the most important feature of .the. early poem . 
~~om. the point 9f _view of this discussion is the one line 
' 
. chosen qy Hardy ~wenty years a·fter he--had• first used it -.to 
. 
' f . ,_ 
/' · represerrl: the · view 'of life i~ally expressed in his p~etry as .. 
. ·' 
• 
2 .. 
Ibid. I p. 84£Y- ) 
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a · whole~ It is found in the secon4 · patt of "In Tenebii~" 
,' I 
· · . -and re.a.d·s: · 
. ".· .. ·. if way to ·the Better there be, it exacts. a · 
·frill 16ok ·at the Worst"3. 
Needless . to: _say, . Hardy _.realizes the sig:nificance of. thi·s 
3 
. : ... line and i-t · is the focal. point in. my consideration· qf Hardy 1 s · · 
' . . . ' .. 
. ·. _best . p?~try. · . For, ~ot ?n1y do~s it .epitomize_ the sentiments. , 
. . ' . . ~ 
of t .he p~em ~hich ·contains . it' it a ·lso. indicates the.·_ general ' 
.-te~~~ of his ~o~try. ·. No · other fine - crystallizes ~ore 
'• .. ' . . . . . . ' .. . 
pr~c~sely \he ·a~parent: phi·losophy ,'of. -~~e man . and th·~· .. message _ .. 
of the . poems. '· Furthermore, it is di.f _ficul t to· find another 
~tatement · w~ich so adeq'!lately reflec.ts ' th~- inher~n~ :tensJons 
. . . 
of that· philoSOJ?hY~ In short,, · it co~tains Hardy's poetic 
. . . 
_description 0f "evolutiona:r:y meliorisnt", his· belief., . for a 
· . · time, in· mai:I 1 s eventual ennobl·ement. 
- • .,. ' , .. • • • • j 
In an article dealing ·wit~Hardy's impressions of 
. . . 
. ' 
reality, J .o. · Bailey describes the rneliorism 'thi·s·· .. way: 
. . . 
: ... Th~s ·meliorism is a hope, ai;{ lea.st;. that 
·. human action can make the circumstances of ·, 
life and life itself -better in ethical quality 
and in happ~ness than·they have been., ·His · 
adj'ective evolutionary ll\eans .that . irnprovemE:mt 
may . take an · extreme~y long time, proceeding in 
minut~ stages over - thousands of years, in 
processes of adaption like those of biological 
evolution.4 · 
.!' 
3 '. -· . 
\ 
. \ 
.. . / . Ibid., p.- '154. 
. .. 
4j ~O. Bailey·, "Eyoiutionary Meliorism in the poetry of. t' 
Thom~s .. Hardy", ··Studi:es in ·Philologx, - Vol. 60 (1963~, p. ·.570. 
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· B~iley's 
I 
.. 
descr~J>-fJ'n"'~~ the po_§t' s philo.sophy i.& an ade~ua.te 
one, for not only ?oes it recognize Hardy's ·knowledge of 
I 
Darwin, which is consida.z.:able, b_ut it also mentions ·"human 
. -action" as a necessary requirement to insure i~provement.1 
i - Hardy most certainly agrees with this 'latter emphasis on _ 
1 human effort. For as ~oy Morrell points out, Hardy places I . 
I • 
• 
1 great stres,s on· man's ed to exploit the vast store of1 
. I 
· ~ · · unuped capabiii ties th I he possesses. Like the creeping 
L 
\ : 
pla~t which strug~les o assert· itself amongst a growth of 
\ \ . 
m_}ich' sturdi~r build, it must utili:z;e . 
. · ••• ~n a spec~al ' way, and in ti~e of special · 
need,~mething which all plants possess. In . 
. the same way Hardy is not suggesting that for . ·, 
the achievement of ' happiness we must look . 
forward to a .change in· human nature, ~but rather 
, ';~Se: resources We already p-OSSeSS. 5 : 
... 
I' ' 
.. ' 
I ' 
If human nature is · to improve, suggests_ Hardy., · ·we must 
exp~~~ some . of OUr. · ener~y 71 ~t ':i_s · no goo~ . for }lS 
help from a force, a . supreme being or .a may not 
of that task . . even e~ist . . Analysis cif the "Worst" 
·: By 19221 Hardy's opinion ~bo 
' I • • I ' • 
man's ge:t:leral 
·. ·development· becomes .form~lized "~pology" , ;the· 
• •• r' ' 
Earlier, published . in that 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~. 
·year. I am not · ~ugges.tin~ , . as Bailey does: that Hardy's . 
arrival at this stage of was .the _  p~oduct 
' . . . . 
5 ., ' . . 
Roy -Morrell, The Will -and ,The Way. ~Lumpur. : 
1965), p • . 98. . ·'· . . . . . 
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5 
of "a· gra_d~al growth ·to. a defihl te theo~y". 6 I do not believe 
this· late admission of meliorism was p'rec:::edeid by ·a step-by-
step progre~s in orderly fashion. The poems of the First 
. 
World ·war era attest to the t 'ruth of thi.s statement-. In -
fact; Florence Emily H~rd~ makes quit~ clear ·Hardy's 
' ' I 
po~ition~hen the War broke out. She ins~sts ~bat the 
conflict "destro~ed all Hardy's belief in · the gradual 
' ' . . 
ennoblement of rna~". 7 By 1922, however, this temporary . 
. . . 
. · ~elal)choly had passed and be could write· more hopefully 
' 
ag~iri. - · One could ·of course qu~'stion 'the .author'·~ 
. . . . 
' ' . . -, 
· · consistency and sincer-ity~ · He might · have anticipated the - : . 
. . . 
'Po~sibiliti~s of such criticisms because in his 'preface t~ . -
Winte"r Words, . h~s. last volume · of poetry, · .he wrote this: 
I ·also repeat what ·.1: have often stated ot1 such 
·occasions, that no harmonious philosophy. is 
· att~pted in these pages-~or 'in any bygone 
' ' pages of mine, for that matter.8 
. Q 
Like many Hardy commentators, I ,, too, · have ·regarded . 
1 
. ..... . . 
as'philosophic the poet's ' ref~ections concerning existence 
. "~ I , , 
and his attempts t~ account - ~or the problem of evi·l. As 
\') 
the last paragraph in· the pre·fac·e to' Winter Wprds explains,_ 
6Bailey, p. 570.' · 
.: -· , .. 
7 . . , 
Florenc~ ·Emily Hardy, The Life ofA.Thomas Hardy 
. -18·40-1928, · Paper~aq -· (Ne~ York: 1965), -p. 318~ 
. 8 f 
Collected Poems, . p. 7 9 6.-
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' the. poet would . proo~bt-y not have agreed. To · argue, of 
. • ~ ' . . ,. . ; f'T ' . ' 
· -~ourse, is · futile.~ Hb'e~e~, .a· view from a·nother angle' 
/. 
~~ght be fruitful. 
. ' ' In The . Life of.Thomas Hardy, Hardy'~ second ·wife 
records thi~ from her husband's notes of July 8, 1901: 
~ . 
After reading various philosophic systems, and 
being I struc;k with the.ir contraqict.k>ris and . 
futi~ttie~ I have co~e to this: Let ever~ 
man make a philosophy for himself out of his 
I' 
6 
\ 
.. , own ~·xperience.. He will no't be able to 
escape using. t~rms and phraseology from · 
earlier. philosophers, but let him avoid 
.. . • ' 
_adopting their theories if ,he values'~is own 
mental life .. ~9. · 
. ' ' I do not suppose Hardy. can justifiably be c'a'tled a . . 
- ·» philosopher as say; - Au~uste Cornte tan, because of t~e 
. I . 
... · former's obvious suspicions of· any ·specific ·dogmatic 
._ approach, and also because his own profundities, for the 
a 
IDC?St. part, cqme to ·~$ as p0erns-~nd novels. He cannot .be 
• 
said to hav~. a system, excep~ · perhaps in The Dynasts, which 
~ I' -
investigate_s ~niversai · tru-~hs, principles, and ._knowledge: 
Bu.t syst~at~c or· not, .he does ·investigate such things·. 
l 
The pre.face to Winter Words ·says that philosophy was not 
attempted in any of his wr_it~ngs, however, philosophy -is 
0 
most .certainly the result. · For who can read Jude the . . 
Obscure without being struck by Hardy's in~estt'fjation of,. 
and comment on, institutionalized r 'eiig-ion? ·,Who can pon'der 
• 
. . '---! . 
. ·. 
. .. 
·. 
. ~ ' . 
., ' 
'II • 
.. 
·, 
•· . 
, . 
~ . 
,-· 
..,_. 
··. 
a . 
·, ... 
\ 
.. 
I I 
·' . 
Tess of the d'Urbervilles without recognizing the author's . ·' 
mus.?-ngs on the "P.resident .of the Immortals"? Furthermore, · 
0 0 ' 
0 
what of the queries about destiny .·in "Hap", or the Immanent'--,~· 
Will ·in.The Dy~asts? No one· can deny the ''obsti1Jate 0 • "-.... ...._: 
. I . . 
li ,. 
0 " 
questionings". ·and ."blank misgivings", here. Hardy once said .._.. 
that what is called philosopby in his poems could be · referre4·~ 
0 
..... to as impressio!ls of the moment . . But when _·impress.j_ons over 
the · ::>pan of .'some sixty yearq are reasonably · consistent, . ' • 
· they. approach ~e realm of philosophy . 
. Trhi~osophy that , Har~y reveal~d in '1922 represez;1ted 
. ·perhaps a cry:;;tallization of various beliefs he _.had been 
~ .. t 0 
working toward or wished to believe all his life . . That 
crysta.llization· he c~iled_ ."evolutionary meliorism" ~ ~ven·. 
0 0 
I o 
.· ~ t~ough ~uch a . phi~ospphy ~s prefaced ~y a kind of 
\ . 
\ 
\ . 
\ 
\ 0 
\ 
deveio'pm~nt, one is -reminded that much of the "Apology" is 
an answer to t~· ·then rampant charges· of pe·ssimi'sm ·levelled · 
against: , him. Itardy repl'ies ., ·howe...;& 1 With 
••• . what is to-day, in -~llusions to the Jresent 
author's pages, alleged to be "pessimism" is,· 
in truth, only such "ques.tionings" in the . 
~xploration of reality ; and is the first s.tep· 
· towards the soul's betterment, ·and the body's . 
. 'also. ~.o 
. 
He then continues: 
.. 
• " _, 
0 0 
I'f I may be forgiven f or quoting my own · old ·· 
words, let me . repeat· what.I printeq in this. 
r e latiqn mer€ than twenty year~ agG, and - . 
• I 
10 . Collected Poems, p. - ~26. : 
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\ 
0 
wrote much .earl~er, in a poem entitled 
11 Iri Tenebris": - · • 
-·-~ . ,. 
If way to the . Better there be,· it ·exacts · ~ . 
full look .at the. Worst: · 
.. 
th~t is to say, • by the exploration of re~lity, 
and its frank recognition ~age•by stage 
along the survey., with an eye to the best ~: 
"' consummation possible: briefly, evolutionary 
meliorism.ll , · . · . · 
... 
s 
·-' 
I 
,. 
ra-~ . 
Hardy's criti.cs- before, .l9~ can perh~J?s .' be forgiven __ · 
I , . , / • • /J • 
for: . not having penet:rated the author: s · ess.ential thought. · 
~ what· is inexcusable is the b~nsta~t b~r~age ~f . attacks · 
. . 
on th~~~m in his 
note. If on~~is to reach any kin? of reasonabl~_ asse~smen~ 
poetry, leaving untouched the other 
t ~ I 1 , 
•. 
' _, ~ . ~ . 
of the poetry, the mel.i.oristic tendency cannot •be· 'ignored. · ... 
• ' • > ' • • ; ' ' • I 
.. 
. . 
·"-
I' 
• ' ·. , ~ 
.. ~. 
. \ 
Hardy is Rdt 'merely a · preacher of · _dar~ne~s·. ~ II,e does ind~e~ • . ·-;' 
\ . 
analy~e the sorrier side .of ~an' ·s e~iste~ce, yet he d6~~ 
" Q : , 
SO· '-
)1. 
because he.feels bbligated to be truthful. This 
";,xplorat:on o.f reality", thi~· ."fra~k. ~e~ogJ>iJ.('~~:: is . 
necessary, he believes, if we are ~o improve our .lot. What 
. . . . . ~ . ,~ 
" ,. 
' . . 
has to be made quite clear, -though, is .. that while a survey . 
0 .. ~ 
is being taken, the author never los~s . 
• • • "' , o 
' . 
i , 
s~ght of his ultimate goa'l, 'or the' possibili-t i es for 
mankind, namely "tbe· b~st con~urninatiori possible~ briefly, · 
' . . 
evolutiona~y 'meliorism". , This dual concentrad .on; or seeming. 
• 1 
contradiction between· mea ns and end is the cause of the i • 
" 
/ . 
0 
.. 
' : 
D • 
t~nsions " SQ; evident • f om the· .earliest poetry to tl1e lat·est. 
----'--· --~ ..~c~~~~~--~' ----~--------~~.:~-------------~0 
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The idea that hlman nature might · rnake a positive 
/ 
., 
. . . . 
development had _ a~~arently been 'with tne poet . quite earl~ in 
" hfs ""cGer, ' a point made quite clear in the "Apology"~ What 
~1,1 • • f , • • • t 
. . . 
he intimates th~~ is that despite , the obviqus tenqency . in 
his poe·iry to h.i:ihl/ght despair,· the ·notion- of meli~:r .ism .. 
' . <"'' • 
appears e~rYy dates back much further ·than 1901 when . 
' 
l• In Teneb~f:'s" published. One cah ~ndeed detect budding . 
t 
" I • J 
. meliorism in earliest volumes, and a_lthough it is 
l ·: -' • ~ \ . ' 
. ... 
.diffi'cult .. to '~?1-Y.. wheJ! all ;th~se po.~ms were ~ritten, Hardy &i· 
.. 
" 
ohaving dated only ·a few, some go back ·to 1866 ~ 
> • "' • Cl '- 1 
At ·that 
.. 
time the ·poet. Wps twenty-six · yeai:-s ·ol 
-o 
dertainly nat compl~tely .solidified ~ 
~ge and had most, 
perman~~t philosophy. 
I ' 
do . ' I • ' ~l : ... 
Whil,e that conclu~ion may be ;true, plose · analy~is of certain 
1 
_e~r~ poem:s unqove.rs what may· have been · the 'germ C?f 
·~ meli~rism in its ~~rliest stages~ . T~is fo~ta~- thought 
c.-seems'· to be tugging at ·the ominous darker.: tones and it 
• : c . " :. . . . • 
supf>li~s- ,the .t~nsio01s 1tY;'iji of , Hardy's be,st poems, early . 
' · and late. ·· • · .. 
. . •. , ,. 
.Like all of Hardy's separate 
- • ,- J • - • 
volumes,. the . fi"rst-
. . 
' .... published, Wes.se~ Poems (l898) is- a 
•• . ' / There is-' variety in type, , for~, a~d 
~eterog~neou~.mixtur~ . 
- . 
<I 
I 
. \ 
especia~ly in 
subj.~~--f ·but mo~e-
.~ • I. ,~ 
tone i) _ For example "Hap" and- its__ "purblind 
• 
qoomsters" : is tot~lly unrelieved; '' In' a Wood~' . wi:th its 
i _. . '-I" 
C' ~ t • • • p • to ''\ 
and· "li.fe l~yal ties 11 is f .ull o f tens1ons; the "poison drip" 
. . 
• . . I • final part of . "She to H1m", end~-ng · w1th 'a ple a for 
fviendship, is .rathe r . 9ptirnistic. 
·..., 
' ,. 
<> 
.Consequently, as in the 
" 
, .....  
\ 
:·. 
·" ' 
( 
_o 
/ , 
0 I 
' ~ -
. . 
_,,.. __ _ 
0 
·. " 
I. 
; 
,_ 
volumes·, overall tension i·s evident. But the 
'10 
~ -
iRtemtion here is to indicate a n'ote reflecting,. if nothing 
.. r,. .r 
else, the author'' s desire . ~crr a world better tha~' the on~ - . 
• • t .. • 
he is in. It is h'is first attempt i~ poetry to f'ind '"a way 
I ' .. 
I • . 
. ' to the Better". The f -:Ulfillment of that desire may :not yet 
I 
be · in sight but hope for i 't is frequently present. · . There 
is. indeed an early note that does not spell gloom. 
• . o '12 n 
In "A ~eeting w~th Despair",_ a poem th.at qompares 
favourably . with· the now ' much-'apJ;>reciated 11 Th_e Darkling. 
Thrush", · the setting is "The blac~ lean land, of · 
. featureless contour/. 1. ... where many glooms abide·. II The 
prevailing atmosphere is of course dark and broodin5J like 
·. Egdon Heath yet lighter tones are .evident ·as well. For even 
• though' at the end of th~ poem the glimmer of- hope' is 
unreali·z~cft~nd "Heaven'~ . radiant show/ Had gone" that .had• 
.. . . . 
"heartened" the poet, he had indeed been "heartened" 'and 
the radiant show did appear, if only briefly, in the form of 
-~-
hra~-l~t clouds" which "gleamed glory"~ There was for a 
. t~e "solace ~~efyw~ere" · and the opposition _it; suppli.e:s to 
the domina tin~ ·.d9{kling atmosphere cannot be ignored. 
. . 
Likewise, in "The Irnp~rcip{ent (at a cathedral 
se~vice)", 13 it is obvious that the speaker is an unheliever. 
, . 
·
12Ibid., p. 51. 
lJI~id., pp. 59-60 • 
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This unbelief is not that of a man w'ho _. simply wil'l not 
believe, but that o'f one who,_ under the cir~ums~ances, 
•• .J. • . 
. .. 
11 
... 
feels he cannot. The poet's int~liectua~ ins~ghts, ~nadequa~e ·~ 
r • . 
: though they appear tQ ~thers, will not permit adherence to 
, 
,- the orthodox code. H~ desires ·a vision of "The glorious 
· ~istant sea" . and the "Shining Land" which his comrades. see; 
he craves the fai.th of his brethren but he is no·t granted 
eithei. What ii a glorious h~reafter to them is a "yon • 
' . -
dark/ And wind-swept. pine" to the poet. It is not however 
,, 
his will to be an outcast. "doth a bird deprived of wj.ngs/ 
Go earth-bound ~ilfully!", he asks. As - in "A Meeti~g with 
.q 0 
Despair", the almost pathetic desire for a happier, more 
~omforting belief rings loud and clear, despite the denial 
of that request i~ ' both poems. 
I I f I , , '. II 14 • • 1 r ' Nature s Quest1on1ng echoes a s1m1 ar note. For 
~espite his reference to the creator· of the universe as an 
"Automaton"·. and "some Vast Inlbecility", may it not be 
. . 
possible he asks, 
.. . eRa t some high Plan _betides, 
As y'et not ·understood, · 
Of Evil stormed by Good, 
We the Forlorn Hope oyer which Achievement strides?" 
Th.e ·earliest poetry, then', fo;r-ces· o~e to conclude 
that there is .evidence -of more than darkness, d~pair , and_ 
,Q 
~4~. 1 PP• 58-59." 
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-· 
unbelief in the mind of the poet. Although twilight·, faint 
hope and agnostic'ism may - ~ot b,e entirely positive qualities, 
they sometimes seem so. i~ Hardy. ·such a . dual concentra ti·on 
of course gives the. poems a kind of uncertainty ·or 
ambiguity, an elastic±"ty, typical of a'll his best poems . 
. 
And it comes from that difficult fusion, in ' one breath, of- ~ 
-~i . ' 
the "Better"" · and the "Worst". 
... 
~To speak of The Dynasts is to speak of Hardy's 
fullest poetic expression of his me1iorism. The. poem is - ~ ­
many t?ings, of .. course. Beside~ gi~ing vent to his life...: 
long interest in Napoleon "Struggling alone toward his own 
,. 
·conceptiQn of his .destiny -.bu~ helpless to alter his 
. . 
'15 predetermi.ned end", it is the author's attempt at an epic 
in which his feelings about the universe are discussed on a 
.../ ' 
grand sca.Jp. Samuel Hynes calls it Hardy's "most .ambi t·~ous 
16'• 
philosophical statement", and it is with t~~~ philoso~hical 
aspect only that I wish to deal here. Treating such a 
gigantic work . in su.ch a limi-\:ed way. may · seem to play down 
its intellectual strength and comprehensiveness, but this 
c.. . 
is not intended. Its power. and significance, representing 
. . . 
~s it does Hardy's ·most optimistic vi-ew df life, has been 
.. 
treated with considerable dep~h by several critics; 
15~amuel Hydes;, The - ~~ttern of Hardy's Poetry 
(Chapel'Hill: 1961), . p. 15,6. 
. ..., 
.. 
. - . ,, ( 
16·Ibid .~, p. 153 • . 
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especially J.o. · Bailey in Thomas Hardy and The Cosmic Mind. 
Be?.ides, in the context of this thesis my .. sole purpose. is 
·merely· to indicate ~hat The D¥nasts is the· poet's finest 
e.xample of I his tension-filled 'vision of _the uni vers~. I \, 
am not conc~ntrating on this .work which is ~ajo~ enough 
for a full dissertation. I am stating, however, that wh~t 
. " ~ .. 
seems to. be a melipristic bt;ginning ~n his . first vo)..ume .of 
-. · ,poe~ry mushrooms here. As Samuel Hynes !Cl<;!arly .states, such ·.' 
a qualit'y is ·not a flaw. because it goes contrary to wh~t 
. ., 
1 
has beeri called e~rlier expressions of pessimism, foi m~ f . ' . . ~ . 
conclusiion, having interpreted Ha-rdy in his .. p'refaces·, , 
. , 
•. . 
poetry and lett~rs, is that total pessimism is rarely found 
by ·t'{t~elf in a~y ··individ~al poem or vo~ume of poems .... That 
. . 
other 'note is there, however faint its earliest expr~ssi?ns • 
Not . to recognize this note in the early p9ems and more 
\ ' 
especially in The ·oynasts as·. Hynes J?Oints out is to miss 
. , 
completely the significance of· Hardy's apparently 
ant~n~mial o~ paradoxicaf~i~'ion of ~eality which stres:es 
.the s.uffering while seeking a remedy. · In the second part 
of _this immense poem, Act VI, Scene V, The Spirit o f the 
Pitie s echoes that .dual- structured. view: 
Something within me aches to pray 
To . some Great Heart, to take away 
This _e':'il day, this evil day! 17 . 
17 . Thomas Hardy, The D:t:nasts, 
1965) ' _p •. }~6 ~ 
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One cannot fail to notice the strangEi!lY poignant 
stresses · on fat~lism and ·pity, or ' hope that the Will, I ';;' 
I 
.,.,. 
I 
·" 
unconscious though it be,. may develop consciousness. · It is . I· • 
. really the heart:·, the very quintessence of· Hardy Is thought 
as a letter of ~901 makes clear where he states that his 
view of the universe . lies "at the ind~fference point 
' . . ' . 18 
between rationality and ·irrationally", a position .. that · 
. ' . 
emanates frotn tensions. Again, Hardy's .comment recorded 
:. 
in his··;;crn9te.book while preparing The Dynasts, ~·s ·not 
-~ .. 
. ,. • : . < r 
i,rrelev:~·n._t: " 1 Th~ human race t~ be shown a~ on~' great 
. network
1 
or 'tis~ue' which quiver~ in 'every ' part .... ; II 19 The 
' __ __.__ ."'j· 
most ·inte_nse expression .. 9f this. feeling in · The Dynasts 
i .ssues from the ·. vario\1s . dialogues between The ·c _hortises ,. 
. . 
The Sp~rit of the Pi.t _ies, and the Spirits Ironic ·and Years • 
.... : .. 
From the openin.g Fore Scene the sympathy and hope of the 
. . 
. former is countered by · the determination of the latter: 
I 
S~IRIT OF THE PITIES . 
,I 
Meet is it, none the less, 
To bear in thought that though Its consciousness 
May be estrange~, engrossed afar, or sealed, 
Sublunar· shocks may wake' Its ·watch · anon? 
. / '' · 
. 18 . 
- F.~. Hardy, p. 309. 
II 19rbid.·, p. 177.· ' ·. 
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' ·. ' ' SPIRIT OF THE YEARS -. \ 
. Nay. In the .Foretime, everi to the germ of Bedrig_, 
: Nothing ,appears of shape to" indicate . _ 
"" That cogni'zance has marshalled 'things terrene, 
- ,p Or will ' (such is my thinking) in my span.. . . 
Rather they show tl1at, like a kni tte:r drowsed', · '' 
Whosci finge~s ~lay in skill~d unmindfulness, 
J , ; 
The ~ill has woven .witli an abse'nt heed 20 .J 
·since life first .was; and ever will so weave. - · ·-
·. 
How much · the "knitter drowsed" and the fingerp_lay ·of · 
unmindfulness remind one of the "crass· qasualit~~, and 
' , 
I ,' .. 
. . ·.-
'. 
·•. 
- . 
. : . 
"dicirig Time" of "Hap"!. But of course . the hope that I I • • ,' t' 
.• ... 
"sublunar shocks may wake" the uncons'cious m~nd, fo.rce;:~ o~·e .- .·.· -: . 
to recall lines from 11 A Mee:ting w'it:_h De;3p,air", j..n _whiqh·· _the -
I; • ' 
poet, intent on his new ·reasoning: .. _.gli~pses "The · ray-lit ._., 
. , ~ , . . 
' . . 
. • , ' 
., . 
' ·. 
clotic;ls" and thinks . the~e is :11so.lace ever~here11 ! The ·: · . , . . ' . 
' . 
' ~ • lJ .. : . ' .. . :.. 
tension between the_· :v~rious sp~rits ~is ~ppar_f3nt th~pu~~out _ .. 
this great. epic. As. the wars are fought and men ·k ilJ.ed; 
" . . , .' .. . . 
as ~poleon . is drawn _magnetically by the In:una~ent :will .to 
. . ' 
his pr-e-:-determined destruction,·: the _-spirits, individu'ally · 
and in- chorus, c~mment on the action revealing what must be 
the autho~~s oWn menta!' ' dilemma • . Thought· and feefing, 
. -
intellect and emotion are represented. by the Spirit of ' the 
. 
-Pities · and ' the Spirit )1:-ronic, ·and in their· verbal 
• • I i\, 0 
·interaction, · reveal · Hardy'. s determinatic~m to 'believe that 
· a kind of mending would be -possible in'the world. The 
Spir~t of the ,Years _ insists t:ha-f:: ~he injiY·idual _ will of 
... · 
· Napoleon and indeed- the wills of all men cou:nt for not'hing; 
~. 20The Dynasts, i?. 2·. 
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' 
. individual wills are overpowered by the bnconsc:Lous · Mind 
that will remain ·unconscious . .. But the Spirit ·of the Pities 
asks: · . : . 
. But, e~eri ~o, shall blankness be for aye? 
· Men gained cognition with the. flux of time, . 
And wherefore not . the Force informing them, 
When . far-ranged a ions past all fathoming 
Shall have swung by, .and st:and · as backward 
· years?21 .. . · . 
·I 
:.The ·spirit of the cYJ.rs in~ that such men as ·Napoleon, 
sue~ Dynasts, 
. ... who wade across the 'world 
·.To make an epoch, bless, confuse, 
Are in the elemental ages' chart 
.Like meanest insects on Obscurest 
. \ 
.•. 
appal, 
. 22 leaves. . 
-,, 
.. But th~~spirit ~f the Pitie•s' ."continues in its familiar ~train: 
. . ' 
So did . we evermore sublimely. sing; 23 So would we now, despite thy forthshadowing! 
· Then comes what· Hynes calls the final burst of evolu.tionary '. 
" meliorism. As the poem .ends, the spirits combine in a 
vibrant outburst of emotion: 
Btit-a stirring thrills the a,ir 
Like to sounds o~ joyanc.e there 
That -the rages · 
of· the ages.· . 
. . ~a_l+. be cancelled, and deliverance 
( the darts that were, 
21Ibid., p. · 522. 
22Ibid. , _ p. 521. 
: 23rbid., ·p. 523 . · 
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Consciousness the Will informing, till It fashiori 
· '\,__ · · all things fair!24 · 
' ' ' . ' . . _), 
As _ t~?e cf!.apter o~ ·the w·w~ p~e:ry _ ·~.il_l· indi'cate_E_·~rdy_ .did ' 
have a change of heart· between the publ·ication of The 
·~ynast~ in. 1907 a .nd the i92.2 ,;Apo~ogy" .· But w en he wrote 
. the concluding lines _of the drama of Napoleon he felt that 
th~ . ·~great hEtart" was : awakening: 
Promptly te~ding 
· To Its. mending 
In a genial gerJ1ling . purpo_se, and for loving-kiridQess' sake?25 
. . . . ~ 
Although no one can with justice .doubt the 
melioristic' mood.· ;here,· .th~e are some critics who would· 
suggest that not only is . ther~ ·no evidence of meli~r~~rn in 
The . Dynasts, ·but t~at·. there is none i'n · any of Flardy' s 
poems. John ~rowe .Ra"nsom is one who sings this tune: 
'I 
The -author's philos~phic~l remarks about· his 
poetic inte-ntions seem after the event·, and · 
· ~nrelated.to his actual ~oeti~ ~ccasions. For 
what is evolutionary .mel'iorisrn? It is the -
· ~ynthetic · o~eornargarine which stern Darwinians 
used to spread· o'ver .the bread of· doctrine when 
they denied . therns·e1 ves the old-fashioned bu.tter 
·of · belief in a moral order. . There may be some 
. of it in the Hardy ~ovels, . i do ·not know; there . 
·is none .~n the :·verse, and there could scarcely . 
be any of its getting there-. The ironic poems · 
never tell us about evolutionary rne:iiorism, .nor . 
do they exemplify. this or anything evolutionary, 
but just continue to be i~onic.~.· ,26 · -
24 . . . . ,f ' . 
IbJ.d., p. 525 • . ;.._ 
~ -
t' 25
rbid. ~ p. S25. ~} · · 
~ . • . J 
' . 
~ ' · t 
•. 
· ·. : 
26John Crowe Ransom, "Honey ~nd ~all" ·, The · 
southern Review, volume · 6. (~ton· Rouge:. 1940) , ·p:-6 .• 
Jl 
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No one ·denies· 'the presence of ·· the .d-ark ironist in 
u·ardy 's poetfY. But· ·R~msom' s decision not to admit ·a note 
C - ,) 
of. melio'rism; ·e,specia1ly in The ·Dynasts,. which he calls 
. . . 27 
"the worst poetry that Hardy· wrote"., is · simp·ly ·not ~ound ,;~ 
judgement. Frequently when the poetic views of an author 
·are: analyzed, critics seem to be blinded by. a particular 
·' . 
bias. · T~~end to closE! thei:i:: ' minds tq all but their own 
• 
narrow ideas. 
·Although one cannot agree .with all his co~clus,ions, 
J.O. Bailey in his article "Evolutionary ine~iorism in the 
. . 
oe~ry of Thoma~ Hardy", is thorough. . He se_es th~ poems 
.. . ' 
1900 as dis.tinctly melioristi.c but describes the 
' poems of the 1860's as bl~akly pessimistic. · Har~y's 
,. . 
he concludes, develops th?=ough a seri.es 
stages·:· 
. ( . . 
, , II ' 1 
Thus Hardy Is poetry reveals his thought· in three 
.phases: first a phase of bleak pessimism when he 
~ead Darwin in·the 1860's and·r~luctantly . 
rejected ~eligious fai'th; second, · influence~ by 
Schopenhauer and Von Hart;.man, a phase of · , 
'meditation· about -an Unconscious Wil1 that might 
become conscious and .'amend the world i and third, 
. , ·the phase of ev:olutionary meliorism. · In this · 
phase _ Hardy accepted the copdition~ of natural . 
' · law; he believed that in slow adaptlon man c~n 
. find., and perhaps is .finding, the upward--way. 28 
This article on the poet's philosophy is no doubt an in-aepth 
. 
27Ibid., p. 14. 
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.s _tudy by a noted critic b~t it · is unlikely that H.ardy' s . 
philosophy can be ca~~orized . sp neatly. £or one _o~ th~ 
. ~ ·. 
most obvious findings in any H~rdy study · should be 
19 
tensions .res-ulting from his con·centration on a darker tone · -~ 
here, while at the same time pointing to a lighter one 
• 
0 
• there; the de.spairing mood in ·bne.linel th~ hopeful mood 
. in the next, and tensions 'prevent regular deve.lopment . 
.---- l 
Hardy's scope in both ·prose and verse has been 
' \ 
called naJ;row. · It has been \.nt~mated .that whatever he 
concluded about human nature \ dest~n~, and .the like, c~x_n~ ' 
about becatiqe of a thorough k~owledge of his own par_ticular 
area, his Wessex. I find this ~ifficul t to accept since . 
) 
one's phiiosophic~l conclusion must always be'the product 
of experience plus .natural tend ncies. And Hardy's · nature 
. . 
was paradoJSical like his own temsion-f illed bel~e·f ~. .'He 
was at once compassionate I .. /and ·grim; kindly, but stern. 
• • • • • • &, 
• 
Hardy was . indeed a keen . observer of. the country side a:nd 
its inhabitants . as ·his poems show. 
. . 
• 
specula ti9ns about the uni vers{'!, in 
\ 
ori ginated there. 
In fact the poet's o~n words in his eface to Poem·s of 
the Past and the Present reinforc this idea: · 
. ~ •. the road to ; a trp~ phi )..dsbphy of lif~ . seems 
to lie in humbly recording .dive~se readings of • 
its phenomena as they are forced ·upon ' us by 
chance and change. 29 
I • 
2~co11ected Poems 1 p.' 7 5. 
.-
. . 
• > 
: .. 
0 
' ~ 
\. 
.. 
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· His intense. feeling· for wes.sex obviously .cont~ibuted to his 
conclusions., but the man 1 s reading cannot .·be ignored. · ·He 
-
wa~ always an ·avid re~der and The Life records a stagg,ering 
list of authors read in orie year, u 1887. Among the most 
prominent were Milton, Shakespeare, Dante, Goethe and . 
Virgil. He· digested them so well·, ·it is not remarkable 
hat Carl Weber accused .him of plagiarism ·and, that Hardy 
himsel·f should _point out the inevit:ability. of · his using . 
some of the terms al'l't1 phraseology of those authors he read.~ 
However, it is not so much. that he read . widely that is so 
/ 
important here, as that he was inffuenced by "that reading. 
• • • 'J"' 
. .. 
Mr. Bailey quite adequateJ,y traces Hardy's 
e~pressed views of the woriJ from Darwin, .Huxley, Spenc~r 
and Mill in . the first phase·, through the metaphysics of 
Schopl:!Rh.auer and Von Har\rnan in \he s'eco·nd, to .~e 
scientific influ·e~ce~he thi;d. ·. Thtse infiuences are_ 
. unquestionable. 
. ' 
I 
But what this critic fails to mention are 
the ·quite definite traces of Auguste Comte Is theories that 
I 
seem t;o pepneate ev~p the ear~iest poems. 
·1'.raci~g influ~nces can- sometimes be frustrating, 
. . 
""'and .often fruitless, " but one fe~~s safe in link~ng Hardy's 
' " , 
: .. • 4 
meliorism•with Auguste Comte whose. Posit;iv~sm e~hoes a 
kind· Of belie·f in man IS ' imprOVement,... by an eVOlUtionary 
. ' 
process. ~ Comte was mo'st certainly not the 9nly direc~ 
,• 
. ' 
· philosophl'cal '·influence on Hardy because in the · ~'Apol0gy·~ 
. ' . 
, . 
- . . 
he speaks of his . respect for ·Einstein as well as thinkers 
0 • , 
: a 
•• 
.. 
. ' 
_ ... 
' ·-
.. 
,. 
' 
.. 
. ' 
21 
,., 
dealt with by Bailey. 
. . 
Besides, H~rdy' s readings took him 
back further still. . For he suggeste.d that althouc;;~h peopl~ 
. . . ~ 
felt his m~lioris-t:ic tendency to be "some pernic~ous new 
thi~', . i .t was really· "s.O old as to underlie the .GosP,el : 
: ·30 
scheme, and even to permeate the Greek d~~~a ".~ 
Comte's influence-was nevertheless strong accordi ng 
' 
. . 
.. _ ~ to' The Life, for Hardy was . reading Comte as early as 1870 
• • 0 ~ 
and w~s thinking about Positivism in 1880. This becomes 
~ 
significant· when one realizes that by ~the latter- date he 
I 
had.written eight novels ·and had 
great. b.ulk of poet\ was writt~~ 
published seven. Also, a 
' } .. 
during this teA year· 
period. · . He may not have adopted the .entire philosophy t nat 
Comte had :gropounded but the essence of 'his mel i orisrn 
. ~ 
reflects the ~ssence of Cornte' s positivism. Both men may ·. 
have c'ome· under the 'influence of G.F.W. Hegel _ (1770-iS~l) 
. . 
w~ose system of · thought Henry D. Aiken <tomrnents on. .It was1 · 
~e say'S, . • • • 
'* '1; . 
· . ••.. one of t;he most 'influenti..al syste~s of 
thought in the nineteenth century. Without 
Hegel, Marxism would be unthinkable; without 
him; therefore, . the. ideological co'nflicts ·of · 
our· own age would be hard to . imagine. 31 . 
. . ,, I 
• I 
Life and reality for Hegel, as for o.ther Romantics, were ~ 
) 
-
process of becoming, of change and d evelo.pment. : For Dar·win, 
.. 
" 
30
:Ibid., · P· 
~ 
"-.. 527. 
31 : . . He nry , D. 'Ai ken,· . The Age ·of Ideology (New Yqrk: 
1956) , . p. 71; 
' . 
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. t~o, continuous life me'ant ~o~!inu~u·s evolution. 
'I 
' 
D 
- . / 1. . 
The 
22 
present depended Very much o11 the past; the fut':lre .would.· ~ 
• .. .;J • ' 
present. As ,Aiken ·explains, ~.istor'ical ' .' · · o.reflect tlfe 
d~velopmen t 
I -- ' • • • • • ~ ' 
• . • • • .:'!J1 for H~gel was "a progre~f\,lVe .develo~ment ~n wn~ch 
' 0 t • • • ..~ '. ·-
every . st~~r "m~rn:_nt'~ .is viewed .. • . ,as a .nec~ssa~y · . • 
COnie~e- of its .predecessor". ~ 2 · It · YS perh~ps Hegel'-' 5 
~; u 
ret:erence to life· as a process · o( becoming 'that .Hardy· 
~ 
echoes in his. "Apology"-. He talks about 'the fundamental ' 
"' . . . 
• t 
., . sameness or . one?ess <=!'f. P?(efry, pure li'7.riture and. religion 
· in its undogmatic sense. They are, he says, "often "but · 
~ ' I f ' 
different, names for the same thing' ..... v~sl:ble signs of 
m~~tal anl.emotiona.l llfe" .·33 ,_ What: . ~sJ p.;rt~cularly ." 
. ., .·. . - / ":. 
signif ioant ·in this · context, however, is his insi'stence· , 
n . 
.. ~ -o - \ 
.: that all .three must '"keep moving" and continue to be 
·"becoming". On closer analysJ.s · though, it is, . i.ri ·my r ' · 
~ -{ , ! . co 
. . 
opinion, "c6mte whom ijardy r~flects ll)O~t, ~th ~~gard to · 
human progre.S~. He wi:ite~ •th;i.s in -·his ,"Apo!ogy" ~ 
~- But if it . be true, .as Comte ' argued,1 ;that· 
· adVql)Ce is never· in a straight line, b'ut. in a 
looped orbit, we may, ' in ~he · aforesaid ominous 
. moving backward; ae .'doing it pourniieux' ~auter ,· 
·drawing back for . a spring. 34 , . · 
32Ib 'd' 73 --~-·, p. 
. . 
33 . . CQllected Pbems, pp. 53_0 • ff. , 
34rb. 'd' 
. --~-·. r 
.· 
pp. 53.1-~32 • 
.· . 
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Comte sees the history of human dev~loprnent as. a 
" . .. . 
contiriu6u~ for-Ward· ~ovement divided ··into three .. stages·, 
' I 
each 
>' , 
.~ " • . . . ' e; ' . ' . 
stage representing the birth or c'lemise o.f specific 
·, :1• 
. \. .. 
, 
. ----
---· - ----:--
' ' 
•' . 
. ' 
J • phil~sophical a~d religiou~ notions. 
I • ' 
human mind in a theological st~te 'seeks "the·· essential 
' .. · .. . . 
During the . first, the · 
' \ 
,nature · of beings". ·rn th~ second, a metaphysical state is . 
. imagined, where the mind 'suppose's ,· abstJ:;act forces " 
.. in-stead of supernaeural being~" ..•. ·" 35 Finally ,.• ·in the 
. .. . 
I I 
third ~tage·, the search a·ffer absolute notions .is ·abal;lCloned. 
' ' 
The .origin and destination ofothe universe is sough~ for 
riow, kn~wledge .o(.which will come . only through :·~~asoning 
' 
' . 
and <?bserving. 
·. This sounds ~ery much like Hargy's ' dictum, quoted 
~ . . 
earlier, i~ which -~is own concept of human gevelopmen~ 
becomes an exploration· and re.cogni_tion of reality, · 
J •• 0 •• t 
" ••• stage 'by stage ·along the survey ... '' · I-n other words, .. 
.. • ' I I 
in a ~anner quit~ similar to Hegel anct . comte, Har~y treats 
these· develQpmental stag~s as · ... ~. iz:e~car\bl~ _'mom~~ts' ' 
0 ' . 
. ' •. 
1ri. ~lt1 hi~tori~al de;veloprnent· '?f hum~.n. thought t~wc;t_rds _ its · 
• ideai c:·c:m~~a:tion ·in . th.S · positive ph,ilosophy". 36 
r . . tf_ • • • 
Even ih tne ~arliest poetry, Hardy seem$· to have 
• • .. • • p (. • • • 
passed ~omte' s tneblogical stq.ge in which.• humanity is 
l• fJ 
' . ~~--:-· ---:~ 35' . ·. . -----
Aikeri·, p. 125 .. 
JGibi~". ·, p . . 11 i ~ .. 
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.. who are more neutral than supernatural and who leave 
• 
earth's creatures to chan'ce. Also, "Dicing time": and. 
I . 
; "Crass Casuality" are really abstractions and ·it is 
because . of Hardy's· empha.s:i:-S on· such qualities that I find · 
him often . very close . to Comte Is·' second s.tage where abstract 
forces replace supernatural· phenomena. However, know·ing · · · 
·. , ... \ . 
the influence that Darwin and the pro~ress of science ha~ 
... 
. on ·Hardy there i ·s no doubt that he also operates w.i thin 
the reason and bbservation of ~he thira stage. 
(' 
• • ... ~ f 
Having rejected, or so it appeared, the idea of a 
' . ' 
preternatural providence and a god of mercy, Hardy tended 
. .- ·"" ' 
to see a fo~ce ' or ~n energy· back of the universe that was 
neith~r good nor bad. He saw, as The Life records "an 
indifferent and unconscious force at the back of things 1 
"~which neither g~od· nor evil knows'". 37 
ser~ousness · he .states: 
. 
And in all 
... I might say that. the Good-God theory having, 
after some thousands of years of trial, produced 
the present ·infamous and disgraceful ' state of 
Eurbp~ - that most Christian Continent! - ~ 
'theory of a Goodless -and-Badless God (as in ·. 
The Dynasts) might perhaps be given a trial 'with 
a_dvantage. 38 
37F.E~ Hardy, p. 4~9. 
38
rbid., p. 375-376. 
I • 
... , . 
I 
; 
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' . 
Floience tmily .Hardy suggests that in this respect he'~ay 
,_ 
have be~n close to ··Spinoza's~and Einstein's theory which 
sees that "neither Chance nor Purpose governs the 
' . 
I , , U 39 
universe, but Neces&1ty . 
It 1s 1n The Dynasts that Hardy most thoroughly 
focuses on an impersonated .abstraction that _supposedly 
governs the unive-rse. I_n . his preface· to that work wr-itten 
' 
in Septem~er of 1903, h~ calls -it the "First or ·Fundamental •·, 
Energy" 40 and he feels justified in using an _abstraction, 
" 
he says, because "of the long abandonme~t by thinkers of 
h h . . . £' . .. · 41 .t e ant ropomorph1c conc~pt1on o the ~arne • His name 
for that abstraction of course eventually becomes the 
~ -- . 
.• Il.llffianent Will, whose developing, conscio_usness ip hoped for. 
- 0 
Equating and paralleling Comte and Hardy· will not · 
wo~k.at all times. F9r one thing Comte is a philosopher 
with a · system; Hardy is a poet and novel~st whos·e expressed 
. . 
_views are· ~eem~ngs, provisional impressions only, mere ~ 
impressions of the moment and not convictions, he telis us. 
1 
However, the intlueri'ce of Comte's Positiv-~sm on Hardy can 
scarcely be deni~d. It is plain that the emph~sis in both 
39
·Ibid., p. 337. _.. . 
40 . . The Dynasts, · p. xxiv. 
~libid •. I PP• \. . xx1v-xxv. 
,, 
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26 
is on human development and· .improvement through. stages. 
-
Tl?ere is, too, in both, a· general moving away from 
.. . I 
traditional rel~gious dogma as an·· a.id in· reaching the better 
' 
--world. Failure to consider these p~ints has resulted in 
the.charge of pessimism. 
The most common definition of pessimism centers 
' . 
. a~ound its disposition to look'at the worst aspect of · 
things··. It . is the practice' by various philos~phe~·s. a/ ~ 
.. 
poets . to take the glo_omiest view. in all circumstances. 
Normally, the"definition given by dictionaries .mentions 
. 
( . ' 
Schopenhau.er, whose work Hardy k11ew well. · There· is, 
how'ever, . one .sign~ficant difference- petween Schopenhaue~ 
a.Pd Hardy and it · .is· in their. reactions relative to an evil 
' 
world. Both saw, no doubt, a·world they little admired, · 
, , I 
but whereas Hardy Is and Comt'e Is desire to view mankind Is 
history as "an i'rievitable ~·arch of prcigre~s", 4 2 pr9duced 
tedsions,~Schopenha~er's pessimism was unallevia~ed. As ('---) .. . 
Aiken stirmise.s, reality was. for Schopenhauer "inherently 
43' t 
malignant" and he saw no 'road other than that of 
pessimism. 
For Hardy also, reality. was malignant.. He could 
\ ~ ··-. . . . ' .,. . ' 
adopt the · eighteenth century's .easy "·be·st-of-all 
' . . . . 
not 
-possible-worlds" philosophy or Pope's optimistic tone 
\ 
42A ~ k l. en, .p. 99. 
43Ibid. 
•. ,, . 
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· expr:essed ·1n {lis "Essay on Man". He could never write 
~11 Chance, Direction,.which thou canst not see; 
·All Discord,. II.armony I'!~ unders.ood; 
All partial Evil, universal Gooa: 
· And, ·splte of ~ride, in erring· Reason 1 s spite, 
One truth is clea.r, Whatever,Is, I~ Right.44 
27 
: 
. Although ~at times, especially in the philos~phlic poetry, . he . 
poises on the ~rink of absol?te p~ssimism, h~s meliorisin 
keeps him -f~om tumbling .into the abyss .. -His vie'w, no matter 
how·· specifica~ly tragic it · .ls ~ nearly always· interfuses 
. -. 
itself with a k'ind of .. l:opeful desire.. Thing's can change, 
he seems· to. say; men 1 s actions a:rfd the acti·ons of the 
Unconscious Will. may tend. ·to ~e · e.vil. and useless, but 
improvement may ~e .Possible. ' Nevertheless countle~s 
- ~ritics have called his. positi6n totally p~s~imistic. 
p • 
• 
It was Hardy himself who indicated that-some natures 
. , 
react m0re defl.ni tely to tra,_i,edy than· others, and there can 
' . . 
. . . 
- b·e no doubting that ·the dominant tope in much of his own ' ~ · 
work is colored by . his impulse to ra·il at the t:ragedy of 
human ~uffering. · It is such.a concentration, · even in his 
. 
ea~liest ~ublidatio~s, that has -resulted in his being -
I 
called a ,pe_ssimist . - 'His J;irst novel, The Poor Man and The 
Lady was 1;1ever published bec~use the ·publishers felt t _hat. 
I ,I • • ' 
su.ch · a·, vicious attack .on ·the 'll:PPer classes woul~ bring· a · 
, 
stor~ 'of censure. · His grea.t .novels, Jude the Obscure arid 
· 4~William K. Wimsatt., Jr.,. Alexander Pope -
s ,elected Poetry and P;,ose- (New York: 1951) , p. _137: 
. ,. ~· 
·"' 
.. -
' I . 
, . 
•. 
. ' 
... 
. . . 
~' . 
. . 
Tess of the d'Urbervilles . met with~ simita~· reacti6n and 
• ' I 
·also his first poetic contr.ibution, Wessex · Poems·\ -(1898) • 
- ~ 
. 
In other .words ·, because Hardy chose "to be· something less 
28 
, 
" 
than opt~mistic about obvious social ills, the charge ~as. 
P~.ssimism . 
. . One of the earliest attacks on. his ~oetry came in 
1898; ~ Hardy's ·vocabulary took the first blow,' and reference 
~ .· . .. . 
' 
was made to 'the . pr~saic quality . of h.:i,.s verse,' the a~kwa;rdness 
• 
of hi~ st'yle· .a~d fo~ and the unrelieved pessimism. 45 
.. 
. Ariother article quickly moved to the main nusiness and soun91Y 
11 
, • I - ' ' . . ~ 
thrashed him and his first poems becaus~ of ."the cloud· of 
-of late years over Mr. flardy's prose writings .. Still 
anoth~r· articl'e t~fe~red to his . ,·,bitter ·humor", "sardonic 
. . . 
comedy" a'nsi "desolating sadness"; , and finally ended by 
. . . . ~ . . ~ 
. ; 
questioning the sense of . Hardy! s decision to wr·i te .poetry at 
.· 
all. ."Why not prose?", it as~.s. · ~~e .fatuity of this· 
. ; ~ . 
.,. 
critical approach . is obvi~us. 
Now some of the queries .In the$e ·articles are 
. '. 
just~fied. The gloom t _hat tinges all but a fe~ of. the 
I 
· j 
C' 45 . . ' ' 
R. G;· C6x, ed., 
Heritage_ ·(London': 1970)', 
Thomas Hardy: · Th~~i tical 
p.· xxxvii. 
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a .. ' 
poe~s is there. /All readers recogniz~ this fact. But~hat 
' ' puzzles the modern reader is the coruplete absence of any 
. -
comment whatsoever on the .tighter ·note ~hich · is also thef~. 
-\. 
Th~y ~ee, th~ "grin of · b~tterness" . of "Neutral Tones" but 
do not see the "life ·loyal ties" of "In a Wood" . 
. .t:1ay Kendall wrofe in 1899, what must be the best 
.. .. example o{ critical inanity that the .nineteenth cen-t:-ury 
produced. Rather than ·dealing with the · pessimism which · 
• , - • I 
the title states .as being the subject of the piece ,. she . 
·devo~es pa~ag~aph afte~~ar5tg~aph to .denounci~g Hardy' i3 sin. 
·, . 
of fi'nding th~ Creator wanting. ~ It becomes , -not a · cr~tique 
of _ Hardy .' s poem~, but vehement expressions of a biased . 
.. . 
moralist whose main aim is to sell her qwn .Victorian idea 
of the Truth. She does 'somehow find time to talk· of the 
doomsters, of Hap's hopelessnes~ in "A Meetin:'g with 
. Despair". and the' gloomy solution to the riddle of the 
' 
' 
·universe in "Natu:r;-e' s Questioning'~. ' But c_aught up in her 
frenzied de.sire to make her own case known she fails to 
recognize that · this ·latter poem is not Hardy's . iast word. 
It is not at all ~ statement of fact. It is ~imply a 
question: 
Has some Vast Imbecility, 
Mighty to build .and blend; . 
But impotent to tend~ 
Framed us ·in jest, and left us now ·to 
47 . 
. Collected Poems, p. 59 • 
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In her condescen.ding way she cpntinues: 
This sheaf of mournful poems is a mere trifle, 
compared with all his 'other contributions to 
~iterature, and .his pessimism is the graver 
problem. · It is a challenge, perhaps an 
. unconscious challenge,.' but no, less grim and 
weighty, to the wh~le of Christendom.48 
. ,.,-
The. moralizi~g and sermonizing now take over: 
30· 
.. . 
Faith is greater than we dream. We do not 
realize sufficien~ly the many aspects of 
. the Christ of God, the·m~ny paths by which 
.calls on· men to follow H~m.49 
He 
., 
This holier-than--thou tone is mainta'ined throughout this 
. . 
long review. - Her last paragraphs deal with optimism, the 
kind o£ ~iew, she believes, all of us · should have. · Where~s, 
pessimism has its roots in se1fishne.s·s an·d · egotism, 
.. 
optimism is. "the belief of· all our worthiest moments". 
. , 
She· ends by choosing Tennyson as her hero since for . h~m 
• God is love, and she calls for ·mo"re · Sir Galahads . to : seek . 
'· .· 
the -Gra·i ·l. -- . , < . 
This kind pf cri ticisin l j.ust will not ~tanc;l up · today. 
. . 
In fa·ct it was balanced· even in the last decade of the 
nineteenth c~tury _ by a ·body of sane, mature discussi~n • . 
. . 
. -· y. . . 
For example a1 though one , article in ·the Sa f ·urday Review of .~ 
. . . .... . r .I , . .f 
I • I ' J . • 
January 7 ~ 1889 talk.!:! aqdut the ·"many slov~nly, slipshod, 
48May ·Ke~dall; "Pessimism in 
Hardy'i, London Quarteriy' and . Holborn 
(London: 1899)' ; p. 2,24·. 
1 I, . 
. . 
49 ~ •' 
Ib~d., · ,p. _ 226 • 
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uncouth verses, stdlted in sentiment, p~orl.y ___ ~~-~eived and-
.worse wrought .. · .. "so· yet it tdbes not fail to mention :some 
~ 
i ·few po~ms that show "forecast of Mr. Hardy's mature 
~-
- 51 
strength". Likewise, the Academy dn January .l4, 18~9,& ~ 
' . sp~aks of "the la6k of metrical finish~ in the Wessex Poems 
but ·is alert enough to re<=7ognize t~e irnagin.;:ttive and s_ubtle . . 
. . . . ., 
use of the imagery in ·a poem· like "Neutral Tones". In the 
. -
same year E.K. Chambers _saw the "some\</hat grim mortuary 
' • t' II 52 f h b 1 . ' ' d h t t ' 1mag1na 1on o t e poet ut a so rnent~one t a .cer a1n . 
verses contained much~oetry. Like ~ost early crit~cs, 
Charnbe~s emphasized ·. the stiff and awkward diction that· was 
al·so regre~tably inflated. He saw the "somewhat dismal 
- . .. . . . . . 
vis"ion ·of life" and the uncompromising pessimism :9f "Friends 
Beyond", but his overall impression. was that such a strenuous 
not~ ~'should h~lp to give backbo-ne to a literature which 
certaiply errs -~n the side of flabbiness". 53 Th~re_ 'is~ 
. . 
doubt that "mature s1:7rength" and ·a "strenuous· note" are 
present. Bu·t · it is: simply Hardy's way of fac~ng the truth 
about life. 
; . 
so-·:- • 
. ;R.-G. Cox, P~· 319. 
51Il1id., p. 320. 
52Ibid. ,· p • . 325. 
53 b'd 327. -' .!__!__·, . p. 
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Poems of the Past and the Present ~1901) and 
' . 
·• 
32 
Satires of Circumstance {1914) came in for the same type ,of 
review~· Critics tended to see Hardy as an en'igma; . twisted · 
... 
and cumbersome. Hi~ crowding of syll~bles .together meant ~ 
· nothing more than, inharmoniousness. ~ -
Edmund Gosse must surely be the most sensible ~f the 
early Hardy .crit~cs. In his "Mr~ Hardy's L'yrical Poems", of 
April, 1918, he says: 
The conception of life ~revealed ' in his versesQby 
this careful artl~t .. is ·one 'which displ~ys very 
exactly the bent of his temperament. During tne 
whole of his long car~er Mr. Hardy has not. budged 
an inch from h~s original line of -dir~ction. He 
holds that, abandoned by God, treated with'scorn 
by Nature, man lies helpless at the mercy of · 
'those purblind Doomsters', accident, chance, and 
time, ' from whom he had to endure injury and insu~t 
from the cradle to the grave. This is stating the 
Hardy doctrine in its extreme form, but it is not 
stating it too strongly. This has been called his 
'pessimism', a phrase to which some admirers, un-
willing to give things their true name, have 
objected. But, of'course, . Mr. Hardy is . ~ pes~imist; 
just as Browning is. an optimist, just .as white is· 
not black, and day is not night. Our juggling with 
words in .paradox is too often apt to ·d'isguise a 
want of dec~sion in thought. Let~us 'admit that . 
Mr. Hardy' s ··. conception of th'e fatal forces which 
beleaguer human life is a · '_pessimistic' one, or 
else. words have no meaning.54 
Ha.ving described Hardy as a pessirnis_t, Gosse goes on to make 
. . . 
what seems to me a most ·s~gnificant observation. Hardy's 
pessimism is not,: he says, the effeminate or ·the sickly kind 
~ . . . . . 
sometimes found amongst ·the romant~cally p~evish poets • . It 
· is rather,. he insists, an ." imagina.tive stu.dy ·of useless 
' 
' 
'
54rbid., pp. 454-455. 
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' ' 55 
suffering in the wo_rld"; a world in which man himself is 
I. 
often 'responsible for his own suffering. This i ·s really 
. :' ~ . ~ . . . 
;· the essence of Hardy. I . . Whether ' the ter~ "pessimism" is the . . ~ . 
. . ... . 
- correct one or not, ~osse 1 s study of Hardy 1 s- is nearly . 
impeccable. For did not Hardy himself indic'ate in The 
Woodlander.s that man fails because he does not make use of 
all that is available to him, and that suffering is -often 
brought on by_ people themselves? "Unfulfilled intentions", o 
~ ·. h~ calls it. Roy Morrell links ~ardy's theories at times 
Jo those of J.S. Mill. He- indicates that -something quite 
' I . 
different -'might · have···BE~en 'made to happen tiaci charactets· itke · 
. ,.,-. . \ . . 
I .. • . .. . 
ess or Jude, and, we might add, The Trampwoman ,. in · the poem, 
'The Trampwoman' s· Tragedy", made use of their full potential._ 
It is ~eally · a matter ~f controlling, of channelling the 
vq.st s~ore of -possibilities with,ip a pers?~' _that cou.ld 
,- ensure .q measure of success while offsetting the power of 
~"" . . c ance and coincidence and : nei th~the Trainpwoman nor I .. . -~ a gloomy fate. r • 'But of cou~se her pro.se counterparts _make full 
\ use of their energi~s 'or 
kad other -decisions but 
\ 
their talents. They might .have / 
they_: did not~ h~~ce their. tragedies' . 
I . 
~nd ' th~ -critics' charge of 
l . 
1 • 
. 
pessimis~ ·against Hardy. 
i Gosse'~ article . is interesti?g fr~m another point of 
• .. 
He ·refe_rs to Browning's _optimism as opposed to Hardy's 
"1-
~ 
55Ibid~, p. 455. 
I 
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_p~s-simism. But one is reminded of -tl:te to·llowing l :ines from · . . 
, 
Browning's "The Statue · a~d The Bust": 
~ , .. 
· ..•• · -?\nd the sin I impute tC? eac·h frustrate ghost, 
Is--the unlit lamp and the ungirt loin,; 56 Though the end in sight was a vice, I say. 
" 
,. -
Note how, like ~ardy, Browning is insisting .that the sin lies 
in the absence of proper action: ' i1 .Action on the part,of . the 
lady ~nd .the Duke might have resulted in a scandal,-~ut 
.. . 
. action, whatever its nature, was ne~essary. Note too that 
Hardy does not condemn. Tess. ~or does he denou~ce the 
Trampwornan for her promiscuity, but for her . inab'fli ty ·to 
admit th~. truth, aRd her flippa_nt attit.~de toward. the in~n 
in ·her life. She, · simply to tease, told her ~ sband that 
the child she carried was -not ·his . . The result murder, 
' 
a , an execution·, a still-born baby·, ·and . the trarnpw 
. . .. . 
the.western moor. No wonder the poe~ his · 
· rno~t - ·succe~'sful; it prob~bly_ epitom~zes ~or ~.im 
q.ause of. man Is . suffering and tragedy. People just do not : 
. ' 
take. time , an~ thought to ward off the disastrous vents 
c~used by · their ·~ ... passions, prejudices and :amb tions•i, ?~ 
·says Hardy . 
• 0 
. . 
56J. ~W. Bowyer and J -~~ Brookes·, The Victor an A e: · 
.Prose, P.oe.try and Drama~ · 2nd(~d. (New.~ York: 1954), p. 29,0 • . 
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Among recent critics, Samuel Hynes has produced in . 
. ~ . 
. his· award-w~nniri? book a simiia~1y sane approach ~o Hardy's 
so-called pessimism. He has redogn,tzed the tr'a¢iitional · 11ee~ ·. 
,. 
to calJ. Har-dy's view pessimistic, but he, . like G.osse, 
--
. .. 
·penetrates deeper ·i.nto the Hardy puzzle. He sees Hardy's 
.. .. 
vision .grappling· with "_th"e irreconcilable dispar~ty ,between . 
the way things ought to be and the way . they -are; the . fail~re .. 
I 
of t~e · universe: to answer mah's ne~d'for order".SS In his . 
c~aptfr ' on Hardy's imagery he dwells ··at length on t~e ;poet's, 
\ I 
dark ~orld and sees it .as "a c6mplex proje~tion of his 
. .. 
~essimism". B~t, lik~ Goss~,· he refuses to condemri . the 
. . I 
I . 
vis.iqn. \or .. the rough d.ict~on tha~ is often its medium. 
Instead, he ;ealized that. lt)ce many modern poets inc~uding 
I , ~ 
I • • ~ , , 
~zra Po'u£~ and· Willi.~m C~rl?s Williams, HaJ;dy strove to 
find a · ~iction. appr()priat·e to a · cl~a+ .expres~ion o·f his 
.- I . • 
vision. : Pope's ~ictum, ·~thq · Sound must seem an Eccho to 
: 59 . . 
the sense", "does-not always suit Hardy. 
I 
I • v •• • { 
No c.r,ttic sinc·e Hardy'·s death: .. t ·reatf>". his .literary 
acc~mpli~hments m~,;~ ... thol"o.~ghi·; · ·:·~~ . m;~~ symJ;>athetically -~ 
····than·· Ccfi:·l~--J:·-~::e·~. . E·~p~cially is this true of· his book 
Hardy' in America in which he COil~pares Hardy.' s o f ten-cited .{ 
' ' . 
...... : .......................... : .. ~~·· ···· ·" .. 5~samuel Hyne~~ P• 61 • 
t 0 
. · · · ·. ?~1?~ter Porter·, ed ~ , A Choice of Pope's Verse 
· (London: 1971) , p~ .so •. 
, 
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pessimism. with James Thoms'on' s "most completely and 
. ' 60 . 
unrelievedly pess'.im1stic utterance", "The City · of 
I • . • 
'• 
... . 
Dread.ful Night!'. Weber quotes from the poem, and while it; 
' . 
resembles Th«; Dynasts, certa~nly· in ~ ts emphasis on an .· . 
indifferent ~qrld; there is seldom any thing in Hardy to 
compare ~ith this: 
The .' fJorld rollvs round for ever· lik·e· a mil~; 
It· grinds out death and life .and good ' and ill; / /.-:,-
... It grinds him some· slow years of bitter breath,· 
.Then grinds . him back into eterna.l dea:th~ 61 ... · . 
I • r , 
." Weber noticed that 'Hardy knew what a silver lining was. 
~ /,/ ' . 
Thomson -1"la34-·la82) I . he claims, .... did ·not. He sinwly did not 
. . ~ 
. . . 
/ 
-~ 
.. · 
~~perienc~ apy ki~d o~ happ,_iness. Therefore he could· 
write <~ 
. . ' 
Speak not of co~fort where no corr{for-t i ·s, . 
.. 
Speak not a ·t all: Can .words make fou.l things fair? 
Our life's a cheat, our death a b1ack abyss: 
Hush and 'be mute, envisaging' despai_r. 62 . ., 
. . 
The validity~ then, of calling Hardy. pessimistic 
·becomes ·questionable • . He··is n~ver · as bitte'rly , painf~l,~s : 
those:· like Thomson. · Besides 1 his irtost consistent 
undercurrent, both. in ·. the· prose and the poetry, 1~ 'pity, 
v· . 
pity for suffe~ing hrimanity· which takes l ittle ad¥antage of 
··. 
60Hardy in America .<New Yqrk: 19~6) _.1 ·p; 23.1 ~ 
61 ° 
. Ibid~ I P• 235 • . . 
· "' 
0 • • • 
' 62 . 
Lbid. ,, P•. 236. 
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. :it~ . ilta_t~r-~1' endo~'en~s_. 'lihis is ~~i~h~r. pas~iv~ : nor . 
pessi~istic, bht merely r~listic .. At ~h~ heart of all' the 
·'toe:;, . • • • ,. • a 
~ardy 'darkness· the~e 'is s:Ympat~y. But· the cha·rge has 
. . . (. 
consistently beeri pessimi-sm~ . . . . 
Ho~ever , . Weber' ·s fin-7U.' word ·on ;.Hardy is hopeful. 
This much discussed pessimi~m, he c~ncl,ud!es ~is "larg·ely 
. ' 
' .... 
_ mY-thka.l /. 'and much o'f ~ t . qepends=·=~-· -~ what kind of 
_.--- , .. .. 
spe6tacles. the ·reader uses, rather than on the · books 
,themsel~es"'~- 6 3- ' .. He . ~trongl~ ~dvises his ~~aders that to get 
~ ' • ' .. I 
_,.-- .. 
a vcilid picture of t~e ~oet one ~ust first ma~e a 
• --~-~... • • . 'l 
t • • , • ' .. • • 
distinction "between. ph,,ilosop_hical. p~ssiniism ,and . syrnpat~yr· 
. . . ' ,. . . ' 
it the ~ight ' of human ~uff~ring". -When . this is done, he 
? 
._claims, the-re will. be "no more,_ talk_ abou;t: Thomas ·na;i-dy' s 
pessimism" 64 .Th~s, df.90Urse, _is a logical extension of 
, . -. ... ' . 
. . . 
. , . • ., I 
_Gosse~s view and.clarifies things considerably although one 
~~. never 0 des~r {be H~;~y'• s :• v ie!'.S with com~t~ ·' acc,uraCy ._ • . · 
Eve~ ~~e best- and most respected critics with their 
, _:>,. · -t; , . 
. o~ -
..• I • . -
·P 
·.-rno~t ~mat·ure fi!Xplications 61 are so'metimes several removes from 
·' . 
· .the .. c:>riginal. intention o'f the. ppems . . The key to thei~· 
content· may perhaps ·:b e · f6u~d in . his own comme~ts on the 
fl ' • - • 
\.. . • . 
. . 
. .• r: C.• 
. 
6 3 ;[l)~c;l • ~ • . p" . 2 4 7. 
~· 64Ibid. ,_ f> .:' .242. 
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.. 
charge. of pessimism levei~ed against him.. One. qf the fir.st 
re.corded comments comes from Hardy 1 s notes: 
' 
•. 
1 Januar.y .1 (1902} . •; . .. . ' . 
A pessi~~st's apology: Pessimism;(o~· iat~er 
what is· called such) is, in · brief, playing . 
the sure game. ~ou cannot lose at it; yo,u . 
rna¥ gain. It . is the only vi~w of life in 
wh~ch you can never be dis~ppointed. Having 
reckoned what to do in the worst possible 
/ 
· circumsta'nces, when better arise,~ as they 
rna~, life becomes child~s play 1 ~65 · 
' ~ ,; 
. .1' 
What makes this statement so significant is its closeness 
to the theme of thi~ t~esis, ~~f _way to the Better there. be, 
it exacts .a full look at the ~orst. B~th ~e iin~ of ~oetry 
' ' . 
and th~.pessimist. 1 s apology mak~practicall¥ id~ntical 
.. . ..) -
implica'tions: know 'the· worst so that whateyer-comes may be 
p:r:op~rly pr.epared for, whenever it comes. · Whether or no.t 
. 
Hardy i~ being ironic in his sugg~st1bn that l~fe can 
become child 1 s play, is diff·icul t to say. · Life wa_s seldom 
., 
t~a.t simple •'to the poet, n~r · is it to anyone . .. · 
. . 
Hirrdy is, m~st consistent in h'is various denials of 
- pessi~ism. In 1918 he writes: 
1 As t:o pessimtsm. My 'mottq is, first correctly 
. diagnoserthe ~ompla1nt - in this case human ills 
· arid ascertai~ the cause: then set about .finding a 
• .. remedy ~ if one exists.'" The ·motto or practice of · (.-
the pptimists is: Blind the eyes . to the real · -. 
,, •, . 
malady, .and ·USe· empirical · panacea~ to suppEess 
the symptoms 1 • 6 6 · · · · . ·. 
65 . F.E. Hardy, p . . 311. 
66Ib'd ~ ' 383 . : --~--, p. . 
0 
I 
0 . 
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• Thes~ 'st~tements by Hardy are, . to .a · a·egree, · positive, .. 
not ' hegati:v;e. Whatever the flavor, · they must be given 
considerable ~eight. Hardy· must be allowed to speak.· And 
wli.en' he does speak it is a _sinc.ere attempt to explain t;he 
. 0 
~ 
lighter aspect of his work to thos~ who would see' only •the 
darker. 
By 1922, not only did Hardy deny pessimism, he 
. ~ 
could, after years of though~ crystallize 'his real philosophy 
in the ·"Apology" prefacing Late Lyrics and Earlier disctissed 
t; 
earlier. This was not his first mention of meliorism, but '0. 
there .is unusual force behind it now equal~ed only . in T~e 
' Dynasts. Especially ·is this true when one reali~es his 
·. 
.relapse into· undiluted pessirnl~m during the war -years~ But _~ 
thi~·was only a . temporary loss of faith in ·mankind; Ha~dy}s 
poetry as a whole is not _merely dark .and -foreboding. 'His 
~ . . . -
verse is not always ."brooding; obscure, ~rernulous, half-
, 
· inarticulate meditations o~er man1 nat_urEl! and -destiny1167 as 
· · the unsigned article in the Saturday· Review of January 11, 
' -(1 
1902 would have us ·believe. : For this is but half truth. 
. . . ' ,.; .. 
Not only does Hardy write ·poetry containin_g a light vein 
but the ~ p~rpose behind the dark indicatea hope. He could 
. . . . 
I ' indeed look at love askance, war ·with bitterness, and at.an 
· indiff.erent First Cause wi tli a degree ·of scorn· (l'ater 
.. 
. . 
0 . 
67 
• R. G. Cox, p. 3 2 9. . ' 
I' 
' . 
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, · . } J' 
chapters-will deal with these points) but he did so because 
It . 
he felt that the key to man's improvement lay withi~ man 
hims~lf. In order for improvement to . be effec'ted, 'reality 
must be faced. Facing reality meant taking "a full look at 
·t.he Worst". The result· is not in my opinion, pe~simism. 
- poes a serious penetration to .. ,avoid future calamities 
·ne?essari~y entail pessimism? Sureiy ther~ · ds no pe~~imism 
. ' 
in cal~ulatin~ how _t~ avoid future calam:\ties. Certain 
.individual poems taken out of the context of the whole 
colle6tion rna~ well be tagged pessimistic. "Hap" and 
' . 
. ' -
·ot~e~s of .this nature, to be further discuss~d in th~ fourth 
chapter may· well deserve to be called ·-expressions of ., 
' . 
unrelieved gloom. At any rate, it is my·contention ·that 
the phi~:~s·o~hi~ , p~e-ins . :re. the only real look· at the Worst. 
' . . O~ly when dealing with such topics as the ultimate meaning 
. ~ 
of God and the univers~ does Hardy corne · c~ose to the 
genuine pessimism of _a Schopenhauer or a Thomson. 
It is my belief that Hardy's cle~rest definition ·of · 
what the critics choose to cali pessimism in his po_etry is 
found, not in poetry·,. but in,/he brilliant prose of The 
.· ··. Return of t~e Native. w1tlfth,e same emphasis on -~~olvi.ng 
.. and ~ecoming that ·'one finds in the. "Apology", Hardy g~ves · 
the .impression that sombreness, sadnes_s and what' to many . 
is a .distasteful rule of life, is really a more mature and · 
. . 
. . 
' 
' 
.. 
learned experience. Like Egdon ,Heatb t~is attitude · ~ay 
.. . 
suggest ~ragical possibilities; it may indeed be 
. ' 
. ' 
t 
., 
.  
. . 
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.~ 
rnonotqnous and . strange, but truth may well be ' the ·product 
'of .such solernni ty. ,...For, Haggard ·Egdon, .~~ li~e his own 
. . 
concentration on the worst 
' 
· ••• appealed to a subtler and scarcer ·instinct, · · 
to a more recently learnt , ernotion, than that 
which responds· to the sort. of beauty called r 
chapning .. and fair. 
Indeed, it is a question if th~ exclusiv~ 
reign of · this orthodox beauty is not 
approaching .its ·las·t .. quarter.. The _new Vale 
of Tempe may be a gaunt waste in Thule: human 
souls ~~Y find themsel~~s in closer and closer 
harrn.ony with external thi'ngs . wearing a sombreness 
distasteful to our race when it was young. The 
time seems near, ·if it has not actually arrived, 
~hen th~ chastened sublimity of a moor, a sea_, 
or a mountain will ·be all of natur~ that is 
absolutely in keeping with the moods of the more 
thinking ·among mankind ..• 68 
1,~. . _,...-r-
An equa~ly revealing comment py Hardy on the subject of 
P,essimism is i~ a recorded conversation with William Archer: . 
.. 
I 
• . 
.. 
Mr. Hardy. John Stuart' Mill somewhere expresses · ~ 
-~ 
surprise that Manichaeanism was not mor~ widely . .. 
accepted.· But is not all -popular religion in 
essence Manichaean? Does not it always 
postulate a struggle between a principle of good 
and an independent, ·if 'not equ~lly powerful, · 
principle of ev~l? 
w.A. And the pessimist holds, I take it;., ·· that 
the principle ~f evil is the ' stronger. ' 
Mr. Hardy. No, I ~hould not put ·it;. prec-isely 
in that way. For instance, people call m~ a 
pessimist; and .if it is pessimism to 'thi~k, 
with Sophocles, that "nat to,have been born is ~ 
b~st," · then I do .not rej ect the .designafion. 
I nev~r could· understand why . the word 
/J 
' . 
'68 . . 
Thomas Hardy, The Re turn of the Native , ? aperrnac 
{London: 196~), pp. 12-13. First ppblished 1878. 
_. 
" . 
' ' 
·"pessimism" should be such . a red rag to many 
worthy 'people; and I believe, indeed, t ·hat a · gpod -
deal of the robustious, swaggering bptimism of 
recent literat.ure is at bottom cowardly a.nd 
insincere. I do not see that we are likely to 
improve the world by assever~ting, howeyer 
.loqdly, tha~ black is white, or at least tpat 
black is but a necessary contrast I and foil f : . • 
without which white would be white no longer. 
Tha.t is · mere juggling with . a metaphor .. But my 
p.e·ssimism, . if pessimism, it .be, does ·not involve 
the assumption that the world is going to the 
dogs~ a~~ that ' Ahriman is ~inning all along th~ 
·line. O,n the qontr:~ry, my practical." philosophy 
is distinctl:y. meliorist. Wha't are my books 
but one plea -against "man's inhumanity· to . man"--
to woman-~and to t~~ lower animals? (By the way, 
my opposition to ' "~port'' .is the one point on . · 
which I am at ali , in conflict with my neighbors 
hereab.outs.) Whatever may :be the -inherent good 
or evil of life, , it is certain .that_men make it 
much worse than it need be. When. we have got 
rid of a thousand remediable ills, it will be 
' time enough to determine whether ' the ill that is 
· ~r.retnediable outweighs the good. 6 9 . . 
. ., 
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One may make several deductions trom this·. discussion 
\ . ~f meliorism, pessimism. and certain early poems. First o_f 
!\ 
,, - .· 
1 all, Hardy is rarely, in· my opinion a pu:r;e pessimist. For 
\ . 
·~hy shoufd he consistently defe_nd meliorism and deny 
' 
, pessimism; except perhaps the Sophoclean kind? . Why is.it ·we 
do ·not find the · same kind of dark .grinding that we find · in 
Thomson? Again, should not the poet'~ own words be given 
. considerable weight. There is in much. of the·poetry .simply 
·. too much tension caused by a kind of polarity ·the poet sets 
p ,-
UP· between the de.sired ·."Better" and the ''Worst" which is 
r eal i ty . Hyne s ~all~ the t ens ions, incon~i~tencies. To a 
. !" 
0 
b 
159
will i am Arc.her·, "Real. conve rsations with Thomas 
Ha~dy", The Critic (N~w "Y-ork: 1.901), v. 38,.., p. _316 . 
.. 
-. 
... 
• • I 1' 
f . 
- : 
•' 
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. point, the critic is correct. The tone of the satires often 
,, 
varies greatly from that found · in the phiiosophic poems . . 
The tenor and' atmqsphere may often vary . within an,.. individual . 
poem. Say~ Hynes . of Har~y "--in his pbetry he could not be 
true to his . pessim~sti~'vision" 70 But one asks, ·why should 
he not be inconsistent; al+ life is a -see-saw of_ hope 'and 
despair, faith and doubt. It is my feeling that the poet· 
• - ., ~ . 
only very rarely com~s close to unrelieved despair except 
I 
. 
' in some early love : poetry and certain poems of destiny. 
I.._ ' ~ . 
Even in these poems the.· tensions often ~estray riny 
~ossibility ol expressing ·a totaily pessimistic view. /----:-
0 / 
I must reiterat~ what I. have emphasized earlier . 
• , 0 • • / 
poems in all e~gnt volume~ of Hardy's v~~r.se do reveal Some 
• 
a gloomy aspect. Yet 
I 1 I • 
it is the reason for that 
;fte~rgotte~. " This persistent . concentration that is 
_./ 
tendency is not the result . of a feeling · th~t man'~ condition· 
. . 
c~nnot impro~e, or that there is nothing but a dark abyss 
.. 
after the _g~ave. Hardy_ questions," he explores, he is 
. . . . "' 
often -obstinate, but th~ desired·res~lt is an ~mproved loti 
physically and spiritually, for the 'suffering· human. What 
,is ··often termed _pessimism in hts literature is simply· ~n 
• 0 
expression of his search for that elusive -quality which all 
men seek - · truth. Again, nis own words veri fy· this: 
·70 .. 
Samuel -Hynes, p. 45~ 
/ 
·<> 
.· ' 
I .. 
i 
'·. · , 
, 
. ' 
•.• · It must be .obvious that there .is ·a hig.her 
cha.racteristic' .. of· phi.losophy than pessimism, or 
than meliorism, or.even than the optimism of 
~hese critics - w~ich is truth. Existence _is 
either ordered in .a certain way, or. it is not 
so· ordered, and corijectur~s which ha~monize 
best with ,experience ·are removed above al+ 
compa~ison with other conjectures which do not 
so harmonize • .71 (0. · 
Nor is Hardy's conversation with William Archer 
44 
unimp~rtant w"i t .h respect to _the 'question of tensions.. The 
poet speaks of "a pr-inciple of . good". and "a · principle of 
' 
' . 
evil" at' c;dds 'in the world: We have a reference to his 
' d~sire ~or.a better world~ · indicating his disple~sure with 
~he qualit~ of existence as ii i~ now. And we have his 
. . 
"distinctly melioristic" declaration repeated so often · 
d~ring . his lo\g 1-.ife. · In a ·word, what mi:my critics t~rm. 
I 
pessimism is simply the poet's suggested method, derived 
partially f~om Comte, of coming to grips wfth an inferior 
- '. 
existence in an indit'ferent universe. This kind. of 
' aJ_t~uistic design, this concern .for the human · .sufferer is 
hardlY. pessimistic. · 
. .. 
·• 
il . . . 
·. Harold 9rel, . ed. i · Thomas Hq.rdy' s PersonaL~ . 
.. Writings (Lawrence: 1966), p. 49.'· 
1 ,' 
.,., 
I 
.-/ '. 
.·. 
' , 
... 
~: '<I • 
.. 
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.CHAPTER II 
THJ!: SATIRES 
Thomas Hard¥'s inclination to write satire .was 
' ~Vident·earl~ in his career. His first novel, . writt~n 
. , ~ 
between 1867 and 1870 was . never published by Macmi~lan Is 
t I • ' ' 
beqause it. had in the publisher's words~ "drawoacks .fatal 
. ( 1 
to its succeJ.s". According. to the records there was an 
. . une~siness about its possibl·e reception. · Chapman agreed to . 
. . . 
print.· the book but George .Meredith " .... strongly advised its 
. ~ . ' . . 
author. not to 'na~l his colors t~ the mast' so definitely 
,, 
in a first book ..... ·2 Mrs. Hardy tells us that· The ,Poor Man 
and . The Lady was 
,, ' 
a _sweeping drarn~tic satir~ · of the squirearchy· 
ano nobility, London lsociety, .the vulgar-ity of. '\ 
the middle· class, modern Christianity, church- \ 
restoration ,I and political and ·domestic morals in 
g'eneral, the author's v.J,.ews_, in fact, being . 
obviously those of a young man with a passion tor 
-. • h · II 3 ' • 
. refo~~ng t e world.... . . · , 
~ - o I ' o 
Mrs . . G~und:Y had dampened the critical spirit in 
. ~ .. . 
> ,. 
·this · young .wri~er; for in the ·next decade and a half one; 
. ' 1 . ~ . 
F.E.· Hardy, p. 58. 
' 
2 .. 
Ibid., p. 61 . 
. ---
3 . . 
· . Ib~d. 
. . 
' . 
·-
,. 
·.· ... 
. . . .. 
. ' 
. '. 
. ' 
) 
() . ' 
, 
46 
could not find anything, ·it seems, "that might resemble the 
. 
condemned book. It was not until the appearance cof Tess of 
' , . . 
. the d 1 Urb~rvilles . and Jude the Obscure at the end of his 
. ' 
novel-writing career that sustained satire.and irony of an 
extreme nat.ure appeared. . 
WhiYe it is true that most of Hardy's poetrY,~s 
.. , 
I . . ~ , 
, mildly satiric, of the nine hundred and eighteen poems in 
.the collected edition, less than a hundred are strict 
... 
satires / I There ·are. undoubtedly touches of satire all the 
way from gentle ridicule to stern invective found .. in a 
. ' ' . . \ 
' great .deal of his poetry, but <?l;\ly a small portion give 
evidence of concentrated satire. The Satires of 
Circumstance (in fift-een glimps'es) fqrm ,the c~ of these. 
But rarely are they ~icious. In fact Hardy castigates 
0 
vices and exposes human follies without vitriol. There· is 
some humor, although he is seldom· playful. Men m~y indeed 
. . b 
} become laughingstock~ for the ~ods; th~y rna·y, it is t:;ue, 
become, mere "puppets in a playing hand,", but Hardy -rarely 
laughs. In these poems dialogue is common. In ,fact he 
makes · both the quick ~nd the dead speak, and the lpredominan~ 
tone ·of the various conversations is ironical. In fact . ·it 
is 6n irony 'that his ~atire thrives. Since his satire i s 
' . 
·seldom scathing his master is ~ure~y Horace. Unlike Hardy 1 s, 
" . . . . 
Swi.~t ~ s . invect,ive· is aki n to Juvenal, and' while it may be · . 
. . ' 
• ' 4 
said t hat Swift a lways we i14s a mi ght y f l a i l, Hardy's 
... 
satire is' seldom flagellant. T~e c~rcpmstanc~s i n whi ch 
, p . 
... 
'. 
.. 
. 
J 
L 
. . .. 
. , . . ' . 
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he· his various characters may be. disagreeable to 
' . 
/ . . 
hi , but they are not cause for the kind of vehemence found 
in or the spew and poison of ·Swift 1 s· 
. . Wh'i~e Ha.rdy' s liter~~ greatness does not 
· .. li eautiful Young Nymph Going to Bed" • 
n c ssarily depend on his satirical output. in either the 
, nMels or the poetry, verse. in which t .hat quality, ·appears 
is, in my estimation, good enough to be placed beside· his , 
best. There are several reasons for such a· belief, the 
. .. 
ela}?oration of which-forms the basis for this chapter. 
First of · ali, 1;-his small grou.p of poems serves· ~s a 
.... 
forum which demonstrates some o·f the poet 1 s very definite 
poetic. theories. One of these theories is the insistence 
that emotion should be exploited in poetry . . In .her 
" biography, F. E. Ha.rdy records at least fo'l,lr of h~r hus.band 1 ~ 
relevant references. " 1 Poe.try ·is emotion put into measure. 
The emotion must come by nature, · but the measu,l?e can be 
acquired 'by art•·.n 4 From his notes of March 1, 1902,, she· 
prints this: . ' .. 
iMarch. Po~try. There is a latent music in the 
sincere utterance of · deep emotion, however 
expressedf wh~h fills . the place of ·the actu~l 
word-JT~usic in ~hythmic; phraseology on th;i~ner · . 
emotive subjects, or on subjects with next. to . 
none at all. Alld supposing. a total . poeti"c 
effect .to be represented by a ·unit, its 
. component fractions may be either, · s~y: 
Aibid., p. 300 . 
.....__ 
f I 
., 
.. 
. . 
/· ' 
' . 
... 
I • 
.. 
'Emotion three-quarters, plus Expression .one-
.. qua-rter, or · . ~ 
• Emotion one quarter, plus Expression three-
quarter?. 
'This suggested conc~ption seems to me to be ·, 
the. only one which explains all cases, including 
those .instances <tt verse · that apparently infringe 
a11· -rules, and · yet bring unreasoned convictions 
that they are poetry.s· . 
., 
I 
! 
In _his .. ·notes dated Augu'st 18, '1908, .A.bhes-e sentiments are 
revealed: "The poet takes note of nothing . that he cannot 
48 
.o 
. 6 . . ' 0 ~ 
feel emotively". As late· as 1918, he wrote, '"'my opinion . 
is that a poet should express the ·e~otion of all the ages 
. '
. . ' . . 7 • - . : 
and the thought o~ his own' •• With his· eye on universality 
ll 
he ·e.id indeed tl:-y to express th~ emotion of all the ages, 
. fot)it is with intense feeling .that he wri·tes about. Life, 
·love and death. But there is a d -ifference between Hardy's 
. 
• ,OJ \ • • 
·.,.treatment of these themes a!)d that of mo.st earlier poets 
~ '-
because ·it is wi.tl)'a unique' stroke of a' masculine pen that.· 
,• he sounds his gtirn ·new note; a note that r'ings s~rnul taneously 
·~ 
. -
. . 
with despair and . hope, darkness and 
the negative. Like Wordsworth, 
gc?od _ poetry ' is the overflow of 
5 . . 
·Ib1d., p. 311. 
. 6 . . 
. ,Ib1d. I • p. ·342. 
-- I 
w • . 
7 . Ibid. I p. 386. 
·' 
! 
., 
. . . 
I 
., 
.. 
positive and 
0 
et~mes suggests· that 
~eelings. Such Q~ 
t . . 
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L 'ltv 
feelings e!_:!lotionally expressed tend to be the 'soul of 
poetry-- for both poets. In all of Hardy's verse, wheth"er · 
.. 
the.' mood is cynical. or sad, bitter or nostalgic, a sense 
- ... . ' .. 
. . 
of the author's deep involvement is always p_resent. , The 
satires are no exception. They seem lyrical as well as _ 
~ !If. • • 
caustic thus ,t~e.Y are unique. In spite of J.I.M. s ·tewart's 
harsh words that these ·poems are petty and yiolent a~d 
co~tain a kind of "ruthless mechanic_al ingenui ty.i• -, 8 . I fe~l 
they expreSS a ' fOUCh Of the poet IS OVerali Sympathy tOr 
"If 
the s~£fering human raqe. 
. . . . I 
It is superficiat · to say,these 
.. 
• ' . 
I ll 1 \ 
, "."' · I" r • I r 
poems are me'rely mechal}ical.. Tru~, they all seem 'to ~foc~s 
. , 
On the II small II events Of human experience and in this sense 
mec_hatlical may well be a partially-_correct description. 
~· 
II In ~he Restaurant II sees a lover propose e"lopement w~ th 
another' P spou~e who is pregnant by him;_ three people sit · 
. 
· and chat ·over tea' in "At Tea"·; an aspiri~g male hopeful 
. . 
~eaves his walking· ~tick behind and returns to find\. his · 
f..i'anc~e · a virago ~rather ·than the gentle girl he thought her · 
I I ~ 
to be. The acti~n in .these poems varies little from ·poem 
. ... 
. 
to ~oem, but that ' is not to say they~ are no~hing. but 
mec_hanical. ~uite the contrary_; on~ ~a-nnot hel;p ' but 
". 
.. 
notice the emotion~ howe~er iro~ically it may be _used, 
' . . 
in 
- q I 
"In Church" whel') at· the ~nd . of a _ po~erful sermon; in,1whic_h 
I 
·exagg~rated gestures and ' speech were used; 
i{;\ 
8 . . . . ' 
J. I • M. Stewart, T-h<:>ma s Hardy: A Critical 
Biograp~y~~ew-_ Yor~: 197.1), p. 223. 
'. 
. : . . 
,• 
.· 
''' . 
/ 
. . . 
----
. -·----· ~ .. 
, ... - . . 
' . . . 
r so 
. ,. 
' . / ' 
"Each listener cfiokes · as he bows and bends · 
·And emotion perv~des -the crowded aisles . .,g 
/ 
And what of the words, "upset", "cold", "ashen"· and 
"distress" in 11 At The ·o~aper's"?. Like the reddened :face 
. 
of the 'suitor .who is ashamed of ·. the· vixen-like ·girl of .his 
.. " 
choice in ~Outside ~he Windo~", or ~he vehemenc~ ~f· "she 
in the wedding dre-ss" in "·In Th.e Roo~ of the B'ride-Elect:•, 
all these poem~ contain strong manifestations of · unusuai or 
~.- . . - .' ., 
•• • t • ·' r-
disturbed Hu~an relations • . Exaggerated emot~ons one may 
. . 
· charge! Ther~ may well. be some distortion, · but is not 
£6is appropriate for satire? And Hardy, like all s~tirists 
wants ·his work giv~n more than a casual" glan~e. 
~ . 
Besides 
' . 
. he do~s not . hecess-a~ily · equate·· ~eai.isrn and art.· But more 
. importan·t~ he s~e~ the' so-called 11 U~-~rnport~nt-'' evetfts . of 
. . 
our l)~e9 a.s · .integral steps ! in our destiny. For good or· 
' . 
., 
• ' . 
. . 
. "' ' .· , ....__ 
.. 
.I 
·· . 
, ' 
ba4, people do engage in "little" acti~ities, ~uf it is a ~ . 
P,i ty many times, ·. s~~~ the poet, . that. they fail ~~ act 
properly... These iion~es-i._ these se6mingly isolated and petty 
--
c 
\ 
. activities· of his character& ~re r~aliy not so .strange and 
mechanical a~te~ all. 
I 
They do" indeed express' "the emotion 
.s' ' • • ' t f 
. of _j:h.e ages"~ Birth ~nd death, X.ov~ cind marriage· and all· . 
' () . 
--
. . 
0 
the intricacies that they involve 
'. 
are important t"or they- affect ali 
• J 
y 
9 ' ' • 
· Collected Poems ·~ p. 391. 
... 
... 
are not trivial. 
., . 
~f _us/ profou~dl~. 
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. ~ . 
·Hardy ' ·s . thoughts OI'). poetry a .re not re.stricted to 
" 0 t "+ 
0 
a , J'- i " •, 4C' ' , , If 0 0 Q / 
.the treatrn~nt of -emotion. " In The Life, it is· supposed that . 
... 
. ;, . . ~ 
.. . 
ar.?_h~ t~ctp:r;-_~- aff;ct~O:. his · .. PG>~.t.ry. ·He knew, says_··his wife, · 
.... that in arc~itecture punning iriegularity is 
o~ · enormous worth, ·and : it is obvious that he 
~arried ori into his ·verse, perhap~ in part 
).lnconsciou.sly·, tihe Gothic art·- principle in. 
' ... which h~ had" been trained :... '-t:.Jte pr,incip~e of . 
. ·spontanei by, founc:I in mouldifl9 s, 1 tracery, and 
such _like - ·resulting in the 'unforeseen'. (a!? . 
it has been called} character of his metres and 
" I ' , . stan~as·, 'l -~ha t . of strepS 'ra~her ~h~.!!_ of~S¥lla.ble ·~ 
poet~c · texture rather than poet1c veneer; the 
iatter'kind bf thing, under the name qf 
. . . 
.·' construct.ed ornam~nt.', being- what he' in common 
' · ·· . . ·with every Gothic -student, had been taught to. 
• av.oid as the pla.gue .... 10 
., 
·· Irregularity ·in :.rhythm, m~tre, rhy~e a_~d .:stanza fcf1;·m 'is a 
' r . . • "'\.__ • 
trademark o~ · Hardy · and though he is' often condemned, fo~ . it, 
.-
'. it. ·~s ess~ntially .. nothing more · than -his put~ing into 
pract·ic'e what -he believed poetry should do. He believed 
.-
tha·t the .. 
' . 
• ~. . whole secret of a living. style and the 1l 
- · difference between it and a deasf style, l·ies · 
· .·in" not having too much s·tyle ~ be~g, in fact, 
a li"ttle ·careless, or rather seem~g·_ to 
1 
be , 
here and there. It brings wonderful l"ife into 
the writing: · · " ·. · J' 
·" 
1
'-A sweet disorder i~ th~ dr·ess. •. . r 
' 'o ,t>, . t!' 
A careles~ shoe-string, · in whose tie . • 
I see a wild ci vi fl. ty, . · .. . · 
Do. more bewitch me than whe~ art : 
Is to6 p"recise in every pa 1ft.-' .11 
.. 
. . 
. I 
. . . /' 
' I 
lo .. • F.E. ~ardy, p. 301. 
11ibid., p. 105. 
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' . 
The Satires of .Circumstance are irr~gular · in many 
ways. . : ~ ( \ First of all, while they giv~ the ~llusion, on first 
glance, of being · reg~lar sonnets, 'in actual fact only two 
come close t~ meetin_g ~radi t~onal . requirements. .They are 
"In 'rhe Cemetery" and "Over The Coffin",' and the only real 
, 
re~e~blanc~s to the English or Italian versions are the 
number of lines . Both, of Hardy ! .s ·.would-be sonnets have 
. " . :~u;t~~ bu~ th~ir stanza_ forms are somewhat irregular. 
Only· on~. follows tne strict Italian form, dividing the poem • 
into ~:me group of eight lines (the· octave) followed by 
. ,, .. . 
another of six llnes (the 'sestet). The other poem is 
exactly opposite. The rhyme $Chemes ,of, these and the other 
. . . .. . _. I . 
po~m~ in this group ar·e also ·e~ample.s of irregul~ri ~Y. In 
~ 
the two European tra-ditions rhymes are arranged accord.i_'ng 
•' . .. . . . . 
to C?ertain de~ ini te .. schemps ~ ~ard~ . u~es his bwn~~hi~n only 
. . . . ~ 
fa.intly resemble the's'e. Indeed in ma~y poems one -does riot 
~ -
find 1 rime su~fisante 1 , but r~ther .approximate ~{lymes • . The 
. · . . " 
first stanza ·of "In the M.,ponlight'.' is an example: 
. \ .,. ~ . 
· "O L~nely work.ma.n, $eknding ,there 
In a dream, w_hy do_ y~~ stare and stare · . 12 At her grave, as no other grave there were?" 
• • 1 •• 0 
'· 
. Finally, Hardy chooses r10.b. to use -the iambic pentamet.er- '. 
metre usual 'in sonnets. B~t his.poems,,with · their · variety 
of situation, conve rsation and tone, d'o fiot rend the mse:fves 
' 
•' 
,.. 
' 
' . 
. , 
. . 
I 1 
.•· 
a 
; 
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~ 
r to such restricting ~egularity. 'Thus,· there is no doubt 
that in mosf satires i~ is the elemerit of "sweet disqrder", 
that architectural spontimeity, rather tha{constructed' 
ornqment' and uniformity that are given pigh priority by 
the poet 0 That is not to sa'y I howev.er I that. he cannot be ' 
·. systematic.' For rarely ·does one find in poetry such 
'discipl~ne ··as one finds. in his strict adherence to the maxim · 
that q lyric should ' be properly~xpressive of a -single, 
complete thought, Jdea, .or sentime~t. 
~ost writers, it is ~u~posed; expect a kind of 
"truth"· to perm~ate thei,r work. In the General Preface, to 
nis novels and poems, Hardy lea_ves ab~olutely no doubt 
~abou~ his position. We a~e told, for example, that the 
0
'main • aim in his WOrk is 'not~tO 'be optimi:stic Or pessimistiC 1 
nbt even m~lioristi~ ··but rather to be trQthful. The Life 
........ . 
remind_s _us · that · ~n his la.ter yeqrs ·h.e was more conv.j.nced ' I 
,. than ever that poetry o.verflowed .with truth' a:nd ' of its . 
sup~eme place in literature... ;Ie.1.s ·thought that. he is 
, . 
' ~ ·. 
attempting to express · ~ kind of ·truth in the sat:ires of 
Moments of Vision when he describes the poems ·as mortifying 
.•ithe humari · .sense of s~lf- .import;ance by . showing, or 
sugge .st~(1 1 .t~at human beings are of no matter or 
' bl 1 ', h • h 1 • ' II 13 
, apprec1a e va ue 1n t 1s none a ant un~verse . 
- . 
~~F.E . . Hardy,. P.· .378-. ' 
, . 
.... .. 
., 
Many of· 
. .. , . . 
'I 
. · 
.• 
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·' 
th~ poems do just tha~,~- _for h9w re~listic .·ar;e the sentiments ·. 
of -"Ah, Are · you Digging on ~Y Grave?" 
I ' I , 
People ~ o_ften · 
forgotten when they ·die. 
I 
II 
People do change their mi_nds and 
their morals ·as . the characters of ".Oy~r the Coffin" do. 
Sexual freedom does ·quite often set off a chain of events 
_that spell disaster. Without exception, ~ all Hardy'~ 
satires are rea~~stic, dealing· with real lifa just as it 
. appears to him. · 
Much has been written qbout Hardy's philos_ophy . or 
'iack o' it./ There has been ·muc:h ta~k of h.i,s beliefs about 
, ' 
Time's erosion, .' the mo.cking :stars and a . neutral god. The 
satires, · it is · true, are adequate -vehicles for all of these 
' ideas._. Yet there is one belief of· 'no mean import, fqr which 
. . #.• 
-, the_ satires, as e·~ponents, are special_ly suited. Like 
Shakespeare, Hardy - seems to say that the human condition can 
improve, but pnly if we " ta·ke advantage ·of that " .•. •tide · in 
• 
. . 
the affairs of irian ..• ", only if we take the trouble .to 
. . . . . . 
effect the calcula'ted move i _n I a' given situ~tion., He also 
b~l~eves that p~ ig~ore p~ssibi~ities. They have too · 
m~ny of th-e ."unfulfilled in.tent'ioJs" C?"f ·the characte-rs in 
' ' the · great novels, and their destinies often -become tragic _ 
.. •• 
accordingly'. For .lik'e Michael Henchard ,· Sue .Bridehead, 'and 
. . . . .. 
. . .;(} .. 
. Tess, the p_eople of the ·.-sati-res ·.are -~ble I if t _hey -' would only .• 
take time, ~o stem the tide of disaster that only seems &.· . 
.. irreversible •. The pity o·f it · is · that: they selqom dp, .· ·and 
,' 
. - .. 
,' 
,· . 
' 
.. 
. . . 
•· 
' . 
. ' 
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.,. 
the satires f~rm what might be terJ}\ed' poetic crystalliz~tions . . 
of these human failings. In "By Her Aunt~s 
• • f • • •• 
should have bought the · headston~. Instead, 
Grave", the gi_rl J . 
she pa~sively · 
nods ~ssent to her male compani6n who hints .of his desire 
. . 
to spend the money. at a - dance~ Is not ·the.young .husband in 
. \ ~ . 
. "At Tea" asking for trouble ~s he throws at her wh6 was his 
first cboi.ce "a str~y ~lance yearn.~ngly" in the presence of 
his unsuspecting wife? · It is a pity, insists Hardy, that . 
. peop::}_ften act ir~EiSpo~s;i.bly and do h~t feel . theffi~elves 
li£ble for . the consequences of their ac~ions. What is so 
· t~agic about mankind~s plight is the · needlessn~si of their 
I • • 
· miseries· and lost ventures. ·Fate does seem to be · involved; 
' 
destiny does seem to keep the ball rQ~iing ?nd set of.f a 
chain ~eaction which nearly always leads to tragedy, but 
the "shallows" that: most of Hardy 1 s · characters experience · 
are not so much the resu·l t- of a malignant force, as .they 
~ are the products Qf human failure to gr~~P · . oppoitqnit~es. 
. . 14 
They seldom" ..• take the current when it serves ... " 
..J 
· ., .'t ~ M9uth-p·~ec~s for ~hi;tosophy ' . vehi?les for .p, etic · . .-
theories, . these poems deskrve attention for yet another 
. I 
. . 
reason. They have the qualities o~ good poetry, compri~ing 
,·. 
,/ 
as they, do some -of the poet 1 s . favourite . poetic tec.hniques. · '-.., 
Indeed, these· curt satires, in terms of compression, are 
14 . . 
W.G. Clarke & W.A. Wright, editors·, The Works of 
William Shakespeare (London; 1956) 1, p. 832-. '. 
11 
.'• 
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examplep · of Hardy's best efforts, for his s 'tyle' .\s e:xtremelj 
terse' and bold. : Tn this respect they remind one of certain 
folk and minstr~'l-ballads wrwse brevity is no indic~tion < 
of their import. For, like "The Twa corbies", though tne,y 
contain the· ingred1ents of expansion into shor~ stories or 
. . . 
novels,·their various moods and situations are expiored by 
scrupulous adherence to precision and economy of diction. 
'• 
The effect is· similar to good camera work. The picture ~.s 
sharp . without diffusion. "At A Watering Place"· is a .case · 
in point. 
" 
They sit and sinoke on the esplanade, . 
The man and his ' friend, and regard the bay . 
Where the far chalk' cliffs, to -the .left displayed; 
Smile sallowly .in the decline of day. 
And saunterers pass with lapgh ~nd jest--
A handsome couple among the rest. 
, r • ' 
-
"That s~art proud pair," says the man to ~i~ fri~nd, 
. "Are to. marry next . week,. . . . How little he thinks 
· That dozens of days _ and hights on end . 
I have stroked her neck, unhooke4 the links -
Of_ ner sleeVe to get at her upper arm. . . • 15 Well, bliss i~ in ~gnorance: wh~t's th~ harm!" · 
. . 
In this poem ·the author -obviously feels no obligation to 
giy-e ~ny b.;ckground to the "dozens · of days and nights" when 
. . ' 
t.he sly observer of _ th~ pair sowed his wild oa.ts. Neither . 
does he deem it necessary to ponder the '!harm" of such a 
" 
di~covery. _ He simply wishes to exploit the. use of 
concentrated irony in a single · action; he wishes to 
\ . 
1~co1lected Poems; . p~ 393. 
,, I 
\ ' 
~-· 
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iqtensify t~e emotion, to zerb in on the .. quality of the 
intrigue as a man and his . friend watch a II sm"':rt proud .pair" ·, . 
One Of WhOm is"" ignorat:tt 6f the other IS preViOUS dallying 1 
both ,of whom are ignorant of the third p_arty' s pr:es'ence • . 
The intensity of such precision is noted by several critics 
including Lawrence Binyon, 1 ~ one of the few. early 
, 
appreciators. He recognizes that these silent but profouna 
ii ttle poems exemplify .the "most . cryl?t.allized expression". 
'They have, he . continues, ;, the effect of little, deeply-
bitt~n etchingsl: . He all?~ ~sees that the ~ut~or . is .. "st,riving 
to· mould his hauntj.ng theme i _nto this ' .shape or to that , with 
th~ utmost suppressio'n of irrelev'ance and . or:pament, the 
- ,..__./. . . . . 
utmost economy of condensation". J.I.M. Stewart speaks 6f 
• \ I I 
. ·. . . 17 . 
the poet's ••ingenious economy" And Trevor Johns<?n, 
whos~ aptly-phrased remarks are always trenchant, views the 
• Q 
be~t of ~he satires · a~ having "a concentra~ed venom· ahd a 
" polish~d; icy"-wit which is "unique f1r "the pe~iod". 18 The 
crystalli_zation_; the econo.my; the cJncentration they are 
all · here. 
. " . ~ 
And if as Pope decreed; "Brevity is the S0\.11 of· 
w~t", Hardy captl,lres that elusive quality in .his satires: 
16~.G. cox, pp.· 441·. ff. 
17J.i.M. , Stewart:, p. · 221. I ' ' I 
18Trevor Johnson, Thomas llardy '(London: 1968), 
' 
. . 
\ . 
.. 
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With the skillful use of contrast and i~~ny that 
often .cr~ate · tensions, the . satires also illustrate the Hardy 
technique. oi e~otionally charged beginnin~s that lead to ' . 
ever intenser finales. 
. ' . ' 19 
An example is the poem "~n . Church" . ../"'\ 
It begins with the emotional , intensity ·often achieved at the 
f 
end of a sermon, and ~he poet obviously intends us to feel 
this emotion since the preacher'. s voic~ "'thrills up to the · 
topmost .tiles:'! a .nd · each member of· the congreg.ation "choRes'1 • 
' the supposed privacy o~ 'his vestry~ But what ~ contrast, 
and what ~ disi11~sionment when the self-satisfied preacher, . 
It 
. , 
ove~whelmed by hi~ a~ility to sway his ,hearers, is seen by 
an idol of his; re-enacting his p~lpit gestur~ like an 
actor practi~ing to captivate a theatrical audience! 
Si_milar e~o~i~onal . polarities .are juxtaposed i~ "~ The 
Nuptial Chamber", 20 a · truly p~ychological study. What a 
devastating ret down occurs ~hen the. bridegroom discovers 
' . . 
. that his brid~ is more. excited ,by the tune be{ng played ' 
. ' . 
' ' . . 
outside, a favourite of an earlier love~ than. she is by 
' . 
the embraces of ~er husband! 'How very suitable are · some of 
the. words and ' phrases used:, to create the resulting' tensions 
. . . y 
between· the real .,.qnd· irna~l~ed·. st~te of things! 
,--
119 > Collected Poeme:.-t · pp. ~91-392 .. 
\ 
20 . . .!, • 
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59 
' being cleverly placed "mastering tune" _and "pass''ionate air" 
have' the ·same kind of force as the mastering kiss placed ~n 
Tess's cheek by Alex d'Urb~rville during that unforgettpble · 
. . . ' . 
·first horse ride. And what of the emotional shock received 
by t~at utt~~ly destroyed man, indicated by the again 
cleverly-placed word~ "my Innocent" ·and ·the plain c9-lo~less 
' . 
· ~you" in the last l~ne! · The emotional •deflatio~ cause4 by 
the ironic 6ontrasfs. ' is sharp in~eed. "At Te~" uses · a 
~ 
. ~ . 
similar ·technique. ) 
1\ o~, 
The ket.tl~ descan:ts in: a cosy drone, \. 
·And the .young wife looks in her husband's face, 
·And -then at her guest's, . and shows in her own 
·Her sense that she fills - an envied 'place; 
And the visiting· lady is all abloom, -
And says {here was never so sweet a room. 
"' . 
And the happ"y young housewife does n.ot know· 
'That the woman beside her .was first his .choice, 
Till the fates ordained it . could not be.so. · ... 
Betraying nothing in look br voice 
':The guest sits s_mi1inCJ. .and sips her tea, 21 And he 'throws h~r a stray glance yearningly. 
How ironic it is in this poem that a recently-.married coup·le 
d~nes with the husband's former lov~r. How pitifu~ly lronic 
it is. that ·the' happy. young hous·ewife is. compietely ignorant 
. ' 
of h~r husband's continued attraction for •. the demur·e . gu~st. · 
•. 
How typ'icai . of Hardy Is irony to sig,nify at the ·Start of a 
~ . . ·. \,. 
poem, the opposite of what .is express~d at the .end. For. 
the .kettle cosily drone%; everything approaches perfection, 
. . 
but later t~e young husband shows his desire .for his old 
21Ibid. ·, p. 391. 
' 
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.. 
flame 6nd "throw~ her a st~ay gl~n~e yearningly~. 
" . 
One of the most· popular satires is "Ah, Are you · ~·­
Digging .on· My Grave?" if. "In The Moonlight" and "At The 
.. . 
Draper·' s" are predominantly ironic, . this one is more bitt"erly 
cynical. It needs, I think, ful+ quotation. 
"Ah, are you digging on . my grave, 
My lov~d rine?--planting rue?" 
--"No: yesterday he went to ·wed· ·' · . 
. , ..". 
· One of the brightest wealt& ha~ bred. 
'It carino.t . hurt her now,' he said, 
'That I should .ri.ot be true.'" 
"Then wpo .is digging on my grave? · 
My nearest ·de·arest kin?" · 
--"Ah, no: they sit and ·think, 'What usa!. 
What goo~ will plantini flowers produce? 
No tend~nce ~f her mound can loose 
J:Ier. spirit· from Death' s gi'n. '" 
"But some one digs · upon my grave? 
My enemy?--prodding sly?" · 
--"Nay: whe~·she _ heard you had passed the Gate 
That shuts on.all ·flesh soon o~ late, · 
She thought you no more worth her .hate, 
And ca:res not where. you lie." . 
"Then, who is digging on my'.grave?' 
Say--since I . have not gbessed!" 
:...-"0 it is- I, 'my mistress dear,· . 
Your ii ttle . dog, who s~till lfv.es near, 
Arid much I _hope my movements here 
· Have not di·st\lrbed your ·rest?" 
. I 
"Ah, yes! You dig upon my grave . 
· Why . flas~ed it not . .,on .me _ 
That one true. heart was left behind! ' 
What feeling do we ever find 
To . equal among human kind ~ 
-.A dog's -fidel;,i ty! , . . 
."Mistress·, I dug upo·n y'our. grave 
To bury a bone.~ in ,case 
I should· be hungry near this. ·s·pot 
. . 
.· 
.. ' 
·-
.. 
r 
,, 
. '• 
' ~ · 
.. 
, . 
)· · 
.. 
Whez:t 'paling on 
I · am sorry,· but 
It was you! 
my daily trot. 
I qui'te. forgot . 2 2 
resting-place. " 
61 
• 
In a situation that resembles Hous~an's, "Is My Team Ploughing?", 
the poet aga~n uses 
emotional'states by 
the technique of coftrasting or changing 
leading the somewha~ naiye ghost f~om 
optimism·to deep despa~r, · from h6pe to "th~ fathomless 
reg~on~ of 
inexorably 
myriads forgot". Each . .Stanz·a, in this way, leads 
. . ·'":}f .. 
' ., I 
to disillusionrnentLI, t ye·t the most stunn:i,ng .-jolt,' in 
. . . --- I 0 • I 
b • 
a streak of black humor is reserved for the end of the poem. 
' 
" 
C• 
~The sta'tement made by the poem is indeed a , gloomy OJ!·e ~ 
· in~Jcati~~ an - . extrem~ly· cynical but perhap~ sensible 
attitude ·toward _the 4isappearing relationship between the · 
living ·and the dead. Once 'we d~e, says,Hardy,· we are sooh 
.~ ' 
forgotten. In the poem, no on~ remembers, not even the 
little .dog. Loved one, dearest kin, enemies -all react in . 
the same way. They all forget, not only that she -is dead but 
. , I ·als~ where she lies ~nd t6e impliciation . ~s it is even 
.. 
.. 
forgotten that she ever lived at all. 
. . . 
The dead one makes po 
( 
~eply . to the last insult, the dog's apology beini so · ser~n~ 
and ~nruffl~d. The blow is severe. It is al~ the more 
. 
' . 
,, 
' J 
calamitous in its sincerity when one realizes that Hardy,. in 
"' 
several other poems, indicates his belief that remembr~nce 
by the living is the o!llY form of i _nunortali ty there is. Such 
n 
, I 
22Ibid~ I .pp .. 310-311 • . 
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a poem is "Hef'r · II_llillortali ty"~ 3 where. we find :.the· dead one 
,.. . 
~l 
62 
re·alizing the very sad fact, '•'Few now· remember me". What is 
' I 
even more saddening ·to th~ speakei is the revelation that . ·. 
when the one whd now remembers in gone, ~Her · spirit ends its 
living lease, /Never again to be!·". p 
Tl)o~as J;Jardy 1 s ·persona.! experiences with · love·. were 
. " ' :: 
nearly always perplexing. But. th+,ough this perplexity he 
achi.eved a kind .of poetic perfection. Through -the . prob~ems 
Qf the human_ pair, · wh~ch i~evitably became the eternal 
tri-angle, " ... qualities ·· of Hardy 1 s special. geniu_s reach 
. .. .... . 
their full express~on," 2 ~ to us~ Pie·r~.e · D 1 Ex~deuil's . words. 
• • • / • I. 
·. ' 
·. · It 1.s true, as· he states in an'other context, that ·fo':~; Hardy, 
.. 
~ife, _with all . _its . joys .and ·pa_in, tragedy an~ comedy, most . 
~en had its poignant edge at the point o~ sex. This 
poignaJ)cy in his work is nowl}ere more. skillfu(ly expr~ssed . 
than in the satires. 
.. . 
It is here that he · achieves: utmost 
. . ' 
compression - by using the . ·precisest words. It is here-, 
,, ' ,.. 
through the use of iionic . cont~astsf and ·with great force, 
. . . . . . . ~ . 
. . . . ·: . ' \. ~ .. 
he reveals the - normal t~nsions of ~veryday . living . 
If • J.\ 
Significant changes in.the wor~ ~~f any ~uthor are 
., 
nearly a iways in,teresting and worthy. o'f recognie'"i_on·. One 
23 b'd 48 so 
· !..2:_ · , PP · - : 
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0 
reason for my emphasis on the satires in this· thesis is that: 
I 
" one, f'il)ds · such change~. · For e~arnple, despi<te the fa.?t that 
. . . 
there is nearly al~ays . a thin balance between cynicism.and 
irony i~ the great .bulk of Hardy's collected poems, the 
early love-satires stress bitterness whereas the late o.nes 
stress irony~· 
T 
·Treating love·in such a contemptuous manner whi~e 
II . ' . 
stil'l a · young man, cynica~ though it seems to us, · may be · to 
.. 
the ~oet a kind of~facing up .to ~h~facts of experie~ce. 
0 
His earliest love. affairs are not enviable; hence the strong 
·reluctance to acknowledge love in the very. early verse. 
~ . 
Two Wessex Poems in thisovein . are "Amabel" (1865), 
\ . 
.. 
an9- "Revulsiox:t", a sonnet dated 1866. These, quit.e possibly, 
.I/' . . . 
, : . ·/eflect fn~ or. mo.r:e of his unfortu~at~ love affairs with 
•' ..:.-- . . . . . - . .. J 
~~ ' Elizabeth Browne, L?~isa· Harding o_r 1I':r;yphen.a Sp~rk's ·: 
·' . ·rn "Amabel.", 2.5 the · poet marks. his ~ove 's "ruined 
'6 • 
hues~~ hei faded gow~, her disappearing smile, and ' ~s is 
usual in.Hardy, the blame. is placed on "Tl).at Time · tpe 
• .,. • I' _' , ' <' ' -·~ 
' tyrant". _He has recognized ·certain ' facts about his loy·ed 
·. 
one; .they .are anything but pleasa-nt • . I_n "At a Bridal 
.r 
( ' . ' . 26 . . ; . Nattire s Ind1fference)", the cyn1c1s~ grow1ng, he·asks, 
·, 
25' . Collected Poems·, p. 6. 
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' 11 Should I, too, · wed as· slave ·to. Mode.' s dE¥cree", when the 
• <f)._ ' • ... • • 
br.l.lliance and fascination~ youth eventually fade-? , The 
ansJ.er 'comes·. often in . these lariy poe~~ - _but no rno~e . 
I ~mphatically than in "Revulsion .. where ·rather than r u n•the 
ri~k o~. lo~ing 16ve, he ~ecides ~sther~a~~tiba~ly that 
,. ... . \ . 
Ten~yson' s .:ct:rim · maxim, "i ~ is better to haye loyed and lo.st · 
. . .). . . . ' . 
tbsn· never to · have loved at all", will .not pac~fy him : 
Let me then never feel the fateful thrilling , 
·. · That · devasta-tes the love-wor,.n wooer's frame, 
The . hpt ado ·of fevered hope~, the ch_i ·lliD:g 
· That agonizes ' disappofnted aim! · · 
So may I live no junct.ive law .fulfilling, 27 . . ... Arid my hear·t' s table· bear no wo.man' s name. 
If • 
. . 
A simil·ar· kind of tone ' ].s detect:ed : ~n th'e . strained · 
. . 
relations~ips between the· human pairs _throughout ~11 t~e · 
\ . 
' ' 
early volumed of t~e c~liecte~ poems. · In ~She,td - Him I " , 28 
.. . 
·we see ·that tWe 19ver's eyes. are no ' longer ..... stars as i n 
• ' I • 
their . p~ime". -.lO~ten, t~ wo~an ·_znqrrie~ . beneath her, .. as 
. ·• . . • - .. " . ~. . ·"2 9 
Hardy's first wife though_t she qid. In "The w:e-1 1 Beloved" , . 
... 
f • 11 Bride; are not wgat t_hey se~m·~. . B_r1<\e.~ are nev~r what they· 
seem and· "Neutral .Tones" makes such a point forc~fully ~ I t . 
.  · : · 
.. 
0 • 
2
'
7 Ibid., ·P· i1. 
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.is perhaps Hardy's finest in.· t-~is · p~!tic-~rar·. v~~- It is 
1!- ~ 
certainly - the mos~ piercing of the Wessex'Poems: 
.p (' 
.... W~· stood by a po~~-thcit winter -day-; /F 
·dAnd the sun was white, as thou~h chidden Df 'God, 
And - a . ~ew leaves lay on the starving so4; 
· ·~-Tl}ey ·had failen from .an ash, an9 wel:'e gray. 
· Your eyes on 'me 1 wer~ a~ Ef:Yes that rove~ 
Over'tedious rid~les ' of years ago; 
And so~e words played·between · u~ to ~nd fro 
@n which lost the ~ore by our love. 
- ' ... ·. ,... . . 
The smile on .your mouth was the. dea.dest thing 
Alive enoug-h· .to .have stre·ngth to die; 
And a grin of bitterness swept· thereby · · 
Like an omin6u~ biid a-wing .. 
"' 
·"~ . 
0 • ' 
,. 
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Since· tfi'en, keen les~ons that love deceives, 
'Ana wrings. with wrong', have sh.aped to Iile . .. · 
Your face., and the·God-cur.s't sun, and a· -ti·ee, 
, . And a pondr edged_ with grayish. le'aves. 30 
I 
.. 
... 
' 
>/ 
' . 
If· ·"Revrilsion" ·is coheren~ ~mooth .. and ·lacks e~otion, this 
. ; - . 
dr'ama€~c monologue .~~:th its· depth ·o(: ~e.eling .~:ks . ~ith -."The. 
Dar~ling Thrush" anq. the · lo,v~ poems written af~ the death · 
. , . / . . .. 
• • I 
of "his first· wi:t;e ~ . · It As indeed a· brillia~t dispL3y by a man 
. . 
who .:i:s 'in comp.lete( control of himself. Frein beginni,ng to 
' •, '• oil , • , ' • ~ L· ~ .. : 
. end, .:·tl~e whiteness ~nd . grayness of the wintry day 1hend 
, "".. ., ·. I 
p~rfect,ly with . the dying love ·affair' .. · "W~n;~r. day"~ 1" 
I ; 
~-.>-. -,~ :~~ . . "starvi~g ~od", "gfayish· l~aves", not ·only unify the po~m 
I -':! • ,. ' ' • • • • 
·, but. ~ustain th~ · park . at.mosfhere that a· d~ad'. love is· bound to, 
have, _ for ce~ta±ni~the r~l~tioqship has no sp~rk remaining. 
• II i:'J ' ' 
\ j 
. ·\ . ·1 
\< • I • • 
· ·~ye~ the _. ~IIP~le. is .~~ot. ·-a ·s~il e i~ th?se ~ trange paradoxic~.; 
, ·• I 
: 30Ibi4'1# I p. ·g. 
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lines: 
' 
v 
q 
' 
• I 
• l 
"The· smile on Y9Uf mouth ~as the .deadest th,ing 
Alive enough to. have the strength· t.o die. :• ? · 
.. 
• 
6.6 
,And the II grin of b.i t,ternes's II prc;>ves' something. to tne ·poet . 
(I • • • 
that he never forg9t- the ~~e~~ ~essen that love deceives". 
Finally erie not~ces the regular'ty and proportion~ df the 
.... 
poem. · " It begins by a · pon~ ~i:tf . gray __ le~-~~~1fal·l~ng f~qm an 
ash tree. The· sun is white as if "~hidden -:~ .God"~ The 
' ' 
poem ends with a - simila·~ focus on "the ·Go ... d-c.urst ~-q~" and 
"a ·pon~ ' ed~ed with giay~sh .leaves". What could be more 
bitt:er? 
' I ~ I ' .,:f.fJl ' 
' In 1901 Harpy~ublished. Poems of The Past and The · 
Present . He. des.cribes t'he ~volume in " his prefa'ce ~s " ' ... a 
series of feelings a~d-Jancies'w~itt~n dowri in widely 
( . 
differing- ~ood~· and ~~rcumstanc~~····" 3 ~ It might ha.ve. been 
. -
. 
a descriptio~ of all h·is poe:try . .' •They may indeed: differ 
slightly in ·rnoq'd . ~nd circumsta,ncefBut i~ subject .rnatter ·they 
- ' , 1 " ~ 
I 
·.vary. little. ~s. in. Wessex Poems, love artd the human pair 
l re surrounded~by an aura df distrust. 
. . ~· ; Lo~e l;:y.t, . ~ove · 
. . .~ 
frustrated and 
I • 
lov~\changed are typical themes :in them. 
v 
An 
_·exampi,& · i~ .· t~e ballad "The Well B~lo~ed" in which an aspirj,.ng 
bri~egroom gc;>e.s to · meet h .is bride- to- be, but· discove rs: 
• 
:· . . ~ • her look was pinched and ·thin' 
As ~f"her ~oril . ha~.shrunk and died~ 
. . ·And left a waste withi n." 
' .. 
,. 
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In ""Her Reproach" the speaker decides that 
·I 
"It surely is far s~eete~ and.more wise 
To water love, than toil t6.leave anon 
A name whose gl~y-gleam will but ·advise 
· Invidious -~inds . to eclipse it ~it~ their own, 
. . ' . ' • , 
. "Mad .J.udy" I ~i th . its. Sophoclean .belie£. that not to 
, . . . . . 
67 
32 
·have· been 
born is best, is extremely bleak. It is / hdwever, an 
. 0. . 
t 
acceptable kind of bleakness no~ _only. to_Hardy but to many 
'· 
r-eaderp becau~ of their• own awa'reness ·of th~ over.whe_lming 
' .. 
• J • , .. : • I f 
' . flood of. twentieth-cerltury plagues, fam.ines and wars. In a 
. . 
subtle twist at the:, end of the· poem, Ju'd~, instead o'f· b_eing 
·mad, ~epres~nts a kind .C?f "sanity as •She laments' any· action ·. 
: . taken : to . continu~~ the s~ecie~: 
,. 
·when the ·hamlet haile~ a birth 
Judy used to cry: . 
I 
When she"· heard our . christeninl) mirth .. . 
. She would ~nee.l (and ·sigh. , .. 
She) w.as crazed, .. we knew ~ · and we 
Humoured her infirmity. · 
. 
When the daughters and the sops ·· 
· · At thered · them to· wed, 
·. And 'We like-intending ones . 
• I 
· . · . pa¥ed. ·t,ill dawn was red, . · 
She · would ,rock and ' mutte r, "More· 
·Comers to t~is .s~tony shore!" ·. 
When old Headsman Death iaid. h~nds 
o'n a · babe or twain, 
She ~ould feast, and by. her brands · 
Sing her sbpgs ag~i~. . 
. I 
, 
I 
. .... 
.. 
.. · ·What she liked we. let her ·do, 
Judy was insane, we knewr~3 . .~-
· .. 
.. ' 
. 32 I' .,: l 
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. , . 
Thu~ wit~ de~astatirig iron~ Hardy ridicules hhe trad~tional 
• I· • ' 6 ' 
Christian emphasis on the b.lessed~ess of birth and. matrlmo·n·y,.· . 
. 
No sUmmary of . this poe~ could indicate its almost 
. .. 
Shakespeari~n qu~lity. Jud~ id a kind df philoso~hic clown, 
.a .female Edmund"' 
Mudh of _Hard~'s. pQ~try, early and late, treats 
unconventionally ~he question of .marriage and premarital ·sex . 
\ 
· Tl"!e · tone in most is the same - ac~e d'tsta·ste for the 
p'rude~y . of tne. Vi:ctorian ·mind .. . I"t reflects a ' belief ~f his; 
, . ; , ~ 
' I 
put very succinctly by Macaulay · in · his essay on Byron,· that, · • · 
• 0 .: , • : . 
II 1. We . kno\•1- o'f no spectacle ·so ridiculous as the British · · . 
. . t' . .. ~ : • ~ lo> 
public ·:·in on~ · of -~ts~ period~c f'i ts of· moil:' ald .. ty' 11 • ~ 4 Several 
·.' poe!J)S support · this J · . In !'The Christening", · th~. ·whole 
I 
co~greg_ation i ·s shocked as· a youncf ~nd -~ca-red ., unma:=-rie~ 
t:nothe-r, - " .. ! peeps/ From the g~ll,.ery •. · .• ~ , 35 :whil~·: he-~ ~hild _' · .: 
. . . ,. . 
• • ~ • I 
is .·of£ered at the Fbnt. 'This is a skillfully-wri'tten .poem 
/ • I ' ' 
for paradox'icaily, out of ·deepest sympathy :for th·e . 
. . . . . . 
. . '. 
'" 
1 
' ' 1 • 1 II o 
illegitimate child, the "ruined" IJlOtger: and the •tirresponsible" 
• ' ' ' ' • I o • • 
father, . th~ poe~ l~she~ .out at .the -shocked congregation ~nd . 
. • • • . ' . • • . ., • j . ; • • • : 
-Victorian narrc:n.,..:.mindedness. · i:t· I {s t~e same kind. of 
· techniqu~e u·seq in certain poems of. "belief'1 where a ne'w 
• • • , , •• • : 1- I 
fre·shness 
' - . ' . (the .Better). issue's d-i~ectty· from the, dead 
. . 
-~ 
. I 
• <' ' • • I '!\f~ : • .'· . . . 
. · , . . 
.. · . . 
34 . . · F. ~ . . Hardy, p. 270~ 
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traditionaf.creeds (the Worst)~ He.displays sy~pathy for the 
. • I 
father .. after the question is a~ked· .".Whe're ,is the baby • s 
father?" The·-answer giveh by 'the mother, who has gradually 
'· 
become more confi,nt ~ is t II' Ih the woods' afa_r' " r. ffardy may 
simpTy be sugge~t· g hi~ oCcupation, · how-:Ver, I feel. he is 
using the for~st- Hawthorne does in The Scarlet Letter, .· 
-where it becomes _among other th~ings, a symbol 'for J?ristine ' 
natu'ralness. 
. . 
It · is. also a refuge f~om the tr_ap of marriag~ 
' 
' for Hardy. 
right~ess 
~oreovet, 
-· ·T~ere. is th.e indicaticfn _he~~ of a · d~gree of 
. \ ' 
about the __ s'?yalled "illegitimate" ~f~ir . 
. . 
th~ father is also associated i 'n \ the 'poem 'witr the 
. - J . . . . . . 
moon,' and ~t~rs and: "lovelike weather'~, all of which rmake 
• ' 0 ~ 
. . . . ---------
him. the. "blest of men". sympathy is also extende·d·-tot7ni's .:· 
... 
. . . . . ' 
'subdued .young. mother. One notices the pity for the. paie6 
I 
girl who· weeps because df the scorn of those "decent" souls· 
-· -. · wh~ · ~ould "smot~~~~~ the baby ~nd "di~giace" h~r. The poet's 
, . . . . 
. . . * . 
I sym~athyi' goes~t- e?pecially to the baqy who is d,escribed · 
· .. t:-et~.der.iy ·in ste~n defiance of horrified Victorians. The 
~e>- Q ('(. 
'bright eyes of blu~, .the rosy cheeks, . "_this paragon", all go · \ 
tr 1 ' 1 ~ • . 
to ,pro,ve Hardy·• s ·cpmpassionate qoncern~ · · Marri_age .has 
.. I 
. . 
become·, then, a sepulchre~ - a l::iurial groUrrd:--fG.r__laye; Blake•s 
• , o ,.J / I ~ • • (f 1 
' .. ~ 
marriage he.;1.rse . has·.obecome Hardy.' s ~ 
. . 
Though ·the poet's 
' r t • 
!'lafria9e·,_ at .the tim~ of writing . h~d 'detE>)t'iorated 
. - , 
--. 
____ .. , 
•C ) 
. • ~ I ' W • 
coz{~iderably, ~person~! "Love"' s. :sepulchring" ,~ay. have'· · bee~· 
· n · · , 
, # • • • 
. I 
'i/·. 
' ' . 
s _~coneary in ;~is _.i tt"!,ck '·on the n.;1t,ion' s -despicable ·code. of .. 
I • 
.. 
, I 
·~ . ~ . ' 
: . . 
., 
---
l. 
I , · 
•. 
' 
. · "-" 
' . . 
) 
/ , 
... ~ ' t·,~ 
. •. 
.. 
. morality • . His· well known sympathy' for suffering h,umanity-, 
!:lis concern for man's inhumanity to man is at work, here also. ·-
That society sho_ul_d scorn a baby whether it was born.()i.n or 
out of wedlock ~as absolutely outrageou~ to this ~oncernad 
man. Of course his personal life is involved. For the -
·" 
noti6h ·that true 'love exi~ted. only wi~hin the framework of · \ . . . 
f . c'. . ~ • • 
m~rrl.age ·~as equally , obno-xious, to him. He cou.ld tel-l th.em 
• I ; ' ' 
ano.ther st.ory. H~re, one recognizes again some· of the 
complexi'ties that appear in Jude the .Obscure. Sue Bridehead 
lover.·.~ is not unlike the 
. ' 
A s'irnfUtr disdain for· co.nvention~~ rules . of morality 
' 
appears in "One Ralph Blo'ssqrn . Soliloquize;;". 36 HE7re, none 
ot the girls wh9~ •Ralph sed.uces frowns on her affair .. ·. While 
~ b ..... ' 
Jane indicAtes that she might properly have "learnt to hold 
. . 
' . 
aloof", RoEia feels no hostilit}" becau.se she herself had 
shown readiness to ~omply wfth his wi-shes~ .· In her words, ~she · 
' ; 
Lizzy, who .now ·realizes her deed's 
"notoriqusness", 
. ' 1 
remembers only ' that she ·"knew ~ave · once and 
all its . glor~o~sness". .Fi.nally P~tience · arid Anne f eel that- - · 
their . yielding "was worth the ache" and they see no need f or : 
·Ralph t0 burn in hef. 
. ' Love; · with a:ll - it~- i~tplicatio~-~ of ill egitimacy·· and · ·. 
marriage , birth -a nd' d_e~th ' ·' .joy and sorrow, _ is : a fqvouri te 
~ 
t • .. 
. '" .. k fU':' 
tJ 
' 
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subject : of Hardy's. Ridicule -and -cynicism, sarcasm and 
disdain, all ingr~dients o£ satire are frequent tones a~d 
the ~est ~i~h which these tones _are. presented indicates the 
author's-seriousness.- There ~s also· a "truth" here, a 
refusal not~~: judge peo81~ that ~he Victorian . publ~c- thought 
. ' 
scandalous and · unorthodox. For the modern reader, this poet · 
re.c:ognizes ari injustice ·and ··is working out, poet_ically' some-
.. ~ - ' ' · .' 
sort·of person~! solution'to the problem of platitudes . . He• 
' • - # 
m·qY ·be ~isenc~anted but no\: pessimi'stic ·for there -~~ a kind 
of melior i-s~ at work h~r·e. 
' . . 
. . 
' ' These , ~atires are rnainly.the 
. . 
outpourings of·· a man .who', if ·he ... is "not always attempting to 
. .. . . ~ . 
' · • • Q) 
reform, hopes for a change by pointing to the evil~. 
- ,) .. 
By ali adcountsr "The Ruined ~aid" is :Ha~dy~s best 
·" 
'• 
, _ 
i~ the satirical yein. I o' ... • ~n a c~ever Swiftian blenq of humor 
' • ; , •• ·, J 
and i,rony, the poet "-:-:-. knocks out 'that keystone ' of 
. . , ' . ~ . 
~ !;\ " • . • • • <1 - . ~· Victor tan · sexual mor_ali ty r the .ide;a that ;~  'fall~n wom·an' : 
-- . must b~Q.oth _unhappy and u~ t"im~ teJ..y doornedr to a mi·s·~;ahie 
~ ,. . .. ~ ~· · .. 
death· . .-, 37 . .. ··· , '-t ·
1 .. 
CJ 
• • • "3 ,.;;:& 
"O 'Meli~- my' d~a~, ~his dqes ~verything crown! 
Who could . have s~.rpo~ed I ~should mee~ ;.Yo~~ - in .Town? · 
·And whence such·. fair garments t such. prospeJ;"i-ty? ~·--
"0 di~n' t you_ know 1' d been ruine9Jioc ·s~id _ she,< _ 
Tired _digging potatoes, anct · spudding up docks; · · · 
--"Yo~:, left . us in .tatt~rs, withou~ 'hoe~ or ~ocks, _ ·. 
And . no!N y9u 've gay br~celets And. br.l.ght ' feathers .three!"-_- · 
"Yes: t~ t's how we dress when. we're ru~ned," - ~ai4 she . 
3 7'T'~ -
. ' fr4 ever ·John~gn, p . . 4 6. / , ·• " ... · 
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~~"At home in th~ ba~ton ~ou s~id ~ 'thee 1 and 'thou,• · 
And • thik oon, • and • theas oon, • and · ' t 'ot·her' ; but now 
Your tAlkihg quite fiis ·~e for high compa-nyt"-- ·_ ' · 
"Some polish is .gained with one's . ruin, 11 s~id f)he. 
•; 
. . r , . 
--"Your hands ·were like paws then, your · fac~ blue and bleak 
But now. I'm bewitched by your .delicate cheek, . 1 
And yeur little gloves fit as on any. 1<?-dy!"--
"We neve:t: d0 work whe·n we're ruined~" ·said she. 
. . 
--"You used ·to ·ca.ll -home-life a ·hag-ridden dream. 
And you'd sigh, an~ you'~ ~Qc~; bu~ ~t present you seem 
To 'know not of megriii'Is or melancho-ly! II--
"True. One's pretty_ lively when ruined," said sh~ . 
• • .J# 
-~"I wish ·r had' feathers, a fine sweeping gown, 
And i ' delicate face, and could 1strut abou~ · Town!"--
. .. ~Y dear--a r~w country girl, such as,you b-e,_· . 38 Cannot quite expect that. You ain't! ruined," said she. · 
<:k. ' > ' II fl 
~ • • •' . . • II The poem ~-s ·a convers·a t~on between two women, a · 11 ruined rna~d , 
I -:- • 
Melia, and ·a country woman whom she had Known at. an~<earli~r 
; 
. . . . ' . . . . 
time. One ~f the. interesting techniqbes ~~ed iri this poem 
is the· swiftian fusion mentioned above. This ·fusion which 
O O Ml 
0
o 0 O 
0 
1 0 0 
• < ~is · characteristic of ' his besf satires is , skillf~l~y·executed 
I 
I 
\ .' 
·• 
-·• 
. . . 
here. It stems from the completely unsuspecting, almost 
. . ,~. . . : ' ' . .k : 
~a;i.ve : attit\lde Of the· ~ri~nd: Wl}O qanno~ Un?-ersta'hd. }10W this 
unmarried girl havi~g lo.st her v-ir~·inity,'' can d~ess ' so 
-. 'fashionabl.y, spea.k .·in . so edljcated a ·manner, and s_how. _-no ~ 
. } I , J ·0 • ...., 
, .. ( . . 
remorse in h e r ",state ot' corruptio'n''; · In fact the ' whole 
~ ' ~; .. . 
tone of the poem ' from the . "lady's" point ·of view. is .one of 
•' .~-'· .· 
puzzlement; g\ii te tpe opposite of Melia Is who 'is c'ollec'ted 
·and confident. Th~ corn_ple_te · rev~sal of ."i?o-sitions is .al~o 
.. • .. il . . .. . _· 
. . ~· ' .. . . ~ 
!l8 . . ' . 
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. 
an interest~ng feature of the poem. At the start, Melia, in 
the ey~s of the othe~ lady, is a fallen woman .. Toward the · 
.. 
- I· 
end, . i~ is the heretofore "unspoil~d 11 friend . who_ is "a raw 
country girl-". In addition, tjl,is almost iJOpeccable poem 
& ·t.l-f 
'has iinpr_essive control; with a ·,~early 'pei;fect rhyme s 'cheme 
1 .. . ' 
- . . t' 
in waltz-time whic~ seems very ~ppropria~e·for Hardy's 
jaunty irony~ T-he poem does indeeo' knock the keys~(me .from · 
.• " :I ~ - " .. 
the -arch of Victorian moral conceit · and the result -in. the 
• 0 
l ' 
poem. is the: collapse of. h~man self-righteousness... Besides, · 
Hardy is-a superb tec~nic~~n in ~his poe~. One notices the 
' . ' ~ 
. -
s_ktll'fully-managed fusion of ridicule and la'ughter i.~ t he 
devastatingly funny last· lines spoken by the n?tls.o-:-r~_ined 
· maid. 
·.As J. I .M. Stewart correctly observes, · "alike in' love 
. r• . 
l ~ 
and marrJage, the characters of 'Hardy's poems ar~ perpetually 
" I 0 • -' 
. . .• - . ' 39· ' : ~ getting themselves ~nto luckless s1tuat1ons ... " · Tf\.J,.s 1s 
... 
,, 
. . 
'· 
· "' 
par:ticularly true of ~he fifteen glimpses entitled ·satires . 
' I J~ ' .. 
. ~ of Circui:n'stance and others which I have discussed above; 
·. B~t .i~.cynicism i ·s · the dominant attitude towards love: .. i n some 
. ~ ~ 
:t-early .'poems, ir~ny reigns in . these. · Dist.r"ust. is still 
t I ' ", " f'l' 
p'resent, :h~wever, and ' dil~mffic{s- ·a~e still a s ·i _n·soluble as, 
I 
ever.r,-\Th'ere · is 'yet a~other diJfe~-ence. · . Each poem of thi's · 
t I' - ' I 
' . . I. . •. , . 
. latter group contain·s sub~tantiall_y more' action -and intrigue. " 
. -
3
-
9J. I:M. Stewart, P.· 22L· ., 
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·vivid, errioti~njl a:nd co~flicting scenes frequently occur; 
giving the poems the p~amatic qualities of short stories or 
novels. Each poem becomes a kernel .full of the meat of 
. . 
. . 
genuine pathos. What is most obvious is the emphasis on 
41-
irony as each poem is' made . t9 rotate on an ironic ra1,1ndabout 
. ~ 
of fate. "At the Draper • s" is an example. 
•.• I stood. at f.he back of the shop, my dear, 
. But you d,id not perciive me. 
Well, when they deliver what you ·were. shown 
1 shall·· .know '· nothing 0~ ~t, believe rn,e!" 
- ' And he coughed and coughed as she paled and said, 
"O·, I slidn·1 t se~ · you come in there-7 . 
Why couldn 1.t you· .. speak? .. __ 11 We,ll, I didn 1 t. ·. I left 
That you should not . no~ice I 1 d been there: ........... 
"You were ~iewing some lovely things : . 1 Soon required 
·:For a· widow, of' lat~st fashion 1 ; 
And . I knew . 1 twould upset . you to meet. the man : 
Who had 'to be .cold and ashen . 
. . . 
"And screwed in ·a box before tliey could dress you 
1 In the .last new note in mourning, '. 
As they defined it. · -so, not to · distress you, · ....... ,. ... :. ·· 
I l~f~ you to~ .your ~or~j.hg. "4~0 
Hardy may be sneering at the wi f e who tactles.s.~y buys mci~rning · 
. . 
'clbthes before her' dying husband · is con,fine d, tp bed, but it 
is · th~ s~verest . t .l7agic i~ony. that the: hu.~.bcind shoul.d be 
.. 
watching· the purcha.se : . Although ·,the poem 'seems ·to ~ne 
. . . 
. . . 
critic ~n improb~ble melodramatic v~gn~tte it is nevertheless. 
a ve~y s_ugg~stlve,' .ev~ri symbolic po~m of .de~ept;i.on~ . Anbther 
~ :· ,: • __ ; \ • ~ ~... ~ .IJ Q ' 
. . poem ?f ~his ·grour:S whJch '_ depend~ on irdny is : n In The r. 
_l1oonlight". 
• : 
i 
• I!' • .t\ .. 
e. . ' •,. ' •' 
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"O Lonely workman, standing ther'e 
In a dream, why . do· y'ou stare and stare . 
At her grave, as no other gr.ave there were!·" 
·~If your great gaunt eyes so importune 
~er· sou~, 'by the sp.ine. of this corpse-cold moon 
Maybe you' 11 raise her phantom soon!" . 
' ' 
. '~'Why, ~ool, . it. is whel:t Iwould rat}J.er see 
Than · all the living folk there be; 
But' alas, . there ~s no such joy .for m.e!" 
"Ah--she was o~e you loved., no ooubt., 
Through· good · and evil, through r~in- and drought, 
And wh~n she passed, ,all your ·sun went out?". 
"Nay: she wap the woman I did not love, 
Whom all the· others were ranked above, · . . 41 Whom during ~~i -lif~ I thought nothing .of." 
) 
' . 
Here ·, the poet .may be . cas.ti~g ·<:t wary eye on the stupidi_ty 
75 
or lack of foresight represent.ed by . the ·..man r s actions ,0 but 
0 
/ · 
. ' 
• · . (> 
~ # I / "' ' ... 
it is the force ·of · the·. uncanny irony which takes precedence 
-~ • , • • ' ' • • • - I 
- . 
·.,: .·. ~ . ·. over ~11 · ot.her_ f .ea,tures 0~ the_ poem, a~ the lonely . wor~~ari 
....... 
· ·, f~rst discovers his love· for a woman now that she is dead. 
. • r . . . . . . 
i;mp:r-obabilities ·and iro~ies do · oc~ur in real lif~, 
., . . . . . 
sometimes more ir.ightening . than rn ficbfon. The · second .Mrs; 
. . 
Hardy te.l1.s Uq 1 her ~usJ:?and experien~ed. more of t 'hese 
. . 
.unusual· occurrences than is us~al f~r one man.· · For·· examp l e · 
4 I ~ • j;; ' 
in his noftes of 1876 · o~e finds. blood-curdling ·e~cerpts of 
stories he had heard; o ·f a doct6r who insisted .on keeping .. 
. , . . . . . . . . .. 
':his patient's. dead baby on· ·his mant lepiece _as payment for 
f • • '. - • • • ' 
Services . rendered; . or. of a f~~ · who. 
41
.;rbi d.;. P. · 398.: 
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I US·ed . tO take • the . heart 6f ·~ every Calf . that died 1 
.. 
·and, stickJng it f.ull of · black .thorns, .hi:mg it 
·. -.on the cott·erel, or cross-bar,. of hl.s chimney: 
· this ·wa~ , done to pr~vent the spread of the 
disease· that had killed the· cal-f. When the. next . · 
tenant c;:ame ·· th~ qhi_mney ' smoked very much, and . 
examining it, they. found it chokeg with 11earts 
frea ted in the manner described _. by -·that time 
' . "'!. : 
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' . . 
. " 
dry and parched. '4 2 . ·1 
, .• ' '. ~ut ·Ha~d)s ,p~rsonfll experien<i:'es often matched SuCh st<;>ries . 
' . 
\ 
. , 
.. 
' • 
~ 
For example, ·several ti!lles he watched the exhuming of ·human 
. . , ~ . 
skeletons as grayey~rds succu~bed to progre_ss. - Oftentimes 
' i . . . . . 
--~ pieces- of skeletods·, skulls, legs, · and,arms feii. ~rom i;he · 
.. 
jaws of' -the great .e .arth-re!JlOVing' machines, adding .to the 
. gru~some spectacle. ··It was no doubt such a .scene tha_t 
· I : 43 
occasioned this next i'ronic poem, "In The Cemetery"~ · 
• 0 
"You see those mothers squabbling there?" 
Remarks the man of the cemetery. · · 
"One. says in 'tears, ~'Tis ' rriine lies , her~! . ' 
Another, ·'Nay~ .. ·mine, - you Pharisee!' . 
Another·, 'Ho.w dare you move my flowers 
And put your own on this grave of o)lrS!' 
. But all . their childr.en were · laid therein 
At different. times, like . sprats in a tin. ;· 
' . ' 
. . 
I ' .,.• 
' "And then the main drain. had l 'o cross~ · 
. \ . ,. 
And we moved the lot so!f!e n.ights ago, 
And packed them away. ·in the· general foss 
With hundreds more. . But their folks don ''t know'~ · " · 
·And a·s _we,J.l .cry_ over· a ,new-laid. drail} . 
As_ any't7hing .else, to ease your pain!" · 
.. . 
'' There are many fierce cutt~ng edg~s in ,this poem but :the 
most merc~le~s ·co'me~ ·.in the last ·. b1o _ line's _..., :: It i s just as 
' · · , ,.. • • . \ '~ •. . ·~ -', I • · , • 
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. F •. E: Hardy:, p. - 112. 
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: Collected Poems, 'pp. 393-394. 
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:·· 
. ' 
welL s·ays :.; _~ardy ,_· -to- cry over "a new-;Laid 'drain.", for the·· ·. 
~ ~ 
for,th~oming; if 
.. . 
impl;i.cation is that there will be no help 
. •' 
.. ·.· 0 .• • 
. the. P,ain ·is to be eased crying Bes,ide .· d~ain pipe;S. ~ill sery~ 
• ,· ' • I o 
the purpose as well ?S crying· besi.qe · nea·~ little 'plots'~ .. 
. . 
Hardy·'.s uniq~e 'twi'st i.s evident here · ~lso. , 
. . . 
. .. 
For. how ._ver':( 
. ·' 
r.;'icto.us· is, this little p~em!, .How . it mocks.~ How· sardonic 
. . . f 
is the. ~on~! · ·T~.e . mot~~rs' e~e. not safl . mo'tl;le~s . w~~ m~ur~-
t,heir dear d·eparted. They are ." squabbl~ng"· mothers 1Ilor'e 
'· . 
• • • • • • ~ # •• : • • • ~ , ' " • 
concerned about placing flowers over . the correct ''gr<-ave :than. 
' . . . . . . . : .. .. ; 
lamenting the .eternal absence of . thel:r childreN_• i Bes·~d-es ~ . · 
.... · · ' how .cruer is the irony that sees one mo'ther· crying· .pver 
. • I 
• ".lo •• (1 
to "t;he parents, t:-heir "a new·-l_~id drain"! . Fo"r un~no~~ 
" ' . . . "" 
'children· have receptly_. been move'd and packed " .. ·• away . 
. . , . . . 
·. 
• «? - ., 
the general foss : •. to makl:, ro0' :fo':r;,·the main' drain ... 
macabr:e humor, the gr..uesorne 1cture of ·ht1manitY·: and 
' · -. -1, • • " 
' '.. . . hammer-blows · of. irony . are·_ .stunning. ~ The 4isr·e·gard -for the 
o ~ I o o ' I I • - '" 
• I d~.gn:lty of - t~e dead obvioqsly•, sj..ckened. him. 
• . ' ,.-4' 
~ I· 
. ' 
. . 
··Altl).ough it is surp:ii~ing,' the cynical ·tories and the · 
. I . ... • 
. ' . 
• ,) , • ' Q L 
. ironic ove+flows have not a lways .met \<{ith favourable 
:·;:+pons~ .. >.riti~~· s~l~Oll) ap~re~ ia t~ the reial·i~~ that, Hd~dy ." 
P.J.,ctures 1n the ·wild melodrama of everyday· livi.ng. · Lytton 
~ . t • 
. ,, 
• " • 1 • 
I 44 , ~ " o ., o f 0 ' , 
. Strachey, representative of r early · ~ritics~ · CQn~emns: the · 
• ' ~ ' ' •• l L' ! # • ' ' I ' ~ " .. • ' 0' 
t . • . • • • • • ·~ • 
Satires of C'ircumstance b e apUSe . they· do not teach .the . 
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·confucian' " ... .• ·· ' divin~ \ruths of filial affe9ti~n ,: :Pa~f\~tism, . 
•• - , • • • 4 
. ,.. t 1 
and · natura~ history.". He is for noblest tho~g?-ts and fines.t. .... 
. . l!J . ' .. 
feelings bu( the~e h'e s.uggests can'not come frbm Mr .__Hardy .· 
. . . . . . . . . ' . . ' \ . 
' • ., • ·-~ • ., _, • • t. 
because 'he, l\as no· "harmo~y of soun,d 11 , • "ma.s.tery o,f rhythm" ', 
·' t . ' t;, 
e~pJ_o~ent of. _:vo~~:<· He 
and .te,&hn~·9ue . ~~ -if· .. I?e.-. ~s 
' . ' 
0. 
. " 
... . . 
or ·"the exact and . . exl!u-isite 
. . . " " \ r ' c~J?d~mns the· :~m.bject matter ' '. 
.1 • 
·inc:apable of distingui~hing the twp. '\ ~ Like so •many of . the 
4 • • ... ~ 
e~rly ~ri tics I Str.ach~y sees :nothing but -qcjlin~s.s_, 
, . 
. .. 
~ . r ~-' • 
II o ' , o Cumbr<;)US .expr.eSSiOnS,· c1umsy metres,, and . flat. prosaic, 
• • :. . • , . • • • • t 
turns · Qf s{feech 11 • Of his COfll!Tlents on these,. poems perhaps v • .. . 
I, 
"- · . t .he· most natve' refer· to' . . 1'Ah,· Who is Diggi'ng ·o~ ·My ·Grave?"" 
o) • • , ·"' •• : "... • • • • 
This . poem, ~ Sqys should 'have enqed with the .. fifth ·stanza 
. ·, '- . .. . . , . . . . 
· ··wh,en,. 'the- poem's ~h6st 't2elieves· .th~t· hEJ:.r . lit:tl~ d.og. does ": 
. ' . . . ' , 
. '• 
. 'indeed ~"eme~ber. / 
. . . 
" . . . . I . • 
·is deJuded -into believ.ing in the ; fidel-ity.; o:r.."the !'one · true ·. 
' , . 4 .._ ,. • · . , I . · . - ,...-'~ 
, ; . · I · t · ., 
heart". , ' "And so11 , • ~ays Mr • . Strachey', ·.·• •.. ~wi:th this 
• • • .I • ~. .I ~ ' • • c:. 
Q ,. 
:. 
:. • • • ~ ,. Q - • 
. comforting · concl~sion the · poem . rnig.ht:' . h@.ve eng~d" ~ · Enough 
. ~- - . . .... . . ' .. , 
h,a·s· reen ,s,;;A in .Cha~t~r I aboJ;t .the .ch.a·~~~- - ~f·rqu\ihneis . in . 
H<tfdy'', ·s ·style and tone •. . · That Strachey· thought· the poem · 
~ ' ' . . ' .... ' . . 
·~hould ' have er:id~d . swee.tly is, in~ the" .. ma·nn~r o f Ma y Kendall.' s 
. . . ~ ... . . . 
I ~ 4 l • o • 
• J .. !,111 • f . . • • • 
c~i ~i~i.sm ~- · m~re~~ moral1 .. ;s~.i!c ·~nd " ' se~tlinehtal.\ 0~~ w .. i~l n9;.'::. 
f~nd ~nywhere in ~ardy ~·s _poetry, overt . opt'imis~ ~ut i-f ·h'~ 
I> 
........ 
' . 
a pt>sit:i.en which: .. . . .. _.,;, ~ ' 
life, ra,re'ly 
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The early rev1ewers were no_t all ins.ipid. 
79 
Edmund 
, . 
Gosse's precise evaluatioti of the satires recognizes that 
f \ -, 
"the ugliness of ~xperi-ence is ·more accentuated ·than it is • 
\- ' .. , 
elsewhere, a~d is fl~ng i~ .our face with less compunction", 45 
l ' ( 
yet, as always, hi~ critique i~ a . balanced one. He realizes 
that despite the• disillusionrnent, the monotony and the 
.. . .. . 
"cruel shafts of searchlight", 46 • these . sinister poe~s have 
- . . . \ 
their mer:l,ts. • He fails, however, · t~ ~labor-ate. 
The later critics express no .gr~ater degree of . 
uni~on regarding the satires than the earlier ones. Babette 
Deutsch informs us that when ~he ·P~a(}:de~lt wit~ ~hat he 
I 
li~d to' call life 1 s little ironies and sati res of, 
.. . . 
/ circumstance, .he ~as apt to overweight the irony and s t ress 
- the satire in a way, that dheapened tbe poem" 47 On the 
contrary, says Arthur Pollard, "satire. ever demands the 
0 
point concisely or ·the power intensely". 48 R.P. Blackmur 
sp·eaks · of\ H?trdy 1 s bad ~r i ting. J. I. M. Stewart sees the 
ingenuity"'of ·the satires but focuses his remarks on the 
\ 
melancholic temperament a~d concludes that there are to~ many · 
: ,; ' . • 4 I 
poems. One questions the validity of his s t atement when one 
45 . .. Ib1.d. t- p. ·450. · ., 
I 
46rbid.' 
·· 
4 7 B~bet.te 
1969) ,· p. 99 • . 
p. 4 51. 
• • ~l 
De utsch, This Modern. Poe try (N.ew York: 
_. 
48Ar thur Pollard, Sati re :(London, l1970), p. 2 4 • . 
cf 
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0 
I l recogni~es ' its inconsistency with. a la~er comment of his in 
-. ~ ·, 
which __ he .compliments Hardy for his "poeti,.c techniq'ue. ,Yet· in 
another place he can say, . 
I 
and the poet has then looked round, 
peeped -round, peered inside, his own head, 
for material upon which· a resulting emotional 
state may be projected to some . rather privately 
cathartic end.49 · · . 
Irving Howe believes that these "regular 'drops -into irony" 50 
I 
0 • .1 ' 
have received too much applause. He believes that these 
drama tic vignettes are· ~rowded ~i th melod_rama and disaster 
and • noth~ng else. There· is simply not enough in th~se poems, · · 
. \) <._1 
he 'clai_rns . . He does, however, give ci:-edit to one . satire 
entitled "O.;er' ~he Cpffin'1, for -~ts "Sharpness of Concep-t:ion" 
• but cannot fail to remind th6:---'read'er that' the language is 
"puff~ and slack": . 
' 
. . 
To find modern cri~ical ·sanity one should g~ to 
. . 51 " Trevor Johnson. In his brief~_but conclusive treatment of 
Ha~ay'~ ·satirical poems, · he realizes, first of all, that 
.. 
~~ese, lik~a~l good sati~es, -set out " · •.• to expos·~ folly 
and tiurnbug by ruthlessly stripping away all its 
49 . J.I.M. Stewart, Thomas Hardy: A Critical Biography 
New York, 1971), p.' 224. 
-
50lrJi~g Howe, Thomas Ha~y (Ne w ·York & London, 
1967-), pp. 171 ·-ff. ' · . 
' ·' 
51Trevor Johnson, ·p. · 46. 
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pr:etensions .•.. " In tl~ese poems, he continues r the 't)aet 
-"deliberat€dy pputs a· fierce cutting--edge on his irony~': 
• .. ' • l -.. - ' 
Here, it ~s ~is ."set intention to hurt a~d shock the 
·_conv~ntionally minded" . . Furthermore, it is Johnson's 
opinion ~hat these are the finest poems of their kihd. He 
. 
J;>elieves "The Ruined Ma;i.d'1 to be "a deeply syrnpath~tic piece 
of social cri ticisrn". what is most - important in the 
context of this thesis is his ·conviction that" ... this 
small group of poems reveals Ha~dy as possessing both the 
... 
precision of aim and the controlled s~rength of feeling fo~ 
i . 
I . . 
success in this difficult kind of work". , _ 
Being successful in' achieving his inteRded purpose, 
is most import~nt. in the eyaluatim~ of any poet ·and it must 
. 
be the chiet' criterion in judging. ·Hardy's 'accomplishments . . 
Thus, despite ·the less than· 'complimentary reaction by sq 
{ . 
many critic_s, Johnso~'s asse·ssm~nt does the poet a great 
. se~vice an? ~ay's him a well.-des~r~ed cq~plirnent. · 
.It is perhaps regrettabl~ that Hardy ~rot~ . feW . 
. . . 
sati:.;es of the . kind discussed ·in this chapter. But had he 
lived in 'the eightee~th century when the satiric p9wers in 
' · En~lish Literature were at their height; it seems clear that 
he would no.t have had to hang his head befor e .the grea~test 
. 
o f ironists - :Jona t h an Swift. If he does not, i ll' these. : 
poems, take a full and complete look a ·t the worst ·pos-sible 
~ -
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J I 
·he'does, 
•. 
nevertheless, take ·a· significa;nt look . . 
I, , ' 
'It ·is a 
. . 
serious a.nd sympat~et~c · look at ordinary ev~nts that· sur~o~~d > , • : o 
·. ordinary. people. 
. ,_ 
·' 
r ' 
nar: ev.~n/1 1 bec:~~e e~t~aordin.ar-y ··~s 'in 
the _sy~pathy could be ... res_tr(li'ned, · often · 
•. 
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·. ·, . ·. · .. Thomas Hardy 1 's association wi~h :and conse:quent . 
'\ ~ ... •, , ' ~ • • • • '\ ' • ' I • ' ' • ' ' • 
in~etest i'~ ;,ar -b~g_an when ·he_ "'!~·s a very· young Qoy... I'n 
~ ' ' . . 
.t 
' , 
. " t ., 
..a .,..;:, • / ' I ' • \ 
1848t at the age of eight, .he made. a f1.nd: ~ .A ~istory of . 
l . 
. ' 
.. . 
''\ 
' • ·. ' 
..... 
,. \ 
. . 
' 
.. . 
... 
.. .. 
. :-.. . 
, 
- . -
'rhe Wars subscribed' to by his grarid'father, · ari ex-volunte.er ~- ~ · .,_ 
- I" ' ~ ~· • I • ' t • 
·<> • 
.. 
. " • a 
·' 
.. 
which became .'the. first,' · i .:E not the singl•e· most :in'fl-uemtiill 
. . . - . . . .. '' . . ~ . . .. . .. ,. ~ . 
cause of his long fascination with an~f · rev.ulsio.n from- war in " 
I , ' ' ' • ' ' ' • • it '' I ' 
,a gener~l,. and wi t .h Napoleon -in pait·icula:Z:.·. A t-:.~ine; he .carne 
~~ k~ow' .ce~t-ain ~~h-c~mrn~~s~~~ed ·o~fic~rs. :stat1.onec;J ne~·~ ~ 
his home and late~ he · w~_s . . to· ,se.e r·he fuher.al . 1_qf/Loui~ 
·Napoleon - all of w~ich kindled th~ ~oet 1 s irnagi~_~tic;m to 
• 1:. J 
write. his war· novel, his epic d-rama arid'. the small output of 
war ·poetry, all lOt~r work. 
t Al though' 'iThe' T'rumpet Major, Hardy Is war• novel of J • 
1880, arld The Dynasts,· hi~ epic. drama'of 1904~1908; deal 
• • #" ,p 
extensively with war, the nature Of this diqCUSS~On demands 
that this - cbapt.er,- ~xcept for a few brief comments, co?.'n, 
its~lf with Hardy 1 s .wai poems.· The early ballads, and ~he · 
' . 
- poems inspired by the ·wa~ 1899 and 1914 are thus the 
~ I • • ' . , # 
·chief concern. For while The Trufnpet Major is · i b many wa ys · 
~ 
""' poetic, ,it ·is a novel. ~he Dynasts is a war drama a nd though 
~apoleo~1 s war with ~~rope ·is c~ntral, the.book is not so 
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. , .. ·~ ~uc}l:., a::.·c~riun~~\ on. ~~:r :~ . ~~- i~ a_: wo~kirig_ · out o~ th~. ··au~~o~.' -~ _ ., .-.. • 
·ph·i·6so·~.h.¥~· ch,~pter I- ~a; de~lt w~th certain asp~~ts: ·~f ~ 
... 
' ·: r . 
. . . . 
tlia t. phi19sophY.. ~ · · 0 •• 
, 
0 • 
''· I 
- - · T-he Tium~et . Maj~r ·pas riot b 'een re·gard.edo as . one of . 
' ' ' - . I t ' 
it.s authoJ; '·s gre~:tes·t· rtbve,t~.:· It does not c~ntain Tcilst1y ' S: 
. 
4' 
. " 
I\ ;• &. ' profund~t~': ·· H~~ever, qn: ~~Hardy's o~-y.i<:>u~ ~nfe!lts, ·.-.e1~ :~ ' 
in this e~~iy 'wotk, was :to O,enounce tbe id~ology bf ~ar. , 
1 • • I llo. ' • • • \ ' lo ( • • ~~ ' • ' tf • 1\ • ' ~ 
0 
- :·_ : _·Mis~ ~-nne ':.s gr:~a·q_ .. and, the'.?i ttle. ~o;' ~-f;r-.ight _C:t -t~~ s~~h_t · 
o I 
~ . 
. a '.. 
t • I I • • ' .. • ' " \..,. 
· ·of Co'rporal 'l:l.illid_ge' s .Smashed ·arm, o"kn eked to a ~_pununy" ,.0 • 
. ' ~ ., 
• •• • • • , . , • • 1 ' • l . . . 
that ' '.'produced a crunqhing ·among the .bones ·-at :ev~ry · . 
. . . ' ·- ' -- . . Jo~i-ori .. . ~ ." 1 - ~-~~ his : ~hastly. headwou'rid st;o.i'il o~vered• e~en ·· 
. :_,· . ~ ·.0 :~ · ,i'-: · •· ;, · .. ' : ~ . ~. , . ~ .·,'' .. • .. ,· ~·. 
. a·t~ei;··. ~wen.t::r-Li v~ year.~, . ha;r·dly· <Jlo,rit:ies war. Nor• is john 
. \ . . . ~· . . . '~ /J . 
~" . 
'· 
0 
" • o 
0 
I ~ 0 I 
J,:.oveday."s . .'exit at·· the .end of the novel : simply· a convenient , ···kt~'!A · 
' ' • ~ .. ~ • ' o ' ~ .. o ' 0 o n: .~ .. ' J• ~ • I o o -' • o o 
• 0 
• 0 
0 ... 
o \ • I 
• • f _ 
- ·, 
' t ; 
, ending ..  , His love a-ffa·ir.with A,nrie is over·, but what is more 0 
.. . . . 
. important ~~ - Ha:p:iy in that o . basic~lry .-somb~e sc·e~e is that 
' , •: I 0 • ' , • I • , 
0 
' I 
0 0 
·J:ohn i's -l:~~~~ng tor . wa:r never to. _r~turn. The descr.iption .... o. 
I • • ' 
o·f .. his' ·.d.epar'_ture· is po~tic, in : its intensity·: 
T~·e, card~~ he:J.9 b( ~j_~ father. shed ~ t~. ~avi.ng 
.· l1ght .up6n John's face. and. un~,fortn as w1th a 
farewell · sm~le !'le turned ~:m. tile doorstone, . 
· bq,cked by .the black night; and in another · 
. rnomertt .-he· had ' plunged into the d_arkness, . the . 
ring of. his smart. step .qying a.way upon the . \/ 
bridge as ·he joined. his · companio.ns-:-ln-arms, 
" 
.. 
• ' 
. " 1 .. . . .. '•"" ' Thomas Hardy, The Trumpet Major . (~~:mdoJ? :. 1957), 
p. 31. 
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' · ' 
and' went . off to blow his trumpet . till silenced 
for ever, upon one of the bloody battle-fielas 
. . of·. Spain. 2 . 
. .· . 
·. The c~ndemnation of 'war here is more . qUbtle than the early 
~ . ·.- ·: ~e-t:erence to the arm wounds and bashed .head of Corporal 
' . ' 
• I 
_: · ·:.o 'f.ullidge~· aesides it' is' the pity and loneliness i . the 
. . ' ... . ' 
.: ·· separatio,n and emptines·s, synonymOU!?' ·With war. ~hat ~manate~ 
' from thi~ pasf?a·ge ~ , The bloody bat.tle-field :i,s condemned 
b~t the impact o'f the dim .candle with _a.ll it-s ·connotations 
' 
. . . 
o~ death, the pale s~ile, · the plung~ into the lonely 
blackness of the .night, whic'h becomes symbolic , ?f war's 
abysmal .waste and the later silencing, aptly define war' s· 
. ' .. 
intrinsic nature. As in owen's poetry, · "· t~te poetry is in 
the pity11 • 
~ · 
.'JS' 
-Thro~~h<:>ut The Dynasts., while war dominates ·the 
action, the maih focus is on N·~p.ol.eon and th~. English hero~s. 
' ' 
For Hardy s~es them as instruments and. victims of a cruelly 
Unconscious Force, the receivers of a -blind and merciless 
destiny. Through them the tr~gic fact _is worked out, . tJ:e 
· fact that though the individual human will- has tlome 
'direction, it is limited~· and inevitably · qontrolH~d by -a 
'- · purposeless · Immanent Will which doe~ not. 
' Some of Hardy Is comments on war, . as_ an _ exampl_e. of 
. I 
global :tyranny, emerge ·as the spirits react. Some ar~ 
. ! 
f ' 
2' . Ibid. I ·p. '374. 
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. 
: - : ironic,· a · few· ~inis·t.er~ · others are sympathetic .. Tne sh'ade 
' ' • • • ' t' . 
of j:he ·. Earth ·hears. nothi.ng but men's .~cans. " . . ... my .. de~~ are 
1 · 
3 ' . . ' . . () . .. . 
red;". l.S the lament. 
. . 
The song, "The N.ight' of Trafalgar.:'' · 
(>" • • lJ 
• whi6h ends· Scene VII, Part .First, sp~aks of "Dead Man's Bay, 
where bones of thousands are " and as "the predestined 
'* plot proceeds" , 
' The victors' and the vanquished then the' storm 
it tos.sed and tore, · · 
As hc;~.r'd they .strove, those worn-out _men, upon 
that .surly shore; · · 
D~ad Nelson and his . half-dead cr~w, his foes 
· from near and far~, · 
Wer~ rolled _ ·t~~ether · on the deep ~hat .night at. 
Trafalgar. . · , . . . .. 
( . ' ' 
a 
These liries, show war as a cruel · ;J-og~c that must, · li~e 
Napol~on's continue on purp~selessly towards inevit~~le 
· tragedy. · War ·to ~a·rdy was not only "quaint · and cm;ious" but 
mercile?S . :and mysterious. 7'he Spirit of th~ Pities 
crystallizes his abhorrence i~ a soene which shows the 
. . 
French .cheering the . ·surrounded. English. As · tli.e "slanted 
. 
steel .. shrinks the tough lines, as the batteries fir~ "with 
,. I 
a· concussion that shakes the· hill itsE!lf", the Spirit 
' .. . 
vmnders_, "Why should men's many-valued notions take/So 
barbarous· a groove!" s· 
. ' 
.. 
3 The Dynpsts, p. 2·72. 
4 Ibid. :, ·P· 108. 
,--
5 . 
Ibid., p. 497. 
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I . 
.. :Hardy.' s h(!ltred .for war was constant·. th;oug'i1~ut his 
... ' 
· career. To' him th~re was ·a' degree of incomprehensible· 
·barbarity ~bout it ail, and thus . for him· mu_st'. solicit ~li 
·the Aistaste and the pity the human b'reast could muster.-· 
•' • ' •' • ' 0 ' I tf' 
' ~ . ' 
It wa_s the cr.uelty and inhumanity to man as well as the 
· sJ.~~ghteri'ng. of dumb submissive ··animals thatr appalled him. · · 
• • .I • • • 
T_his sympathetic spirit, which permeates ·all .his work, :is 
. . 
easily discernible ' in a remark · he made in 1899.· W.T. Stead , . ' . 
. . ·. ·~-h~d w'ritten an . art·ic.le e~titled "A Cru~ade of Peace" th~t 
' was about to ·J::>e . published in the periodical War Against War .. 
. _His request .for a comment from Hardy resulted ih the 
-: .· · following: ·.'· 
... ' 
·. 
r 
I 
·\ 
'As a preliminary, ·all civilized.· nat.io.ns might 
at l-east show their . humanity by covenantil).g that 
:r:to hors~s should ·be employed iri battle except · 
for .transport. Soldiers, a't worst, know what . . 
they are doiri,g , . b~t these animals ar:e ·denied 
even ·the· .. poor possibilities o~ glc;:>rY and reward 
as a compensation for .t·heir sufferings. '6 
. .. ...... . . .· 
Such expressed pity was likely inspirf_d by, a . gh_a~tl,.y story 
· he had heard from .or. W. H. Russell, a '¥ar correspondent for 
The Times. Rus~~ll told Hardy of an incident that - h~d taken 
. ' 
place during the 'Franco-P~ussian War - "of a .horse .with nc( 
under jaw·, layi'ng its head · upon his thigh · in .a d\Ullb appeal 
for sympathy . ••• "7 The lower jaw ~aci appare~t!y .. been; 
6F.'E. Harqy, p.· 303. 
. . ' 
, . • 
7 Ibid. , .P. 2 6 5 . . 
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'H'ardy o:eten made specific comm~~ts ori par1;idh_lar 
.. .. . ., '/ 
wars· that .'brok~~~~ut during his l.ifetime. But hi~? general 
' ' f1}-t•:;\t I .. • " 
·' \i..o/·4 . ~ 
atti tuQ.e towards\ global conflict is· no more clearly 
in_. · a note publish~d in The Times on June 28, 
( . 
. . 
he. thoroughly agrees with Count Tolstqy 1 s 
condemnation of war. Although it i 's ·not indicated which of 
• 
Tolstoy 1 s condemnations is referred to, ~ arty defects ·, says 
""'· . 
' Hardy, that one might find in _Tolstoy 1 s sermon must surely 
be . 
" • .' .. : 'hidden by the blaze of glory that sh~ .. ~;Om 
his masterly g~neral indictment· of war a,s .a modern 
~rinciple, with all its- se!nseless and ·illogical 
crimes. n8 ·· 
Ttl.at Rus~i~ was fighting a ·war with the Japanese at this· 
time ·. or that Tolst'?Y used theolog ic::al _terms for de~cribing · 
and il:lustrating the moral ·evolutions of the p~st coU'ld no_t 
• • I . • • 1) 
. ·be compare.d, . in Hardy 1 s view, with the "general; indictment". 
. . • . I 
' . 
' 
' ~ 
Hardy. 1 s poetig_ discourse on war. is- no:t always a~ p~ilosop~ic 
. . 
~·s _ To~stoy'jfut ·~e does have a ·"gre·at_ argument·11 • He too. 
sees the senseless, illogical .. and criminal features, and 
I 
there is no greater testament to this view than the shorter 
poems. 
·-
•• ' ' r-· 
Cruelty,, suffering, and pity' are key words -in any 
discu_ssion· of ..ilar_?y 1 s war poems . . .. '!'hough he ~elie~ed that 
., 
.. 
8
rbid., p. 322. 
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,, 
. · l war was too abs~rd to c ·ontinue -· indefinitely, -~~e of 
·poetry ' in~ists · that p~a~e· c·o~l?-' be· achieved b~other 
'·1.: 
his 
means • . 
.. 
A few poems suggest the dawni_ng· of a kind cif u·topia when 
r , 
the common type ·of- narrow patriotism wiiJ,. cease 'to exist and 
. 
-people wi1'i le~rh to . forgive',' .. P. sentiment qui t,e consistent 
• I 
with his · emphasi~ on· human effo.rt in effecting a bette_r · 
t: · 
world. While a melioristi~ ?ope for less viciousness is 
. . 
often obvious the ·bulk of the poem~ J.§ full of · th~ ~et ·' s 
- , . 
inhere·nt wi ty for · the . plight of those · caught up in the 
I ' ' ' 
. . 
savage fray. .Some verse manifests utter despair, 
- . 
· · disillusionment,'. and .. ~ond~mrtatio~. Taken' ~ogethe;, . the 
. · , 
• ' • l 
· excitement, hope, pity, despair_, etc., may · seem the _' -
. . 
r 
offsprihg of an ,inconsistent m~nd, but again ' it must · be 
\ ' 
. . 
·reiterated that ·this. poet~y is q,ui te consistent with Hardy's 
·. payd<?Xical , perha~~·. irreconcil-able VieW of .. th~ world • 
. 
:W.ke The Trumpet ,Major and 'The Dynasts, the six 
e·~rly . war poems .recal_l a'time ~hat Hard\_n.ever wi~n-ess~d, 
when "Buonaparte was the foe", 9 a· time ful\ of excitement, 
-~ntrigue and fear-. The poems deal with particular battles' 
I 
fought during the Peninsular War (1808-1814) · or those ~ 
. . , 
. . 
which the British had taken part during the '1790.' s. refost · ., 
, , I 
~f) th~ suq~~~~ful opera_ tions were CG>nduct_ed by the, Br i t::.:j.$h, 
.and thedr -al.lies, the Spanish and Portug-~ese . after 1808 
... 
. .. 
9co~lected Poems, p._ · 23. 
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' . 
against the·. French. i 'n t,e Iber;i.an Peninsula. . The . cause of 
thi~ l~n~. war, ~ from . t~e p~int-. o~ yiew of' the _- Br.j.tish, was'~ 
u 
Napoleon • s endeavour to isolate them-. They had bnly two 
·friends in Europe: Sweden and Portugal, and. ~ussia w~s . 
• - • . . - v ' 
. · f'akin9- care .. o-f Sweden.. Th~s it· ~as . toward th.e Port·uguese . 
. . 
t·hat ·N-apoleon directed· his greatest efforts, for· if 
~ ' , . \ : , , 
'Portugal' should fall to him, 'he f~l t England must too. 
I 
Hardy was obsessed :-lith. this frenzied era. It is, 
r • 
however, only ·one of his . concerns. For though touches of 
pity and a conde~nation of.· _war may .be ~e . ~p~r·~di-c - t~~~ .· 
sustained, they are· evident. Al-though his powers as a 
... . 
• '• t 
' lyricist .are not 'always 'g.1ven full e:>epression -'in these early: 
·poems; they are apparent .. 
- ~ ' What is -perhaps the earli'est ·:r;>a~m of this group, 
' • • , ' ' • • I ' 
·Hardy entitled "Valenciennes'". Told. by· Corporal Tul~idge 
of The Trumpet Major, it is·a· narrative, in the .form o.f a 
.. . . ., ;..-..• . 
· 'monologue~ ·about an allied siege of Napoleon's. stronl)'hold 
~ . . . ...... . 
< •• 
.. . 
that .took plac~ under the corninand of the Duk'e of York in 
1793. Spea~ing_ in local Wessex dialect', -the· ol9 Corpo~~l-. _ 
. recalls the fierce battle in vivid patriotic . tones. He . is · 
• , . • .J 
··indeed excited about 'it all, ·he is .even glad he fou_ght at 
. ~ . : 
"Valemcieeh" despite - the gaping wounds h~ re~eiv~. The 
~ . ~ 
Duke of York was hot far from _great, . he claims, ~ven though 
. -/' .. 
many declared h'im mean. But of. course these are the 
CoiPori>l' s ' own pers~nal feE.lings~ey :ll\"e no.t Hardy,':s. 
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·Even though there is- a enthusiasm that 
• ' g 
. . ·finds its way into the poem Is. rhythm, . as "We trenched I we 
' I" 
trumpeted, ··anC;l' drununed·'•, the . gruesome picture of ·war and' all 
· it.s. ugliness is far m()re graphfc. · The ·domtncimt intage of war (s that'.· of •'les(~~c~i~n as. the '! •• _; tons1 · of'i~on h~~d/ . ' 
Ath' art the ditch .. ... · :• 'It wa~ the first ttime · in the war_, 
• , ' • " J . • • • c ~ # 
says _t~e Co~pora~ .. "Th~t French~ ~~d Engl~sh. SJ?~l;Led ~ach • 
other' ~ gore'' " It· was a # time whi:m , .. 
~ . ~ . 
~ . .Tnto the streets, ath' art the sky, " 
'A 'hundred thousand balls · and bombs were fleen; ·. 
And harmless townsfolk ,fell to die_, · " . · 
· · Each h9ur at Valencieen !)0 r 
--~ • • o~. 
\ 
-.... 
' . 
" 
" 
' ·" 
• 
I~ 
\ ..c.i ..... , .. -~ ~ ' "':. 
~ The poem mc)v~s from f::he terrible sights, t'he falling bomb~, . .. ·.; ,;. 
., 
' , ~ . . t;he).~pi_lling. of go~e and kil~ing harmless towns-people to 
a description c;;f the old "2or;~ral' s own wounds in ·a "1a; · ' 
4' • • ' ' ~ I • 
that shows the· old victim's acceptance. but Hardy's 
condemna1;:io11: . I I 
(} 
) 
' 
\; 
And, sweatEm ·wi' the bombardier's ,-
A shell was slent to shards anighst my ear~: 
--'Twas nigh the end of hopes and fe.ars 
Fqr me at Valencieen! 
0 <If . 
They ~ore - my wowndad frame to camp, 
And shut my gap~n skull, and washed en clean, 
And j·inecl en wi' ·a zit ver clamp '·· 
Thik night ·at Valencieen . . 
() " 
. _ . "W~ •·ve. f etched .. en back Ito q_uick :'from de~d 
But never more on earth wh:i!le r ose ·l.S red 
Will "" drutn rouse Corpel! II Doctor . said 
o• me at. Valencie~n. · 
r ,. 
. ' 
l~Ibid. , · p. 16 • ~ · 
. .r· 
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.; . 
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. . ; 
• I 
·.·~··. · {),; . , ..~ 
.·. · · ., ··. 'Twet true. ·No Noice o' · friend oi foe 
.:>- Can reach me I\6w, or any.liv'en pe~nr.; . 
An.c:l .J.i ttle · ha've I power to kno~~ 
Since then at Valencie~n·! lf ,.[ . 
.() . ' .• .. ~. 
'• 
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. . . . : . L 
· J:Ia+9Y' s .emphasis that "never more · on e~~"rth while rose is 
• • ~ Jr . 
red/ Wilt drum. rouse Corpel!" is pathetic, but the 
explod.i,ng shell,. the fl::rring shrapnel and the "gapem skull" 
t I 
. . 
. ~~ich caused the Corpel to go ·deaf, point out more · 
'- >.!""' 
• 0 
~i 
. . 
· ~.ntensely the. sava·gery of war. In ~ late~ stanza the 
' n 
intensity is inbreased when it is pointed Qut that even 
. . . 
. tho.~gh the corporal cannot hear the "zummer hums/ (j bees"., 
his memory is still haunted by the bombs. But perhaps the 
·r~al poignancy 
:• , I • 
of the poem lies -in. the old~ soldier's half-
. ' 
re.a).lzation 6-f the ironic d~screpancy _ b'etween. his pattiotic 
' · f~rvour before. he was wounded and his new feeling of being 
in .·the 1limbo ·of the ' deaf. · 
0 
. ./' A !3imj.lar long ·poem. "is "Leipzig" in which old 
Norbert, _a· . German . ·~.with the, flat blue cap" """ recaJ.~s his 
mother; s descriptio~ of. the ailies, burs~iricf "on her home 
.., "4> . . 
like . £:lame". As i~ many of this .grdup, it is the fear of 
Napoleon's intendeq invasion that controls the action . 
.,. 
.. _:·_._Twas a time . of alarms", says Hardy. The p<;.>et' s hatred 
I i ~ 
,.for' war, while not ov"erpowering here, dO"'es appear in~lines 
. ., , 0 
" ~ I like these in wl,lich rocket flashes seem a "J~dgl'llent-S ~gn/ 
. . 
b'leeding " For Europe's woes.". The.picture of war i~ all its 
.. .. 
~ 
" 
.. 
11 b'd p. "16 0 
' 
·. ~.,. 
-'- J • 
..c 
0 . 
.. 
. ' 
0 
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.. 
. ' 
.... 
.. 
Q , 
... 
. -' horrible detail~ is evident in this stanza: 
"--Five hundred guns began the affray 
On' next day morn at nine; 
Suc_h,_rt\ad and mangling caniJOn-play 
Had nev~r torn human line.l2 
... 
. 
The madness tha·t caused ~he ·~mangled~' and torn human. flesh 
is so ·vividly expressed that one would suppose the poet 
0 ' 
himself had been in the trenches. Actually, he saw w~r's 
• 
legacy in hospital only, where the . sights were pitiable. 
·\ t . . . 
But it was tragically ironic to him t'hat such numbers of 
'· 0 
~ 
sturdy, hopeful souls should have been cut down, and in 
.their agony, -been laid in such a "dark deathbed" in t.his 
" .•. "so'-cailed Christic3.n time!" "When"·, he. plaintively 
. ' 
.cries, "wi~ men's sword.s to ploughshares turn?" The·. 
answer ~omis in a stan~a: -~ear the end, wher~ agait: countiess 
.. 
• J> 
.Ifumbers lie d~ad, "And every current rippled red/ With 
Marshal's blood and men's". There is.simply nothing iri this 
early poem ·to i-ndicate that peac~ . will come. 
Neither. is tbere a hopeful n6te in "The Pea.sant' s 
' . 
Confession~ in which 
..• war was. waged anew 
By great Napoleon, who for years had .strewn 
Men's bone~ all .Europe through.l3 
-"). 
12
rbid., p. 24. 
J 
~ 3Ibid. ~ p. · 26. 
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or where "Two armies writhe in -coils of ied and blue,/ And 
brass and iron clang •.. "; ·and wher~ "dykes of dead/ Lay 
.. 0 
between vale and ridge". Greqt, Napoleon is 'not really great· 
to the poet. There are too many images of war's horrible 
features - for him to make such an acknowled'gment. When 
.t 
generals s~e·red ~ets in .these poems Hardy sees bloody 
' 
sunsets • 
Although none of th'ese poems have ever to my 1 
kno.wl~dge been. ·seiected as examples of Hardy' s · best, they 
.. 
~ frequently ~ontai~ examples of the author's skill .with ·· 
.•. 
. poetic techniques. F_or example, the use of particular 
' His ability . to crea.te. rhyme patterns indicates control. 
-~ . . 
the desired atmosphere is clear ±:n a poem like "The Al~r~", 
1·1 
written in.mernory of ·one of his family who was a volunteer 
in the war against Napoleon. It begins -with the' q?iet ' of ... 
, J , I · 
the morn1ng, a s·J.ngle moment just before the break of· dawn: 
In a ferny byway 
Near the great South-Wessex Highway, · 
. A homestead. raised its breakfast-smoke aloft; . 
'The dew-darrps still lay steaml.ess, for· the sun had made oo ·skyway, 
· , And twilig~cloaked t~ croft .• l4 .. 
What accentuatesvthe natural beauty ·portrayed here is the 
insertion of -dissonant' war images in the next stanza, where 
• I "' -
. " amongst the interweaving woodlines are the "hostile 
armaments", "a fair woman mu·tely grieving" and a "harnessed 
14 b'd 
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... , . 
Volunteer" •. The juxtaposition of the early morning 
tranquility and the jarring connotations ,of war are 
skillfully handled. The polarity 'created makes more sharp 
the qualities of each. The twilight of the cr~ft, the 
, . "breakfast-s~oke" of the family homestead nest~ed snugly 
amongst the woodlines·is perfectly natural. The grieving 
a 
woman and the other symbols of war are not. War has no 
I\, 
place amongst such pristine beauty •. That .Hardy fully . 
1 rea·lized t .he tri:!mendOUS impact Of war ls revealed When he 
/ . . 
states · that such dissonance among . sheer . J:>"eauty, "was 
almost past conceiving". Besides, as a lyrlcist, he cannot 
J _____ .....:_ 
be outdone in moments like these. The capturing of a 
insanity by his daughter's spectral eyes, the eyes he saw 
·when h~ wreaked his will, many y~ars ago, on a ~tair fre~h 
. . 
r 
. ' ~ 
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. ' I 
· shape--/A woman, a sylph, or sprite". Since that terrible 
time the rapist has, ~arried·, . but to anot):ler woman who has 
bor~e him a lovely daught~r. She it is whose spectral eyes 
. .._, 
are haunting him. · Obviously,· her eyes:have b~come thto~gh 
hi~ own guilt anp remorse -the eyes of the girl he seduced 
many ytars -ago, _ for they bear no' resemblance to his own'or 
his wife's.· No doubt Hardy intends us to see rape as one 
· of the dark crimes synonymous with war, bqt what is most 
interesting is the perfecb par~llel he makes ' between the 
actu~l warfar'e ' afld the seduction. There is no doubt that 
. . 
part of his aim is to des~ribe the · capture of a summit 
• 
during· a savage pattl~, but a dua~ purpose is evident. for--
the images used are militaristic , and. sexual at the same tim~~-
·Ha' speaks for exampls of prating of "prowess in lusty times"~ 
" 
there is talk'of t?pping br~aches, climbing columns, and . o~ t 
l~aping upon ~umrni ts ~ Emphasis is placed upon "crashing " 
' . 
balls ot iron ··fire" a~· the_soldiers curse~, groaned and' · 
,; • J' • • • 
·> ' 
cheered. Finally, a hi~hpoint in the po~m - is reached, ·as 
the girl is raped. 
•. 
"Afeard she fled, and with ''heated head 
r·pursued to ~he chamber she called her 
--When might is right no qualms deter, 
An·d havi.ng. _her .}1elpless and alone 
• I wreaked my will on her.~S 
- t . 
own~ 
He is using the traditional image of woman as a fortress to 
. . . 
f\ .. . 
' be taken but the particular references he uses to make the 
15 b'd 19 
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par~llel are espec.ially appropriate. · War is associated ·with 
briutality, ~~heat/ fire ~ and vi~i~nce; .s~ .is the pas,sipn that 
rapes. Such extremes, of .course, make the spect:;al .qua.lities 
of -the ~hild '·s $yes soeern more. readily a~ceptab;t.e to the ~ 
. . 
reader and not, as one would ~orrnally expect, · too exc'eedin_gly 
abnormal to be believed. ' .. 
... . 
When the next group of wa~ poems -<:tppeared the 
I 
ball~dry had disappeared and was replaced by a shorter, more 
. compact expre·ssion, a more sustaine.d lyricism. One· moo~,~ 
particular fe.eling became. much more prevalent. .Consequently 
there was muc~ ~ore ,i.ritensi tyc in these poems. · However, 'the 
·m~iri ing~e~~~nt; of . ~he .eailie~~erse rernain~d~ Eut were 
· giv~n ~or:e ernphasi~ no.w ~ ' The o suffering ~nd pity e o~~d by. 
. . . 
. ' war were given much more attention . by the sympathetic poet. 
. . 
He ~ti'll ; condemn-ed war as the e •iworst" of human 'ills~ but : 
. l 
here too the inten~ity was . increased. The outstanding 
___ • J 
feature, though, to many reader~ i~ the prominence allotted 
to the cries of the loved on~s left behind by t~e fallen 
soldiers. The inspiration for these poems was the Boer War 
) 
of 1899. , · 
1 -
Hardy Is deeply pe~son~l feelings about the Boer War . .. , 
I 
(18~9-1902) appear in certain letters to Florence Henniker~ 
On the seventeent-lr~ o·f September 1899 he_writes: 
I~ 
I 
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.. 
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: . , 
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' . 
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.. 
..: 
; 
• 
' · 
·~. . . rt· s~ems a ju.st1fication of the · · 
e~~remest pessimism that at the end o;f. the 
19th cent[ur]y we. settle a~ argument by the 
sword, just' as they w[oulld _ha:re done in th~ 19th· cent[ur]y B~c.nl6 ·. . · 
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Approximately a month later he emphasizes' a similar attitude. 
t • I . 
· ~~~~.I constantlY deplore the ' fact that 
1 CiVilized I natiOnS have· not learnt SOme 
m·ore excellent arid ·· apostolic way; of. settling 
disputes than the old and.· barbarous one 1 
~fter all these centuri~s1 •.• "17 . 
,..The closest time that Hardy carne to wi t;ne~sing ·· the 
· ~eality of wa~ was. ' in Oc.tober of 1.899 when· he vi~ited · . 
. . . . ~ \ . . . 
~ I . : . 
Sou.tl)ampt,on docks to'_ watch the departure of sold.1.ers • .-
Africa.· w~s .their destination. · This ·brief contact ·with 
.(, 
fut.ure·· victims of war produced a number o~ ·e.xt:a:;emely ·. , . 
perceptive lfrics, so~e . of which d~scribe . with. stark ~ealism, 
the mechanical, mindless manner in which soldiers ·a~e 
,. . . ' .. . 
'dispatched to the front·. 
• 18 ' , 
"Embarcation•• puts on" record 
1.1 h h II ]_' t II d h ' II ' 
1 
. II . • ' II 19 ~ac ost as raw~, out upon t ~·sea • .. ,In Departure 
16 . ..I 
. Evelyn Hardy & F. B. , Pinion 1 editors. . One :·Rare 
Fair Woman: Thqmas Hardy's Letters to Florence Hennaker 
(Lond~n: 1972)", p~ 84. .. . 1 
·.' 
\ . 
17 .. Ibl.d., · p. 85. 
18coll.ected Poeins, ,p. 78. · 
19Ibid., ·pp. 78- 7_9·. 
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".the far· farewell : rnusic · thins · and fails" as the ships are 
' . . r • • 
"small1.ng slowly to the· gray sea-l1ne.-- .1~ Whether "the 
' q 'uay recedes/J • -:!~· ·:to the ' s~ld;iers 'or: whether the wive.s 
·watch .them move away ."under the' archi_ th~re ·_is a "keen 
~ ' :"' 
'sense of severance" 'that "~verywhere prevails". Sorrow is 
·' . .. . 
/ 
· the predominant ~ood in ~hese line~. It finds a central 
place in·,each ?f these going-awa_y poems. But individual · 
' feat.ures ern_erg.e also. "Embarcation" in true sonnet faslfion 
sets up· ~n image in ·each. section~ "\.. The fi~st and second 
' ~ qu~trairi~ fo6us o~ "V~spasian's ~egions", 'cerdi~'s . Saxons-
~.'n'd "Henry'.s army." and the present. "Vastez: battalfons". 
·As a g,roup these historic .references t-race chro.nologically 
· tne · t ·radi tiona! violence of war. All past ·arrll.,ies ·, sayt 
' ' .. . . 'f 
. Hardy, · have argued "in the self-same• bloody mode". The 
. 
· · s~~~et.' s tl'drd stanza sees the departing 'sdldiers as 
I , ·, 
' trag:i.c'ally st6ic in tJ:le - ~omplete acceptance ""7of thei~ fate. 
-
None is~ "dubious of the ~cause" none murmurs~. Ail ·of us 
. ' ' 
know only .too well tpat though they appear~ "alive · as .spring" .. 
" they are· in reality as fragile a~· autumn leaves. The final 
st~nza . continues the 'image of fragility · and touches on-
• I • • • ~ • • 
thdse left 'behind. . They "wave· white hands'', 'foreshadowing 
. . ' ' 
the demise · of " their departing men . . What ,adds mo"st to the 
,, 
. Pc;:>~m' s ·success is the skillful handling o~ the aw~ul truth, 
!' ,. 
-that hi~tOilY teaches m)thing ·because · wars h.ave continued. 
. . .. . . 
into the pres~l)t. ·. · Presen"t: generations still seem. f~teful'ly 
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• caught up and manipulated by some ever present and 
unexplainable viciousness.' · · What is ·perhaps the most 
significant example df tension is the intense nervous ' · 
• I • 
' ' .a~x.iety· and internal turbulence of the waving women and 
· children stoically hoi ding, back the tears. '!'he scen.e with 
. , . I. • ' 
. ' 
ali .its emotio.n is cq.ptured with absolute accuracy. There 
is the ~imel~ssness and. inevitability of violence juxtaposed 
against the fragility .of · the soldiers in the manner of The · 
~etur? of The Native lr which indest~uctibl~ Egdon H~~th is . 
set against the resilient but be-fated Eustacia. · Taken as ' ' 
a whole the tensions giv~ evidence of the poet's dual 
purpose in these poems - to condemn the blood-letting and 
arguing and to' pity those who suffer. • 
.· -, ' 
"Depart~re" suggests similar tensions -but here th~y· 
· are ·between the ·"keen sense of severance" feit by the 
. ~ 
soldiers agd those ieft ·behind, and a desire by the author 
fo:r; a "Pat" iotism, grown Godlike" in · which no {eyerailce and 
~o .divi.sions ·a·re ~pparent. · ·Thi~ · image of div(.Jiion r i'~ ·.. · 
•expressed quite clearly in the first stanza as the ships' 
"broad bottoms rip~ the bearing brine" and in the second, by 
the. "wroth reasonings'.' which "tra,.de· on lives like these11 • 
. There is pi~y too ~n ·the sadness· of the far· farewells but / 
. .· . 
· p;,i:ty here takes t~e form of a me'!ioristic plea for "saner 
.. I I 
.,softer. polities'"··~ a ·hop~ for' a t-ime when ~~manity .will not . 
be "PU.Ppets in a play-4.ng . hand~', a desire for _universal harmony 
' , .. . ~ ' . . ,.\ 
.. . . . ' . .. ~. 
"Whereof we dream11 •• 
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. . . ,,20 . In the · first half of "The Colonel's Sd1..1.loquy 1.t 
. 
is an adventurous Colonel who speak~. Somewhat like 
. ' Tennyson's Ulysses, he feels a c~rtain urge to roam, nob to · 
. ! ! 
, · ' I ' , 
> • ' 
"rust unburnisl'\ed", but "to ·shine in use".- His joints are 
I , I ~ 
getting rusty, he a.dmi ts, but .he feels ·, : "there's not a · 
, little steel beneath the rust". He has great courage for 
' an old man and still talks f war in term~ of "ball and 
blade" and he want~ one roo e confrontation with the enemy. , 
''. i 
The s ·econd half of i the po m differs greatly from t~e first; 
for Hardy treats .this un ve_rsal soldier more subtly; he 
f" .... / becomes more th.an a mill tary robot. As the departing 
soldiers l{sten to· the band playing "The Girl I've left .behind 1 
. _, 
me", he re~lects on his agih~. wife,who wh~n yo'\lnger c~uld 
stand the strain a~d str~ss of war. Now, "palely ~~i~vin~" 
. . ..... , . . . . · . . 
she may not persevere. He prays that those wpo are left a 
horne will console her in her need.. Though one 
1 • 
recognize tensions a natural quality in Hardy's ,the 
appea~ance of the~e ~ppo~ing fqrces ~ithin 
soldier, is quite unprecedented.· . ~orrnally o those Ieft 
behind grieve. Soldiers are stdic and un linchirig, "Light 
in their loving as soldiers can be:..". But of course 
this is · a soliloquy, an .ironic, ~sycholo ical. penetratipn 
by the~uthor, ·which reveals the real pa adox of the 
Colonel~s · plight. Torn between opposite po~e~r~ is 
20 . 
. Ibid., pp. 79:-80. 
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unconscious ·force, but he reaches out in tbe oth~r direct~~, . \ 
u because the huma~ emotion of pity· is strong. 
' r · ~ 
, . . Like "The Colonel ·~oquy", :a _ poem entitled 
"A Wife ~n Londo~" deals with a parti~uiar couple-- ~~ ~ 
.J 
.soldier and hi~ wife. Also like'the poem above, there are 
. ' . 
no throngs of people, no'marching soldiers ; no wives 
cling~ng 'lovingly. ~n the mann~r of the ~on-war poems there 
is an ironic contrast between .what is and what seems. The . 
1 1 dazed wife learns of her husband's death. by telegram, only ( ' 
to receive in the next day~s mail, a letter, 
Fresh-~firm--penned in highest feather--
Page-full of his hoped return, . 
And of home-planned jaunts by brake and , burn · 
In . ·the summer weather·, .<:J " 
Arid of new love that they would le~rn~ 21 
·unlike many poems of this grou'p, the fe~l ings of the · saddened 
• ' <;' 
one are not explicitly reveal~d. 
. ' 
They are., however, handled 
-~ . 
• I 
ski'llfully by implication, as hazy, ·atiRelspheric image? a .re 
. . 
sustained throughout ,three stanzas. The ·"tawny vapour", the· I . 
"webby fold",· the cold glimmer of ·the street-lamp; and ~he' 
l 
thiqk .fog, all suggest the puzzled state of the woman's 
mind •. Then, .of ·co'urse, the sharp disparity between .tbe hi~h 
hopes of the fetter, sharply; oppo;;ed by · t_he stunning 
de~initiveness ~f the message, onl~ - ~elps ·~o p~t mer~ 
' 
' · 
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darkly, Hardy's view of war, an,d indeed of the power of :pain (q 
in general) 
• . r . . •• Thr-'e ·poems 
/ . 
• 
of the 1899 group are written from the 
point of ~iew of dead soldiers~ They form what may be· 
considtd the poet's most severe c~Hicism qf war. Because 
.· • Of t~r brevi tyll they are alSO the poet IS 
1 
beSt exempleS Of 
q 
.... . . 22 
sustained emotion. "A Christmas Ghost-Stor:y" is an 
example. What a ·:tragic farce Christianity· is seen to be,· 
as the poet 
. . 
paints the 'pic.ture of "a Jouldering soldie'r" 
' , . 
bones" ar~ scattered and is "puzzled ~haritom 
~ . 
whose ."gray 
. 
.. 
·moans"! It is a bitter and ironic· condemnation, but no~ . so 
• • .j) 
much of "that Man Cru<?if.ied'1 , as it 'is of the . caus~. of .his 
• J 
ineptness"and the s~eming u,elessnes~ of his · s~cri~ice~ 
' . . 
Again, what a graphic ' picture is · pain1ted· in that .. brilliant 
. ' . 
poem "Drummer Hodge". 23 Look, says Hardy, -what war has done 
to this · youth, "fresh from his W7ssex home-". What 
4 . 
~iciousness, wh~t unexplai nable ~iolence h~s thrown· this 
: I ' •• 
· innocent boy "Uncoffined" a mid "for.eign" a nd "strange-eyed" · 
constellations? 
9 
•. 
. .. 
In "The Souls Of The Slain", 24 all forme:r: opihions. 
and gran~ delusions of w~r held by the soldiers are ?Wept 
, . 
-. 
22Ibid., p. 82_. 
23
rbid. , . p. 83. 
~ 24Ibid. ; P~ 87 • r>-.-.-
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away as their spirits learn the truth- 1their loved ones · · 
,' ' ' 
. . . 
cherish'· not their fame as dead miii tary hero,es, · but.' thei r 
.. ··· 
. ' .. 
- . ' 
"homely acts". So great i~ ·the jolt of such ·a revelatio~ ' I 
} 
that some ~piri~s 
' 
I 
. ' · . 
•. • • · to~ering to seaward-. in legions, ..._, . . 
... 
f • They paused at a spot 
,overbendi~g the Race-- ~ 
~ 
· That engulphirtg, , ghast, sinister place--
, IC 
0 
... 
, r 
Whither headlong they plunged, to. the fathomless .regions \ 
Of myriads fo:r;got. . . . ' 
~ 
War ... became for. ·Hardy, "a dire crusade." that helped 
:make life "the darkest thinkable". It · was _simply unna~ural. 
' 25 
Peace shoula smile "unshenth . h~ says -in "At the War 10ffice". 
' . 
. ' I • 
Death sqpuld wait for "Nature' s· wont". But war destroys such 
·naturc:llnes·s, for we witness pale wives .scrambling to view·. . ,. 
' 1 . . 
the · "hourly p~s~ed s~e~ts of · ~cheduled slaughtei"· • Only. a 
few·, t 'oo few, feel the elation expressed in "Song qf t he 
I I 
Soldiers' Wives and Sweethearts". 
There i 's a sig_nificant number of cauti'Ous.ly 
enthusiastic poems written aDter the turn of _the century 
' ' 
which .' af'e excellent specimens o~ his rne+·ioristic .Philosophy. 
"" . . . " 
.. . . 
For altl:lough the First ·world war shattered, for a t'ime,~ the 
r 
. ' 
J?Oet 's hopeful expectations, fie did p~riodic·a,,lly ·rei te~te . 
. .. hiS
1 
·conf iqel ce in rna~ IS ab~li ty tO thrOW Off the WhOle 
'I 
·. armour of darkness. . :•war .. is doomed II I he told William Archer 
in 1901. "It is doomed" he continues by the "gr~dual growth 
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~ 26 ' 
of t .he· introspective faculty . in mapkind". . H~w pitifuf.· ·his 
\ ' . Qptimi.srn Wa,S 1 , yet pe gave Oj::her reaSOnS Why he S:irlCirely 
~ I • ' 
believed wars would' be elimina ~ed .· One is · a conclusion he - f 
·, 
~:came to after studying a century 9f -E}J.ropeart wars. ."cqmmqn 
sens~· had t:ak~n the place of blust~1r . in_ men' s · minds· . ... no!. he .. 
, .. • l . 
.. ·T 
.... . 
.. : 
,... 
l ~ .' .. · 
' bi:di"e.ved . . The best example· of this opti1tlism-:among the short 
· : ~ar . poe.ms is·. "Tl\e Sick Battle-G.~d" .27 .. ~ i9oL · T~·~· ·poe~ .tno~es·; 
f;roll). ·a d,:scriptio~ of the fierce · a~h~1.e-G0~ \of · :fOrrner time~ 
to the · introduction oaf . a sane~ • g"od Who seems'. to be holding 
' . I .'- \ . • 
sway. The essence of such a hope is not unli:ke the•;plea'• in ", '-··' 
, . . . . I . -· 
The · Dynasts ~for the unconscious Irnrnan~n'!: WiLl to . ~chi'eve a · -....;:)o f • 
degree of · consciou~ne.ss . . One .finds ~o · .such~. conscio~sne,ss ·. · 
t • • • • • ' J • ' 
n_or con~.pas'sion in the r 'ather h~al t~y 'battie"'!"'god ()f the~ ea~ll 
: .. 
stanzas: 
.. 
... 
... ', 
" 
·I 
In. ·days· when men ·. found joy in war, 
A God_ of Battles sped eacn mo~.ta':J.. jar; 
:The peoples pledged him heart and band, 
:· . Fr_o~ Israel's land _to· isles. afar.. · 
I . 
.. 
His 
Flashed 
And 
His 
· . II ,. . 
crimson form;, with . clang and · chiT(te, ~; 
OX~- each murk 'and murderous meeting-time,· 
kings invoke.d ' .. ~or rape and r~aid' . ' 
fear~ome a'id · in ru'ne and rhyme. 
. III 
On bruise and blood- hole, scar and 
On 'blade and bolt,. he flung his fulg~~ 
His h~loes -~,yed t~~ very ~or~, u 
And .corpses _.wore h1s glory- gleam.· 
. 
·2 6w · 11 t A. (, :h : · , · 317 
1 l.am rc ., er, . p. . 
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As the p:?em :P·x:oceeds' Hardy_' s S-trong censure. o.f w_ar Is .. _ 
. , 
. Q fe~oci~iJincreases. 
• 0 • Q 
Not even his ownFEnglish · le~de~s are 
' . 
· protecte~, for even Wolf~ and Nelson are chastized for 
. ', 
. ~at~~g war's sheen. Nevertheless a new d·ay is dawning,-
new tight spreads;- the flushed form of the once great war ·' 
.tyrant~ fad~s: 
Let men .rejoice, let men deplQre,· 
T.he lurid Deity· of heretpfore · 
:;>ucc-urnbs to or.1e of saner nod; 
The Batfle-god is.~dd no, more • 
I\ 
. 
The poem is ~n-teresting not only _ for its meli~r1st.ic _ tones, 
but . also for, its adroit use of imagery • . In -sev ,ral poems 
. . . : 
C?.f earlier and later ~omposl.tion, the c'olqr red is quite 
.·ippropri@t~ly ,associated with .war. 
~ 
, we see: 
. . 
In "Channel Firing .. ; 28 
All "nations . striving . ·st-rong to make 
Red war" ye't re<:=tder. 
' •, 
;,E~barcat~on'~ effecti\rely sets the "bloody· mode" o~- ·settling 
' 0 
. ' 
·. arguments up against the waving .. "white hands". The "red 
. ~ . . 
sunsets" and the writht ng "coils of r~d" in ".Th'e Peasants 
· confession" .also plac~ ~ar i~ its prop~r p~rspecti~e~ But 
no poem sustains this color 
. . 
like "The Sick Battle-God". 
' 
of fresh~spilled human blood 
' ' -~ 
• lf)l~; ~ ) 1 ~r .' 
In only one stanza between II' 
I) -
and V..IJI qoes ·the poet see fit to omit such an image. The 
· ucrim~~n form~, ~th;·~lood-hoies", the 11 fulgid beam", the · 
... 
' I • 
,, 
,. 
. I . " I 
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-, 
"flushed form" and. the. '.'gore", all help t9 intensify Hardy' s ·· 
17 
' 
· concept of war a . s brutal murder.. Bes~des, they show fiis · 
ability to make poetry out of. ethics and philoso~hy. 
. . .·. ~ 
Although he published ~'Channel Firing:• s_everal 
.,- I . 
( ' months before the First World War broke out in . l914, Hardy, 
oeven then, did not believe. that war was imminent. It was 
' . -.. . 
true~ ·nations we!e "striving' strong to make/ QRed war .yet 
I G • ) 
redder", but there was always a chance for a saner ~dlution 
I 
. . . 
to ther world's piob.le.ms-. · However,· the feeling expressed .in 
th~ poem is -that it ~ill not, for "The world is as it used 
./ 
to be". ~hey are still having gunnery practice,·and it is 
precisely t"his. action that ·the poem .,dep.emds on for its 
• I 
meianing; 
I . 
so _vicious'ly conductetsil that terror strike~ even the dead. 
It is indeed metely ~unnery :practice but this is 
~ . 
This leads .to a more important point. While this firing in 
. . . . 
the chan~el is ~ the· very proof to the ghosts ald ·a~imals that 
th~ threat of war is growing, it does _not .affect the human 
community~ No .living humans speak in' the poem. thereby 
. . ( . ~ . ., 
indicating their indif~erence and the apparent normalcy qf 
. 
'~he whole affair to them. It is biting sarcasm of co~rse. · 
And it supplies Hardy with an opportunity tp pile · image on 
' 
top of image to make the point more poignant. Ea?h irn~ge 
~ . 
" Red war is becoming · redder. The· 
roar of t~e great guns while it assumes thunderou~ 
proporti ons, gives the poet a · chance to make use of two 
. ' 
.( 
, '--;--. 
--~ 
.· ·, ,.,.. . 
. ,. 
... .  
. ' 
.. 
.. 
\ 
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.qualities exploited in the satires - ·the grotesque and the · · 
macaRre - as.coffins shook, skeleto~s sat up, dogs· awakened, 
mice ' dropped the altar crumbs, ."worms drew back into the 
mounds" and the "<;Jlebe cow dr'ool~d". All were terrified. 
The last stanza points out that the roar could be h~a~d as 
far inland as _"Stourt:on Tower,/ And camelot, and' starlit 
Stonehenge"._ As in "Embarcation", the poet is tra'cing. war 
from earliest times to t~e present. All his references are 
in some way : associateci with war:' The Histo~ia Bri tonu~ of 
Nennius tells us that twelve battles were fought by Arthur 
at Camelot. That famous spot is als~ ~ssociated with \ . . .. ·· .  
Cae!leon, a village of Monmouthshire, Wales, where it is 
supposed· the main seat of Roman military power remain~d for 
200 years. Besides, : one of the Stonehenge slabs seems to 
have been a slaughter stone. One of the main implications 
·t 
I 
• c 
· of the poem is of course that if this uproar is mere practic~, 
what gigantic and monstrous proportions would real war 
assume? 
" . . d d 1' . - 1 h. . 29 Qu~cqu~ e ~rant reges, p ectuntur Ac 1v1, 
{wh~never kin9s are mad, the Greeks are punished)~ ' Th~s 
c .. . . • ~ 
Hardy wrote when the "breaking of nations" did -begin again 
in· 1914. Used by . the poet at -t::he outbrsak of t ·he Franeo-
Prussia~ · war, it still applied, as it gave expression to his 
' . 
\J • 4.. 
29The Life, p. 365. 
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. . 
general estimate -of war. It ·was indeed the politician~ who 
~ • 
were mad, but only. the populace _ suff~red. Such an imp~ct 
I . . 
did· the mass suffertng of the war inflict at this ti~e that 
. . 
a cloud of despair settled2ver him and gave the " ••. co_up 
de gra.ce to ~my conception .he ma'y have nourished_ of a 
. 30 fundamental ultimate ·wisdom at the back' of things". More ~ 
''· 
. . 
and tnore he came to· see the universe as a ·· purposeless and 
... 
~··· irresponsible gropirig in. the dir~ction of ·the lea,t 
. ~ ,.31 
res1s'"ance .•• More and more he· believed that it was 
useless to pray. God, if there was one, could. not be _·swayed. 
. . 
-Things happened by necessity. -~o strongly· was this kind · of 
attitude implante~s m~nd, th~t he ·indicated a 
~issa~is~action with th~nding of The·Dynasts. Had. he 
reali·zed when: that work was finish,ed that war was inevitable, 
the ending· would most certainly have ·been despairing. , . 
Surprisingly enough, not .all the poems ·written 
surrounding _the _First World War period are · gloomy. Though 
they are few, certain of the Poems·of War and Patriotism 
express .confidence in humanity's ' ability to overcome the 
evils of war .. Such a poem ~s "His Couhtry" 32 which 
. 
resembles ,;The Sick Battle-God" in tone. In the poem, a 
... . .,. 
b 
30Ibid., p. 
. . 
368. I I 
31Ibid. 
32c~rlect~d Poems, pp. 507-508. 
r 
/.. . 
t 
4 
traveller discovers several revealing similarities between 
the people of other lands and himself. He _notices that they 
. ~ 
suffer as he does: they have "heart strings f~llow-made"~ . 
• 
In fact such a onen"ess is felt with his · fellow man that 
:· 
boundaries · dis~ppear·; citizenship becomes worldwide·. This 
. I 
prompt.s him . to "ask: 
..... "Whom have I tp .fight, 
And· whom hav.e I . to dare, 
And whom to weaken, crush, and blight? 
My 90untry seems · to have kept in sight 
On my . way everywhere." 
' I . 
This rare ·optimism . in the. human capac.~ ty, this poetic ~ 
· p~cture of universal unity amongst pe9ples, reflects. the 
strong tendency in Hardy towards a conc'rete, physical . 
• ' I ' ' 
improvement in man's condition, without having 'the support : 
of ethics and religion. It is simply the result of an 
. . 
innate desire for the brotherhood-of-man concept. Melior ism 
has surfaced again. 
Some of these ·poems expressing ·~ certain conf.j.dence .' 
~ ' I . , . 
. in. humanity are blatantly didactic. By his familiar ·method. 
of contrast.' the author makes more manifest the dissimilarities 
I 
· · · of ·the· opposing ~lements as he· places them side by si.de. ·He 
. . 
seems to be sharply defining the positive qualit~es of one 
. . 
0 • 
and the negative qualities of the other, .forcing the reader 
. .. .... 
. 
to choose the former. This two-sta~.za pof;!rn, "An Appeal to 
America ·on Behalf of ·the Belgian Destitute" ,·33 is' an example • 
. I 
33Ibid. , p. '60-9. 
. . 
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In 'the first stanza one image is ' domina~t; it is that of the 
I ' -
seven million lean Bel.gians, those forlorn naked souls who 
stand in endless line. The ·second stanza giv.es special 
emphasis to the inunediate needs of these unfortunate peoples, -
( 
placing the onus ·for meeting those needs on, the Americans •. 
Thus, the "throbbing conflicts" of the first stanza are .set 
in ·opposition to the / ' lovingkindness" · of the second. The· 
.. 
reader, like the poet, pleads. the Belgians' ca~. Someone · . 
•, 
must ease "their loud need". 
.t, I • 
' ' Another of t~ese humanit~rian poems is the sonnet 
. 34 
"Often When Warring" in which 
An enemy soldier, passing by one weak, 
Has tendered wat~r, wiped the burning cheek, 
And cooled the lips so bl~ck ~nd clammed and hot, 
- I • I 
• 
Here again, Hardy places •considerable faith in mankind's 
. . 
' . 
compassion as a means of building a better world. How far 
.above "policy's specious page/ That deals' . but with. evasion, 
code, and pact •• ~" dbes he set the . ~eed of the Good· Samaritan? 
How -.m\lch larger than· "victory's . peal ·of pride" is the vision 
that pro~pted this "deed 'of grace"? In a manner that ·only 
the gr~at sonneteers have achieved, Hardy solidifies in 
·the ~irst eight lines, an image of goodness, for the soldier 
' ' /1 
who stoops to help is Christ.:..like. In .the rern.:;t.ini_ng _six, 
the contrasting image .is express~d as ''throes of art.ifioial 
' ' 
. .. 
.. 
34 Ibid., p. 513 •· 
.· 
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rage". AS" always, each image by its extreme difference 
from another stands at opposite poles I . creating again ._ a . 
- . . 
reflection of ~he "Better" and the "Worst", · the antipodes 
• I ~ I I , . . 
. • ' "I 
of the poet's wo~ld. The. personnel of these .poems, Ul}lik,e 
the tragic ch-aracters in his novels 1 shqw the results when 
possibilities are taken - advantag~ · of. 
Hardy's. emphasis on human integrity does no~ always 
. .. . . 
occupy such ·a prominent place. iri these poems. · :I;n at l~ast 
two, hate. for the instigators of war is the dominating 
no,te. In ."Cry of .the Homeless", 35 for example, he greets 
_the "Instigator of tl'\e ruin" wl.th "Conqueror,, al.l hail to 
thee!" 1 but 'it is a "wormwood~worded gr~eting", as we " soon 
discover: · " . 
'May thy loved be slighted, blighted. 
And forsaken' 1 be it said 
By t'R'y ·victims, · · 
'And thy childr~n beg their bread!' . 
,. 
. ., 
The final stanza desiz::es "a richer ma'!ediction'~ as ' the 
.. 
author ends with -the igno~inious im?ge of qrowning. · He hopes 
th~t the dews of compassi~n ' will bedrerich the ~nstigator 
to such an extent that death will result. · 
In "The P.ity of I~"JJ6 the~~ is only ·the slightest 
measure ·of pity. 
. • 0 0 
One does find a heart crying f or the . 
35
·rbid. I pp. 511·-512;. 
·. 
3 ~r-bid. I pp. sog~s!o .' 
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. . 
. ,PeOpl!=!S 1 'whC? although they are "kin folk" . and "k.in tongued" , 
... \ • • • , 1 
. 
. continue to )<ill each other.. But the heart., instea'd of ' 
crying teat-'s of pity, sa_vagely denounces ".~h6soever they be/ 
At· root and bo1:tom of this II The poem . ends on a ·similar 
note: 
. "Sinister, ugly, lurid, be their fame; · 
. -May their faii\iliars grow to shtm their name, 
And their ,brood , perish.~v~stingly. · ~·. . .. 
All wars foste:r;- national~sm, sometimes in the form . 
,• 
-
of verse. Hardy cont;ributed ~~veral poems · in thi~ vein yet 
they .are more than simply jingoistic, ~avouring an· agg~es~ive 
-fore{gn policy. · They are rather . a plea to . "wome:r;t and men/ 
I 
Of palace, ·ploughshare, .easel, counter, pen;" to figl)t .t hat 
. , . 1 . . • 
England still may stand as in· "A c~ll to National .Service"·. 37. I' 
' . 
T~e · poet seems intent on arousing , the natural instincts of 
" . ' One could say, the . 
• I 
ali citizens in a ·de:ifensi ve cause. 
' sentiments are expressions. of ·devotion to the nation in time 
of need, and' there is nQ h~nt anyw_here that the _poet disagrees 
· with such enthusiasm. He -is not: even a conscientious 
~bjector. In· tact', he insists that if his .· age permi t t ed, 
he' would 
. •• speed like yester wind that whirr~d 
'J:'hro~gh . yielding pi~ ser ve with never a sla~k , 
so loud 'for promptQess all around outcries! 
. , . 
37rbid~, p , • 
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•f • 
A poem of p~triotis~ written three years earlier,[ 
· however, does · not speak of service in .' such glowing terms. . 
ij:is·. ·e~thus·J.asm wan~~. It is true; the soldiers in "Men ~ o 
March Away•,•38 believ~ that 
Victory crowns the just, 
And that ·braggarts must 
Surely bite the dust, 
t ' 
and bhey go off to war "ungrieving",· filled .with nfaith and 
' . 
·· ~fire". · . B~t Hardy balances his poem ·by ·i-Q9ll.,lding ·the 
1 
attitude 
of the ·"Friend with. the musing .eye", whq, like the readE:!r, · · 
. . . 
. f~nds all the fervpur 1 the fai:th and the fire, a little 
d,tstur~~n~, Al tho~gh the. contrasting feelings are not sd · 
polariz~d as in some ' other poems there - is enough .to keep the 
• - I 
I 
poem from be9oming . falsely · patriotic.' ,For .whereas the 
soldiers in their heart of hearts sincerely b~lieve that 
victo~Y. is imminent because their cause · is ·just, the· po.et 
watches them march, "~ith ·doubt and dolorous sigh " He 
· belie~es that it is ·they who are being_ hoodwinked and led to 
wa.r by "a purblind pr~nk". · 
Several poem$ of the First World War . group are much 
r 
more despairing · than ·those ~iscussed earlier' in the chapte.r . 
. Iri "'Then and Now", 39 ·his favourite technique of using 
. . 38T\....~1· .: 
' . ~·I ··P • 506 . . 
"' 39 . ' . ' Ibl.d. I ·pp. 513~514 ·. 
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. ' 
contrasts is again r~v~aled as the poet . compares the vast 
. ~ ' 
• difference betwe~.., traditi.'onal · and ·modern methods of 
~onducting battle. In age~ past, he . suggests, men fought 
• I . 
honorably, and ·with vigor; / th,ey ,played the · game of death. by · . 
• ._,./ . r,' ' • 
rules. He may b.e slightly. cynical here, since we all know 
~ 
' . . 
that ~ar is rarely ho~ble . . W~r is war, ·and perfidy i~ ' 
t).ever absent. Nevertheless, it, is obvious that he wishes 
. ' to pain~ modern warfa.r~ as· vi~iou) : . 
But n~w, behold, what '. / / 
Is warfare wherein honor ~s not! 
Rama laments 
-Its dead inn.oc.ents :-
. !ferod breatl:les: . "Sly slaughter 
Shall ' rule! Let us, by· modes once called accurst, 
Overhead, under . water, 
_. stab first". 
In "A New Year's .Eve in War Tiine" 40 the despairing 
tone is rendered by timely references to the "spectral pines" 
which first foreshadow, then typify the phantasmal .fears the . 
' . 
moaning new year is likely to br~ng. ·.Likewise · in "I Met a 
, 
M~ .. ·, Al" th~ "Moulder of . Monarchies" does nothing about. 
the ". .. . Chartered armipotents. lust-'led/ To feuds •••. " 
Finally, in "I looke.d up from my Wr iting", 42 · with its 
~ . 
exce_llen t touch of sustained melancholy, "brutish . ba ttie " 
has cause d a "sunken soul" to 'conuni t suic:lde and the spectral 
"40 Ibid. I pp. 51~-5.17. 
~ 
. 41 . . 
.. Ib~d. ·, . pp. 517-518 . • 
4 ? rbi d. I P· 519. 
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I 
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·' 
, 
, . 
·' 
·.· 
. . ' 
' moon believes the. poet to be one _who might also "put his 
Life-light out", because of fi'b .... .. 
""' . 
1~6 . 
I have alre.ady pointed out certain poetic qualities 
which some of' these·.war poems p~ses~·. I A number 'have 
arresting diction; some .are ~"mp~e~siv,e .for .thei:r control o~' 
tone and atmosphere. Others exhibit a skillful handling of , 
~- - _ imagery. Most give evidence of Hardy's ability to 
. . 
. . 
effectively cre·e3:te • tensions f:r;om .the po~ari ty of · contrasting 
. -
components. · There ar7, however, certain ot_per poe~s that 
des~r~e mention · since they, · to~o, measure high on th~ scale .. 
. - -
·of · accompli~hment. One notices for example the ·scrupulously 
. ' 43 
exact choice of words used in "Before Marching and After 11 
~ • 0 
Orion and the Pleiads fit perfectly into the · scheme· of the 
poem, for in Greek and Roman mythology Orion was a great 
. . 
hunter killed while pufsuing the Pleiads, daughters of 
Atlas l Orion a!'so refers to a constellation of bright .stars 
seen ~n.ly in the Southern Hemisp'here. The . solc;'!_~.er in the 
poem, like, Orion, is a· kind of hunteJ; who is about to play 
a "Game witho Death" and who also atta'ins a brightness that 
- ' 
does not fade with death. Both prppriety and balance is • • 
achieved by including the ~leiads, a fem,inine constellation. 
The Pleiads aloft seemed to · pant ~ 
With the heather that twitched in the win_d; 
• I 
43
rbi.d., pp. 512-513.' 
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How appropriate, also, are ''the . fuch.sia-be],ls, hot in the ~ 
sun", hanging~ re~ by .tne door, signifyiJ1g the death of the 
sqldier. . · ~ 
' _,.. 
Quite . apart: from sucli precision, the poem .effective·-
ly ·enga,ges ' interplCilY b~tween the brightness of Orion ahd 
... .., . . 
the dull negativism of war. For the contrast is .sharp \ · 
between the lustre of the constellat~on, no longer·. an active 
\ 
killer and the lack-lustre of inte~necine ·war. We have, it· 
•' 
· is true, the prominence of Orion, but he is no\>{ "aslant". 
T'here is "spring starlight" bu~ underneatn t):le stars a .· 
lonely mother sighs ·. · And .j.t , is · ironic that the soldier's 
I 
.'bright~ess comes: only with•death~ Like all great ar~ists; 
Hardy saw. a wc;>rld . of great complexity, a.wor1d whe~~ glory 
and 
the 
death, joy afid..,. tra~edy. in~errni~~ed. Th~ "Bette[ .and 
"Worst" are often fused. J _ · 
f • tl r., 
Perhaps no poem about war has ·found so warm a spot · 
. 0 . ' • • • 
in the hearts of sympathetic readers as "In Time of 'The 
. . 44 
Breaking of Nations'". The ti~le is taken from the Book 
0 • • • 
of J:eremiah but. the: poem seems to have overtones of ·the New 
Tes~ment '·s ~;;'acrificial "breaking"~ Juxtaposition of · 
. ~ 
bpposi tes is a9ain . the ·technique. . As in "The Alarm", 
.discussed .. earlier.,. ·war and ~li its i'inplied legacy of 
destruction and deatn are set ·against the peace and 
·
44 b. d - 51'1 
.. I .1. • ' p. • 
, 
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t _ranquili ty. as'soc.i.ate~ with the scenes o;f rustic life..- But 
_ - ~.---_:.- ~~~9~~-~~ar ·is br~aking u~ .. o_f rt~tional life ~n all~ its " vario·u~ 
;- J?arts if i;~-~-ay~ardy, . a __ t~mp_p:s_~r~-~!~~mber~e.n~. What. 
endtl'res ·as the stream of time moves on, is~ot-..:the· annals 
.' 
} ' 0 0 0 ....... ___ ·· ---Mo 
. . . . ~---....:... . ·--...:.. 
of war, but rather 'the honest labor of the inhabitants, ana~
S> . 
. 
of course, \ove. 
. . 
. . 
been healed -by time, the farmer. will still 
' ( . 
continue to 
. ~ 
plough the earth, smoke, without the flame of war will 
<> conti-nue to rise . froht the. "~eaps of couch-gr ass", and a 
. l
0 
~ . 
.  
··. 
.. 
"maid and her wigh't" wi:ll· be se\n - "whispering by" . All elseG · 
. 
"will ctoud. into night/ Ere . their story die" . 
No critic., to my. kno,..;.ledge ,, has placed any· great 
- • d 
-
significance- on ·aardy' s war poems .scat-e-ered throughout the · 
" .. 
. . 
Co1lected · edition. Writing in 1918, Edmund Gosse mentions· 
' . . . . just one, "The Mal} He Killed", and sees Hardy "pdndering on -
• . • - 0 • 0 . • ' . \ . • 
. • . I> • 
the f3hilosophy · of fighting". He feels that the "Poems of 
I . b. . 
.,.. . . 
War and .Patr1otism" . -should be· carefully examined by those 
- ' 
" 
' . . 45 
who meditate on 'the tremendous problems o.f the moment", 
' but" he him~ elf shows no inter-est in doing so·. · 
\ The same meagre attention . is 'given' them· by Babette 
Deutsch whose 'OI1ly apparent insi ght into the poems is ·that 
,, 
. there seems to be a change of heart by the author, between 
the time .he ,£Omp~sed the Boer war poems and . those ,of the 
I. 
•I 
Fi'rst World War. 
45 . 
R.G. Cox, p. 461. 
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: M. Johnson, writing_ in 190.2, feels that: the early '' -
• /o • • 
poems of the ,1.,899 gro)J.p . ~re ". ~ . not equal to some of. ·his .' ~. 
\) . :.• 
O'ther pieces . ~ . " , but at the s~me;. t~m~ he admits tha,t they .. 0 • 
. 
c;tre intereSiti~g and patriotic • . 
-<...... 
'tl . 
"~hey beaF, as might be 
expected', 
~---- _ those who 
· ~-
rather upon thQS~ that are left behi.nd than upon 
\ 
... • . 4 6 , 
are at the front". This of' cour$e, . is partiaily 
' .. > I 
true 'and--p of. the differences between Hardy and 
Wilfred Owen who paints ~~ctU:re of war from . ..: 
'· . . • __ . . ' k 
personal exr>erien'Ce. (Jn : rec~nt years., Ifor Ev~ns, too,' sees . 
, . -- ., 
-· .. ' 
t~at <the governing mood i ,s d-ifferent in manY. poems :· but g~es 
t ' 
litt-le critical comment . of value. · • u 
. . . 
0 ' 
•, 
, Carl Weber qu:j_ck.l,.y dismisses . them as mildly...:.. · 
... ~ 
' ::~: 
... ..· ... } . 
inte~esting; "~s· patriotic expres~ions of nati_oJa~l· fe~l.:!--ng"; 4 7 · 
0 
but as poetry they are quit~· Unimpor:,tant. To me these war 
poems ar~ .important for severai· rea~ons . . Like most ·.of his· , .. 
. 
poetry they ·reflect cer!:ain ·personal bslj.efs. Furthermore,; 
... .• 
. ·. whether it 'was ·. Hardy.'s intent to sustain · an .. image, mood, or 
' . 
feeling, or whether he wi~hed to highlight · the fe:t"ures· · of 
. \ • c 
-
opposites .for didactic purposes~_· hi'S diverse treatment.·ofl . 
the war ph~nomenon serve~ as an ade.quate impe'tu~ .to his~ • : 
- . 
creativity .. _ And there is no doubt that the didacticism f's 
• 'J . .~ 
Life", 
~ 6M. Johhson, "Mr. lia~dy'JJt'e.try· - ~nd · P'hilo.sciphy of 
Holborn Review, ;vol. 3 '(Ju~u~902). , 'p. 385. . .. · 
• c.o 0 .... 
I 
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Carl J. Weber, ~Hardy of 'Wessex (NewYor:K: 1967), 
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p. 280. 
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.important, .for many of the war poems are examples of what z . : . . . .. 
Spelley re'ferred to .in "Tp~ Skylark" as "unbidden hymns" . 
c:- • 
1 • "' • 
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The ~unc~ion of the poet says Shelley .is to. sing these hymn~ 
t ' • 
'of deep thought: · 
.. •• ('0 
. ' 
po~try he pleads. rfor· the worldo to change •o' In these ·-poems , 
" 
he asks ~hen will sanity finally prev~il? 
' -
When will me:n 
.... 
learn not' tq ~ake " ... skies spout fir~·and .b~ood·a~d 
• 0 
nations quake"? When will we "find joys seldom yet ~t~airied· 
1: 
by humankipd!"? 
; . 
drte of the aims of this .. thesis is to s~ggest that . 
r 
much of pardy'sQpoetry is a ~efle~tion of-his melioristic 
view of the world •. The satires fi-t; so do the _w,ar poems. 
War was . regar.ded by -the poet as an example of man' S · worst 
: \. ' a'cfi'on; tne strongest impediment, ·to an improv~d global 
__ _,_ 
-~i~uation. He deplor~d at~uses and effe~ts o: "brutish 
battle" and he did take ·a·s complc.ete a look .at this human 
~ • • 0 
s~ar as · a sensitive sgec·t~t;or could-. . T~ere ·is no .. doubt that 
. ' . ~ . ~e saw war as a stumbling bloo~ . to man's. progress.. · He did 
. 
believe the world was 'threaten.ed ··by a new dark age if_ war_' s 
I 1' ilt p 
"dark madness•V continued to barbarize the . young. Ancl he 
• a 
., 
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.. ~ Carlos Bet-ked,; ed., $elected Poetry and Prose ·of 
Shelley, Mop~rn Library · college Editio~s (New York: 1951), 
·p· . 398. · ' • . ·. 
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viewe_d the whole ·spectrum of war from its characte.t;istic 
. . 
~ic.iousn~ss ~o-the . suff~ring it inc~ . a~d the pity it 
( 
demanded. But it must -not be forgotten that Hardy. 'also· 
. 
,paid close attention to Comte' s P~si tivism and his, beli~f 
.· . . . 
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~in the "loop·ed orbit" referred to in chapter one. Man might 
., 
indeed · progress by such a method ·· of retro~ession and . 
reboul'\P. . If . so, "the breaking .of nations" represented one 
' 
. .... 
of - those temporary doldrums; lulls in man'' s road to better 
things. I be!ieve the 'war poetry with its focus on the 
horrors involved, its pity for t~e sufferers, ~ts. expr~~sion 
of hope . fo~ the final elimination• Of hatre~and strife, : is 
proof positiye of the author's. ·melior ism. War. is a moving 
backwardi~ ·he ~ould ~ay, but it is a process he hopes will 
.• 
be reversed. Melior;i.sm is' also evident in the poem~ of 
destiny, . but faced with greater odds, the _poet shows signs 
of growing desperation . 
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' CHAPTER IV 
· POtMS OF BELIEF AND UNBELIEF 
I 
. ' 
It· is perhaps inevitable ~nd not iroqic that Thocias 
Hardy the ironist· ·Should kn'ow and unders'tand so thoroughly, : 
the history, doctrine and worship of the Established-Church : 
I 
· in England, yet offer it so weighty a challenge. . But it· is 
. . 
ironic that the source. of conflict which gave rise to his 
/ 
. . . ~ 
wrestling ' with ultimate causes should be inherent in what 
i • 
was bein~ challenged. For as Carl Weber points out, ·Hardy's 
gri~ attitudes' have been traced to the Bible, and not o~ly 
does 'the author know. considerable portions of basic j 
·. 
· t~hristian. literat~re ~by heart, but .he also rec~rds his 
~favou.ri te extracts. Some speak of roan's brief stay on earth; 
. . 
a few equate man and vanity; one comments on humanity's 
·\ 
.\ s~ffering·. The to.ne of. all is melancholy b~t characteristically 
Christian and from Hardy'·s point of view, appropria'te for a 
\ . 
subj-ect of . such gravi;ty. His concern in these poenrs 'is 
·-·surely a grav~ one; whether oi not a God exis~s 1 is not .a 
triviality. In fa(?t to.question etern.ity is perhaps as far· 
as man can go. It may w~ll be the ·mos~ perplexing thought 
that mankind .can .ponder and it is in what one-may call the 
. . 
poems of destiny that Hardy takes his ' fullest look at ~his 
.. ·-
.. 
I 
• __ ) • t"" 
·. 
·· . 
I 
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awful idea that God does~ exist. ·There are moments of 
levity in the satires, times when fascinatidh .reigns , in the 
earliest war poems, but in the poems involving man's destiny 
, . 
a more sombre note is struck. -And whether one agrees with 
his eventuhl conclu~ions, or whether indeed he himself is 
> • 
'able to draw conclusions at ·?ll, one· must -recognize the 
' 
sincerity of his ·search for truth.. The. urge was strong · to 
- I • • • I 
. ' ' beli.eve that there was no crossing o~ the line drawn at the 
I 
grave. Being a meliorist', however, he admitted the other 
possibility als9 - ,that "c.rossing the bar" to an.other 
-existence might be conceivable and that· there might be, as 
• 
paradoxical as it may seem, a disinterested omnipo~enc~~ 
behind the universe. 
The steps and influences that brought Hardy _to the 
~ . 
poi,nt where he could. ask such probing questions i~ a . study 
' ~ in itself. But . there is ,no doubt, I think, that the boy 
./ . 
who taught su~day Scnool .and considered entering the Church 
... 
was · strongly influenced by his m?ther, wh9se skepticism / 
- . . .:- . 
taught him to ask very early in his life, as he did in "Hap" ; 
How arrives it joy lies slain, 1 And why .. unblooms the best hope ever sown?. 
,. 
Then there was Darwin. 
I have divided the poems involving belief into two 
sections which I feel refle~t- Hardy's pual: concern. . I t is 
1 . ~ Collected Poems, p. 7 . 
. I · 
'' 
'· 
., 
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. ~ 
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my opinion that these so-ea'lled ."philosophic" poems should 
not be neatly classified under that one•specifi4 ·heaaing; fcir 
. 
while part of the poet's quarrel is with -~he ' creator, 
? . ' 
fnother·part f~· with .. trad-itional Christianity. 
As ~n introduct{on•to a discussion of fhese 
~'Christian" poems·, a short section on tl}~ poet's relati?nship 
with the .Church · seems necessary •. . There .is no doubt that he 
.... . .: . 
was far from satisfi~d wi.th what. he s.aw in · the Church. For . 
.. 
&xample, he felt 'the Ch~rch had not done enough to alleviate 
. . 
the ills of the world. A~though he. had . expre~sed other 
sentiments earlier, in 1922 he footnoted his "Apology" by 
insisting th.at 
••. · evidence that. ·the Church wil·l go far · inr the 
··removal of 'things that are shaken' has not been, 
encouraging.2 
The Chprc~ha~ " ... lost 1 its chance ", he ·writes earlier · 
I 
in the rrticle 1 II o o o - tO ,keep the Shreds Of rnorali ty. 
I . . 
together". Further~ore~ he informs us that he could not 
accept the traditional Christian theory of a good-God, since 
- • I . 
. that c;J~d, real 'or imag-inary had per~itted humanity to 
' ' prod~ce, by war . ".:. the present infamous and · disgraceful · 
. state of Europ~- that mo~t Christi~n Continent .•• " 3 ' His 
... 
·a 
utter disgust at Christian inept~tude is evident in a letter 
2Ibid., p. 53.1. 
3' ,~.· ~· ·F.E . . Hardy, .p. 375. 
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r~\ 
of 1919 written to his close friend, Mrs. Arthur Henniker: 
. , . 
. . • I sho~ld care more for. ,mY birthday i~ at 
. each succeeding one I could see any sign .of . 
real improvement ' in the world - as at one'time 
I fondly hoped there was; but I fear that what 
appears much mere evide~t is that it is getting. 
worse and. worse. All development is of a . 
material and scientific kind ~ and scarcely a-riy 
addition·to our knowledge is applied to objects 
philanthropi'c and ameliorative. · I almo-~t think 
that people we~e 1~~~ pitiless towards their 
fellow-creatures·- human and animal- under the 
Roman Empir'e than they are now: ·so ' why 'does ~ot 
Christianity throw ~p the sponge ~nd say I am 4 beaten, and let another religion take its pl_ace. , 
Neither could .Hardy ac6ept the artifici~lity of 
church-going, for he came .to see 'that it h~d no positive 
I 
- ' 
function. Thr~ng.s of p~ople were .prevented f'rom participating 
. . . 
b' 
fully· in any church o.r chapel because they still were 
• 
. ' 
requir.ed to r~~ite 'in parrot ·fashfon wha~ their ancestors 
had recited sin.cerely :· 
.. . . 
• ..• · We say, the establishetl words ·fult of the 
historic sentiment qrily, mentally adding; 'how 
happy .our ances~ors ·we~e in repeating in all 
sincerity these articles of faith!', But we . 
perceive _that none of· the congregation recognizes 
that we repeat the words' from· an antiquarian 
interest in them, and in a historic sense, and 
solely in order to keep a church of some sort 
afoot -a thing indispensable; so othat we are 
pretending what is nqt true: . that .' we · are 
b~l-ievers .•• ' 5 
I • 
~ 
.. 
' I 
Hardy's . tone here is not un·like -'.that of Samuel Butle.r's as : 
he describes the hypocrisy o~ the Erewhonians~ For ~hou@h 
·, I 
' t 
·. 
4E'. Hardy · & · F.~. JPinion•, p. 185. 
I' • 
5T he Life,. pp. 332 - 333 : 
. ' 
. . · ~· =T~I 
.'t. . 
.• 
. 
.. 
I • 
-' ~ . 
. . . 
\ .. 
"• • I 
.. ,, • 
~he 
rlot I . 
I. 
·. 
stranger, Higgs, observed that the musical Banks ' were . 
so busy as they probably often were, Mrs. Nosi:}ibor·, 
. . / 
like ·Hardy's Christians, insisted ·that he" ... must not 
think there was any want 'of confidence ip the bank~ •.. " 
People, she ~.ta tes ,, were still " ••. thoroughly devot.ed to 
. ~ . . 
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these establ!shments ••. 6 Recitation of a ritual, purely out 
'I 
of habit, reluctance to admit the truth were ~imply ' 
I 
dishonest and did not belong to Hardy's code of ethics. 
' 
But more serious; in his vi~w, than rote recitation was the 
. . 
. 
' . 
\ 
rneaninglessnes~ of what w~s on ·the lips 
Chur~h liturgy, he felt, should reflect 
of 'the · faithful'. ~ 
the needs ·of the / . . 
people:· . . 
. . 
We enter church, and have to say, 'we have 
erred and s ·trayed from thy ways like lost 
· sheep', when wha.t we want to say is '\\lhy ·are 
we made to err and . stray like lost· sheep?' . 
Then we have to s~ng, 'my .soul doth magnify · 
the ·Lord 1 , when what we ~ant to sing is 
'O .. that my .soul could' filld some Lord that 
. it could magnify: ... 7 
I 
- D~spite the obvious . general discontent shown by hi's . 
version of the "Magnificat",· the -plaintive cry to find a Lord 
to magnify is strong in the Christian ·poems. Alt~ough - ~here 
is disbelief·, it .is nearly always countered· by t~e deep and 
s.incere wish to again embrace the faith 0f hi's fathers, a 
6 . 
· samuel Butler, Erewhon (Signet Class-is, .New York: 
-1961), P·· 117·. 
7 . . . 
. Op. cit., p~ . 332· . . 
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I . • 
poirit tao · often neglected by the critics. In a manner. si~ilar~ 
to that of poe~s treated _in earlier chapters, here too, the 
tensions appear,· perhaps more vibrantly. 
. -- ,. 
ft is quite likely ·_that t)l.ese . poems reflect the 
. I 
inner ·Hardy al th9ugh it · is di"fficul t to say ~nd. often' 
. 
dangerous to speculate about .how ,much of his poetry is based · 
on actual self-examination and personal belief.. There is a 
tendency among many modern critics ··as .F.B. ·P.inion warns, ... 
"··~ to ignore~ or m~nimize the possibility that the 
imagination · can tra~sm_ute for artis:~ic ends"·" a· -But .I feel, 
.• 
·in Hardy's case, .and e~~ecially is this true of the poems 
-in question, that the struggle for equilibrium in the 'verse· 
reflects the struggle _ for truth in: the . po~t's mind. That 
) . 
there was most certainly a struggle is iridicat~d .by this · 
.. 
adm,ission: 
If belief were-. a: matter . of choic.e I should 
·. prefer to accept the ·sp_iri tu~-1 hypothesis. 
I am most an~ious to .believe ·in what, roughly 
speaking·, ·• we may caJ.l the supernatural, but I 
find · no ev.idence fq~ it. People .accus.e me of 
scepticism, materialism, and so forth, but if 
the accusation is just at all, · it .is quite 
against my will.".9 . . . 
·. 
r 
· .The fifth stanza of 11 The · ~mpe~?ipient (at a cathedral 
. s·ervice)", an early pqem, verifies this kind of conflict. · 
- . 
I , 
·; 
. ~ . --
. ·, 
· Life" 
' . ( 
\ 
8Hardy and Pinion, op. cit~, p. xxxiii • 
. 
.. _ gM~ John~on, uMr. Hardy's Poetry and Phi~os~phy of 
Holborn Review. (July, 1902) ., p. 394. 
... . 
. 
·r-
•' 
'· 
'' 
I .. 
.. 
Y€t I would bear my shortcomings 
With meet tranquillit~,. . . 
But for ~he charge th~t blessed things 
' I'd liefer not have be. 
o; doth a bird depriv~d of wings 
. , Go earth-bound ·wilfully!lO 
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Earlier .. in the poem we have the disbelief symbolized by the 
. 
"wind-s~ept pine", while later on one finds the disqui~t of 
·a tormeAted soul crying for something to believe in. Each 
· - ~tanza contributes to the overall alienation and· isblation 
· the speaker of the poem finds himself faced with, and 
~ . 
reflects what one accepts as normal in Hardy, the perplexing 
'nature. o~ his vision. •rn Sta~za one, the "S~ining -Land" . of 
"this · b.right-believing band", his· comrades f becomes 
"fantasies", . "mirage-~~st~" an~ a "~~rang~ destiny" to the 
deprived observer. In s.tanza . two, the sights and joys ,of 
.. 
the believers become \. . blindness and !' infelic;i.. ty" to him; 
' " 
~. 
But the disparity is sharp in the two images of the ~ourth 
. 
stanz.a. Whereas the faithful see their "glorious d.istant 
- ·-:;.··. 
osea", the unhappy doubter ~till sees "yon dark/And w.ind~swept 
. pi~e" . which · is the symbol of his predicament and cuts down 
. . 
··his spir~tua~ - v~sibility. What adds to. the ... c'?mple~ity of · 
-
the dilemma is that here is "no wilful' unbeiiever. This is 
. , .. . 
an unbel~ever who realizes his '~ shortco~ings"· . . Thi's _;_.~ay be 
an irony ' of· course but here is a man who "lacks .. -, wh~ is 
presumably deprived by an outsige force, a man who desires 
flight ' but whos~ wings are clipped.' No belief · is possible 
lQCollected Poems, p .. 59. 
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under the circumstances, he insists~ But what, one asks,··· 
does, he ~i~h - as an alternative to dis~lief? What ·woul~ he 
adhere . to if he could? Is it th~ glory of ~he "bright 
' . 
believing band"? Is it their shining eternity? "R~s~ 
shall we", 'he con~ludes, but ·onJ su~pects i~ w~ll not be :n 
the -serenity of the Cathedral's congregatio·n. For like his 
6wn "Magnificat~, there is a , nee~ to olin~ to somethin~, · but 
' 
that need is unfulfilled. His vision~ tra<j'ically enough, . 
' ·, 
, . 
finds nothing to cling to. Vision is probably appropriate 
. . -
here because I feel Hardy's "'shortcom·i~gs" are ·.n:_ot r~ally 
s~comings, at least he doesn't think -so. The poet speaks . 
~onically_ here, for although he seems to _pe self-crit~cal, 
he is' not. 
.. 
Hence, it is his own vision that penetrates 
\ . 
farthest, not the congregation's. At this point, he still 
has. his own "Magnificat'~· withou~ a Lord to magnify. · 
. One could, ~ suppose, qoubt the quality of· thought 
· ~~ ~ardy' s rej.ections. He can choose to ~believe. ~e gives 
the impression one cannot. The validity 'of .. the~e musings 
may seem questionable. One could perhaps accuse him of. 
~ falling easy prey to the . "blame God" theory . which is perhaps. 
too facile to accept in a great writer. It is my view_ that 
( 
the poet·, i:r:t · a way 'that res.embles all of us, frequently 
experiences moments 'of mental confusion when to blame· God 
seems propef. He,_, too! is often bothered by countl,ess 
impressions~ some of which are momentar~;' but, un~ik~ many 
. - - - . ~ .' --, 
. I ' 
• 
·. 
,0 
' . -~ 
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of us, he hides none~ 
If' not magnified, the "strange and mystic form" of 
. ' - 11 ... 
"God's· Funeral" had been "prized" by those who. now "bury _ 
~ . - . 
him, _ even by the seemirigly objective and slightly_ "dist~nt" · 
I 
observer in the poem. The -scene in ~he poem, is no ordinary. 
one since it is .not a _human· body ~hat i~ being interred but 
. - . 
God's"' . .- The ma-~gled "Mon~rch · of our fashioning" has now 
. ·-
·"c~aied · to be", and the onlooker muse~ on the history of 
-
this g:r:ea~ "myth" who cannot any longer be kept alive, and 
describe~ the sombre scen~ · with all the var~o~s reactions, 
( "> 
as he gradu~lly become~ ~ mourn~r hi~self. The modern God_::.. 
, _· is-dead ide~ is 
, " I 
evoked and antedated -in this poe~· bu·t in a 
I 
I . ' 
familiar Har¢ly fashion 'death does not take on its usual 
finality. ·. For despite the atmosphe-re of mourn_ing, the lined 
brows, · lang~id lips and scooped eyes,_ desp~te -the apparent -
I -
rightness of the burial, the re were : some in . the train of 
' ' . • II 
' -
, mourners wh.o wi tness_ed, in the manner o~ "The Darkling 
Thrush", "a pale yet positive gleam low down behind". · 
' 
Al tnough, ·as the "W~rst" is ind~cate1, and each mourne~ : . . 
~bakes his head in sorrow·, someone says " 'See you upon the 
ho~izort that 'smail light--/ Swellir{g somewhat?". Even in . this 
. I , 
. ' 
poem where the darkest .and most .ominous knell is . sound~_d· 
• • '"' a ,; 
"he aven's . radia nt show" of ,;The Impe rcipient" continues to 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
/ 
11
r'bid.; ' pp. 307-309. . ; ·--
. \ ~ I 
I 
1-
/ 
I 
/ 
' 
·-
I 
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faintly penetrate. 
poem has is due to 
dissimilar notes~ 
.. . 
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In fact the strange·appeal that this. 
the . skilU!ul blending of these ·two 
;. 
Qn the on~ hand there are obviously the ., 
g 
"blurred eyes" and a sustained sorrow for the demise 6f 
. . . 
the~~d. ·The "sfowly-st.epp:i.ng train" of the first 
stanza is ih a dilenuna. It is still· "dazed a6d puzzled-" in 
tne · last~ But, on the o~her· hand, in order" to be faithful 
• I 
to the complexities of human experience, Hardy allows an aura 
I ' 
.of c~~tainty to surround the poem. No one repudiates the 
negatiye side bu_t :there is ·also a ·definite appropriai!eness 
in the mourners' witnessing,. even causing, their "myth's 
oblivion". Somewhere amid'st the frustrations and tension~, 
"twixt the gleam and ·glodrn'.'.; 
his' vacillations. 
0 
one .finds the anthor· and . 
Hardy's ability to transfe~ his tension~filled · 
vision of the universe to his poetry has become a hallmarJ< . 
-:Jf his styl.e. It is genuine poetry; In fact some critics, , 
. . 
inc~uding Yeats, insist that all good poetry must exhibit 
., 
One thing is plain to serious reade~? of Hardy . 
a~d that is, the conflicts give a peculiar unity to the 
s~ructure .. They organ~ze,and give a .t -ightness to the verse. 
"God's Funeral:",· despite the relative ,length, _ .i,s' .. ap example 
of this. The dreary. funeral procession is'depicted ·in the 
... ; 
··· first five staf!za~:~ ·the "sick . thoughts" of·the "moving· 
columris" in the next seven, ~nd the puzzled gaze of each 
. I 
, 
" 
. 
.. 
' I 
. · " 
.• 
,. , 
I , I 
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. 
"languid-Jipped" mournex: in the last five~ They ,are all 
~different, · yet all contribute to t _h.e total ~ffect of · -
, . 
. intellectual .and emotional uncertainty experienced -·by all 
·persons in the poem. 
·"The Graveya~d of Dead.Creeds" is ' a similar poem, 
although of upe'ven quality and startling diction • 
• I lit upon . the graveyard of dead· creeds 
In wistful wanderings thr.ough old wastes of thought·;o 
Where bristled fennish fungi, fruiting nought, 
Amid th,e sepulchres begirt -with weeds, 
, 
Which stone by sto.ne reco~ded sanct, 'dece-ased 
.. catholicons that had, in . centuries . flt>wn, 
· Physicked created man . through his long groan, 
Ere they went ·under, all their potence ceased. 
• " • I 
When · in a breath-whil~\lo, their spectres.-~ose 
Like wakene~ winds thaf7~uturnn summo~s up:--
"Out of ~s comet~ an heir, th~t shall disclose 
Ne\.i prpmise! ". cried they. ·"And the caustic cup 
"We ignorantly upheld to men, be filled • 
·- With draughts more pure than those we ever distilled, 
That shall make tolerable to sentieat .seers 
The melancholy marching of the years."12 
Circums~~ibed py the yiyid g~av~yard images . in the . f i rst 
line ·and the "'me_lanchoLy marching of. the years'" -in the 
CJ · 
last, it too ·i 's distinctly a product of the author's ·powers • 
of integration and unificatio~. This poem t~oqgh~ unlike 
some of the group in question, does ~ot cre~te a - ~~chotom~ 
./ 
· between the two dissimilar elements, 'the old and the new, 
. " 
. . 
then attempt to fuse c the~. · The · positive energy _of the poem 
'c 
emerges from . the ima_gery · o·f deca·y. From the "bristled 
,.) 
. "' 
·-; 
·c(j. 
I
I 
c 
12Ibid., , p • . 687. 
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""' fennish £ungi" and the "sepul,chre~ begirt with weeds" arise 
', 
II draught~ m<;>re pure - tl-{an those We~ ever d'istilled II • Another 
feature whibh ~is particularly~ .interesting· is _the continuou·s . 
sense of mo·vement · whic.h one becomes aware of, f~om· the 
. . . ' . 
sile_nt graveyard through the "wistful wanderings,':,. · the 19 
... c. • .. 
growin~ weeds, and the · flyin~: creature~ of the fi~st half, 
to the rising ·spectres, the "w~~ened winds" -and the marching 
. s 
years of. the se~ond. It reminds one of the Romantic emphasis 
. a . ~ . 
_or{ "becomi'ng':• :rn fact, Hardy's ardent . desire •. for fusion _ and · · 
synthesis, his persistent striving for order and harmony in a 
• • 0 . 
. ~ ' 
not· so harmonious universe is "essentially similar to th.e 
. ' 1 ' 
ideas of Words~orth·, ~oleri~ge ;and ~he~r German counterp.arts. 
"A Cathedral Facad$ at .Midnight" · is a ~a~ntingly 
beautiful poem in which movement is .expl'oi ted in a Ejli"ghtly 
...____ • • • • 0 
different way. 
' ' 
' -
·Along · the sculptures of· the 'west.ern w~ll <! 
. I watched the moonlight creeping: . 
It moved as· if it hardly moved at all. , " 
Inch by inch thinly .peep:lng · · ~ · ·. 
Round on the pious 'fig\]-re~ of ·freestone, bro ght 
And pois~=!d there when the Univer'se was ·wroug t 
To. serve its centre, Ear_th, . in mankind I s thought_. 
' . . . . . " . . ... . . '· . . . ,· .. . 
The lunar look skimmed scantly toe, breast, arm, .-
. · Then .edged on slowly, slightly, .. __ ,, ·-
"To shoulder, hand, face; .. till each austere form . 
Was ,- blanch.ed its whol.e ,len.gth brightly ., · 
Of ~rophet, king, queen~ cardinaL i n state, · 
-: That dead ' men's tools had· striven to : simulate; 
' And the _stiff. images stood irradiate. 
A frail Itloan from " th~ martyre-d saint_s ther.e 
Mid others of the erection 
. -. 
' . . 
. ' 
.1---
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•. 
· A.g-~nse ~:e ,breeze ·, seemed~ ~i<Jhi~s: of regret 
· ~t ~he ancient faith's rejection ~ ·~ 
"', · · under· the· sur·e, un~asting, :s~eady" stress 
Of. Reaso;n ' .s movement, lpaking 'mep.ningless """ 
1 • Th~ .· coded creeds of old-ti~e godline~s.l3 
'There ·.is contlnuous movement as ·in "The Graveyard b.£ Dead 
l 
. Creeds" .but here there · ~re really 'two 
• • f) ~ 
. 
movements·, one 
• • .J 
' 
.. 
. . ~ . . 
parallelipg and enhancing the other. 
4 • • ~' • 
The poem begins· ·as th~ 
. ' . 
• > 
. (.' 
m9on1igh.~ slpwly sc~ns the . sculptures o.;l :~he western' wall of .. .. 
' ' 
thr ·Church' until the st.}.ff images . ~·stood irradiate". · It is 
. . 
• 0 I ' 
ironic that it is only· b.Y the light c:>f ·t~e pale moon that 
' ,• 
. . 
,t~ey even momentarily glow, · now· ~hat .~eligious fer~our has 
' . 
.:.. ::1 
dwindled. . As the ·moon Is faint light m9ves ste~adiLy onward, 
~.. "' ,. . . . 
. each proph~t, ' priest and ,king o~ ·s ·tone is .erased: This 
9 skirting ma~e~ a per'fect parallel _wi_th tl1e movement ·of 
-~ ~ 
' -~'Re~son 's"· forward thrust. Both ·are slow and stea~y·, ·but 
·.. . '· .. . ~ ... . . .:I "" ' 
-~ . _-sure,· .. and reduc~. religion ;to the remnants of 19th cen.tury 
.. .. ,. . ~ .. 
·~gnost:ici~m.>But not only,.i,; . . the. "steady'str~ of "Rea.son' s . 
_movement" , and _t~e slow but sure onward trek of the ·moon made · ... 
" . 
' to · unify the ·poem, .·for inhere~t in the very fusioi.l is ·~· 
·• 
·tension ; Reasonyersu~ religion. Th~ figtires b~ing bathed · 
. ~ .. 
l 
in moonli·g~~ are. J_)eautiful 
• . . . l . 
.. . 
martyred saints" is not. 
. . . . 
but t _he "frail moan from the 
As ··if fo reinforce the parallel, 
' . . 
. ... • Q • 
Hardy seems· to emphasize ' that ' the inevitability ·of. such an 
" J . • . 
• r .~rosion of faith is as certain as the obliterations . caused by . 
.. ~ · the c·r~~ping moon. 
-··::-
.. 
' 
.'.o ... ·· 
0 • 
' ' 
•, 
1~ · . . : . 
. Ib~d .·, · pp·. 666-667. 
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Because of the First· World War Is ."dark J]ladness" and 
social degen,era tion Hardy ~ay have fel;t .drawn back to th.e· 
_: ' :I p 
• ' 't ' • c~ristian faitJ'l he ·bnce stra.ngly held. He may have seen, 
. ' . 
• • f • > • I t ' 
.however temporaril~, that such a · retraction was a means of 
reversing the .horrible· path "civilization" was taking. The 
r . 
desire of an unbeliever to believe is certainly one 
.~mplication of ·"The o~~n~, wri~ten in 1915: 
Christmas -Eve, and twelve · of the clock. 
~ · "Now they are all on their'knees," 
An eld~r said as we s~t in a fl~ck _ 
By the e!llbers in hea'rthside ease • . 
We pictured·the meek mild creatures where 
They dwelt in· their st·rawy pen, 
did it ocqur to one of . us there 
To doubt they were kneeling 'then . 
( 
So fair .. a fancy· few would weave 
In these· years! ·. Yet, I feel, 
If someone· said on Christmas Eve, 
. "~orne; s~e the oxen K.neel 
"In the lbnely barton by y.onder coornb 
our childhood us~d to know," · 
I should go with him in the gloom, 
Hoping · it might be so.l4 
•' 
Among other things, t~is poem is an example of what Hardy 
~ . 
does so well. His is the happy art of ~reating precisely and 
. ,. 
. . , . . 
with extreme brevity, the .atmosphere of the event he is · 
(. . 
re~allirlg. In this-cas~ it is the quiet setting· of the fir~~. 
" ~hristmas. r . Yet it is not so much his intent to capture the 
emotional· impact and substance of that imposing 'event, 
. -
although .he does, as it is td focus our attentionoon .the 
14 b'd 
. ~., p . . 439' • , 
:"' . 
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• legendary k_neeling animal's and the impac"t that · scene ~ould 
have ori his belief were he able to witness it now. 
In the first two stanzas the poem irnmediat~ly 
captures the ·emotional .coloring and meaning of Christ's 
birthday. It is Christmas Eve, at midnight during' th~ po·et' s 
·childhood when -an "eld~r" asserts his faith. Legend and 
fact are one for him. The simplicity and humility, the real 
,.. . 
_essence of Christianity, suggested by_ the use of "flock", to 
describe ~he family surrounding the firesi'de just as the 
shepherds and cattle had surrounded the man~er, is effectTve. 
Like the elder who confide.ntly asserts his faith, the animals 
too,· "meek • I who kneel at the 'strawy, pem" are mJ.ld creatures" 
to offer their obeisance. However, this peace and contentment 
,. 
"few-would ·weave/ In these yea.rs", . says tJ~e poet as he . 
i .ntroduces the doubting note of the poem. The gloom i-? there, 
as it always is, but so is the hope. One ·immediately 
.. 
recognizes the poem's calm unifying tone and the blend of 
. soft sounds with a serenity ap~ropriate for the Nativ~ty, yet 
· the poem' s · chief merit is brevity. · Conn~tation i 's always an 
·important tool for the ~oet and Hardy takes . full advantage 
of it. For though many of the ke¥ woras are fittingly 
. ' . 
' . 
rustic, · as J.o.· Bailey indicates, some hav·~ r:eligious 
meanings _too. 
' 
' ~ " • I • ' • Such words a .s "hearthside", "£l~ck" ' · "strawy 
pen"., "bqrton" and "coomb", not only' concentrate the poem 
but also enrich i ·t. The poem glows at times with the peace 
' I 
. ' I .t 
J 
.: 
I . 
' 
" 
• 
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~ 
and se·renity of Mil ton 1 S · ''O~ The Morl).ing 'of Christ '·s 
~ativity" • . 
Jj' 
. one might get the impression from other "Christian" 
poems that Hardy had found a Lord to pray to. Such :a poem 
-- . . 
is "The Lost Pyx", 15 an 1 example of Hardy Is infinite interest 
l · in storytelling and the legends which surround early 
Christian periods. The story takes place on· a lonely table-
., . 
• I 
" ' . . ~ 
. land above the Vale of Blac:Janore, a s 'pot associated with both 
pagqn "deeds of hell II . and Christian mysticism . . . The action" 
is straightforward. A· priest is called on during a howling 
nighttim'e storJll to give the l~st · rites · to a dying man. He 
hesitates at first but falling asleep he dreams . t~at Heaven 
' , I I 
frowns on his unpriestly ·behaviour. · ';['hus _it was "In a swea~ 
he arose" and proceeded .to. plod through the: "dark immense' but 
finds t~fore he ~rrives at his destiriati6n th~t the ~yx 
which held the Host is mis~ing. In "dolorous dread" he 
retraces hi~ steps only to find· "common beasts and rare" 
• A 
.• 
.gathered in a · circle around . i~~ Finally the priest ·r'ecovers · 
Q 
the sacred v~ssel, reaches the dying man a nd the rite is 
The . story is typically 
J 
medieval · w~th its emphasis 9n . .. 
performed·. 
' the miraculous while the devoti onal tone and •the rn:ysticar 
~9rtrayal of the Host's receptacl~, r e call, if only ~aguely, 
• • ·-1 ' 
lSibid., pp. 158-160. 
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the. Baroque s,le, o·f some .Sevent;enth century. -.poets ttand 
Tennyson's "The Holy Grail". However~ the extravagant 
I 
. . imagery ·of the earlier poets i's miss.ing. It is true that 
.. 
when the .priest a·rrives .at the spot where he has lost the 
Py~, 
. 
He noted ~ clear straight ray 
Stretchin~n · from the sky to a 
Which shone wit.h the light of 
. 
spot hard by, 
day. 
He does s,peak o f ·the "i·reful .winds" that become "calm ' as in 
hermit's cell" within that "holy circle". ~u~ Hardy seems 
more interested in po'rtraying the re~erence of these "dumb" 
animals. He may indeed wish to present us with "That · 
' 
midn.igh.t mirac~e,;, but the ~ac't'ual Pyx itself is p;,~ente.d .. in 
a rather matter-of-f?Ct way. Note · for example how very 
., 
unadorned Hardy's Pyx beco~es when one compares ,it with the , 
. pulsattng chalice in · Tennyson's "The Holy Grail.'". The Nun 
describes her vision this way" 
. and~then 
Stream'd thro'·my cell a cold and silv~r b~am, 
And down the l orig beam stole,the Holy Grail, 
Rose-red .with beatings in it, as if alive, 
Till all the white walls of my cell were dyed -· 
With~ colors leaping on the ~all; ' · 
And then the music faded, and the Grail 
. Past, a nd the b~am decay'd, and from the walls 
The r osy quive~ings died ~nto th~ night.l6 
16 ' . 
.. Bennett Cerf & Donalds. Klopfer ed., The Poems 
and ·Plays of Alfred Lord Tennyson. The Modern L~brary 
edition (New York: .. 1938) I . pp. s aa·-sa9. 
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Of poems in -which belie~ and disbelief dissolve into 
' 
a kind of search for truth, "The Graveyard o·f D~ad Creeds" 
is an example, and so too is "The Lost Pyx" in which· truth 
• 
seems to have been . found and accepted. These do not 
. ' 
complete Hardy's .treatments of Christianity, for iri "An 
' Evening in Galilee" "Panthera" and "The·Wood Fire" one 
. , , . , 
. ., •' 
might . conqlude, as some have, that t~ey contain a degree of 
-blasphemy o 
unorthodox 
No reader of these poems ·denies their . startlingly 
appro~~h. They ~id anJ'do seem blasphemo~s to ·· 
.~ ardent Christians • . But their ~urpose seems to be without 
·malice; they are merely po~tic investigations, perhaps . 
capricious noti~ns. by an agnos~~c who sees nothing unholy in 
.. 
.. 
' his speculations. It is actually .strange that ·Hardy should 
have been treated so harshly when Browning recei,ved no such 
criticism for writing Karsish, Clean and Caliban upon · 
Setebos. 
In "An Evening, in Galilee", : Mary does ask "' ~:3 my 
son mad?'". 17 She ·does indicate th~t neither Joseph nor the 
Holy Ghost is Jesus·'. father. She is not sure her,self. But 
one must tak~ into account th.e ambiguity here o · Mary asks 
' 
question·s, but she rnak'es ·few statements o True, she suggest~ 
( 
thab Jesus' "fi rm .. 'faiths" ' are " far too gr~tesque to be 
t... 
. . • 
17
coliected Poems, ppo. 83~-840o 
• , t> 
.. I . . 
.  
, · . 
I ., 
·. 
.. 
14.0 
true .•. "; · she cannot reconcile his !'.Keep the Commandments!" 
and his smiling "upo~ such as ~he~, pre~umably . Mary Magd~lene. 
But · Mary the Virgin seems to be ~t a critical point in he·r ·1 
~ife and is belng irrational and wilful in the manner of 
many of H~rdy's heroines . . The narrowness of her physical 
world is suggested by her boundaries, Carmel, Jordan; and 
Jezreel, so might_ not Hardy pe implying her narrowness of 
thought? Might he not be suggesting that the "lack of 
.... ' 
,.. 
. . 
coherency" attributed •'to Jesus- in the ,poem is really the · 
-. 
result of a kind of temporary madness on Mary's part? 
' 
There are many possibilities. For example, the poet may feel 
that Victorian England needs this kind of jolting poem. ' He 
may be merely expr~ssing a chagrin all of us feel because we 
• 
kn~w so' litt:J-_e aba';lt Joseph ~nJry. Perhaps· the poem 
belongs to the cloak-trailing tradition of ·secularis;i.ng ·the 
~hr.istian myth. At any · rate all these poems show a 
fascination with the story of Christianity and I find none of 
the "-dishonor" William ·J. Rutland sees. Quite the cont'rary. ·. 
The ambiguity and the various shades of meaning go fa~ to 
make the .poem a _pleasing one _~ although a clear-cut 
·. interpretation is dif~icul t. 
Iri "Panthera"18 Hardy toys with th~.id~a.cif Jesus 
being M~ry's illegitimat~ son wpose possible father, a Roman 
.· 
.... 
I I 18
rbid.-, PP.· 262-268. 
./ 
I • 
.· 
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Centurion, tells the story o .f his int-imate associa.tion with 
the 11 Slim girl., co.Y/Everi as a fawn, meek, and as innocent" . 
. 
This coy . girl is presumably Marx, ·their offspring presumably 
-
- . 
Jesus. · But again there is the implication· that Parithera' s 
story is "half-conviction carri~ to a craze-", and wh~reas 
"malefa-ctor", "Nazareth", and "Calvaria" all point . to the 
. ' . 
scene of Jesus' Crucifixi?n, -~he , woman who is now, year~ 
later' ' seen by the •'Centur,ion at the foot 'of the cross, does . 
not recognize her presumed lover's face.· There is indeed .a 
vagueness of identity. Why should Hardy write such a poem? 
. 
It is difficult to say. Perhaps he hoped by go.ing against 
historical evidence to s~rnehow clear away· the cobwebs of 
his own disbelief. 
.· 
"The Wood Fire" draws our .attention to . a scene that 
occurs soon after the Crucifixion. 
I ........... , 
Two men are "talking ,:_and 
one relat~s, quite innocently, but from the reader's 
posi t~on, quite ironically, that this " •. ·. has been the 
~leakest spring I have felt for years". The other points to 
the "brightsorne blaze"· of ·the three crosses which the two 
' rneri ·are burning. The· remark . is m~de.that the ' cross of the 
,. Carpenter's son · "blazes up·· we.ll ;, , in spite of the "cj~~ and 
stai.ns thereon". ~ere . again · the irony is. keen because from 
the Christian standpoint, e ?pecially in the Medieval 
.. ~ 
tradition, the wood of Christ's cross .. would ha ve ·burned 
' . . ' 
b.rightly 'because of the "stain·s· and cuts", not in spite o f 9. 
them. Such irony erases any suggestion th~t Hardy is · 
. ( 
.. 
• I 
-. 
.. 
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· overlooking the mystici.sm of the medieval tradition. With 
irony' of this nature comes ambiguity and various shades of I 
meaning,·and there is here an extremely.subtle use of words. 
For example, the wor<;:l "shroff" (aen9ting waste) in the -last 
. . 
. · line ' may well have been chosen as proof of Hardy's blasphemy, 
. .... 
since the irnplicat~on, though the speaker . in the .poem is r 
·-' 
innocent, is that it is only the si~ple, the. very dregs of 
the populace, in fact the wa.ste, that tend to ignite and 
keep aliv.e the Christian "myth". But one ·suspects Hardy may 
be paying a tri9ute to ' Christianity· and its beatitude of the 
bless_edness of the poo.r in spirit who a9 ~ore than anyone to 
keep the faith~alive. It is also good poe~ry. Besides, the 
soft explosions of .meaning.are in keeping with the tensions 
of a normal Hardy poem. 
The sum total of Hardy's €reatrnent .of Christianity . 
< -
touch~.s on the ameliorative. Do~bt a~d disbelief are strong 
' but so· is the ray of hope. Ji!e could, as a practical 
observer, and he did, in th~ letter 'referred to eariier iri 
. -
the chapter, tell Christianity 'to th~ow up the sponge because 
" . _______.----- . -
it had not done its job, yet-· fhere was 'an emotional 
. . . . 
attachment also~....---- He often condenmed what was taught in 
- ----
Cathedrals · 'but he often wished, more people would embrace the 
·__;-peace of these buildings~ It is ~ot, however, · surprising 
__.___..--/ ·that Evelyn Ha.rdy sees c~rious , anoinali~s in this ,. poe t. But 
' ' 
one must recogniz~ that,anomalies are i nevitable in the life 
r ,.. 
Q 
-· 
. -.., 
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and art of a man who came tO. see man in an absurd universe. 
To disparage his anomalies is futile because Hardy's poetry 
is an anomaly and we are :the . richer for the irregularities 
of his thought. 
Quite in contrast to the poems which are religious 
and· represent a strong desire to believe in the "sweet { 
reasonableness" of Jesus, are those which treat of an 
impersonal Wil'!, or ' Force, that lurks behind the universe . 
. ... 
These disclose more .than any other group of poems their · 
· aut~qr's skepti~al mind. Sometimes the~ speak of the Force 
~ I' 
. as a God, but frequently he becomes ·a combination of 
'· 
Pl;lrbl ind Doomsters as it:l "Hap", the Immanent Will as in 
The Dynasts, 6r The causer a.s in· 
4n~ .Philosophical Fantasy~ 
Whatever the distinctive appellation, he is not normally 
reqognizable as being anthropomorphic. He -is often blind 
' 
and uncon~cious; he grop~:;!S for control. In dealing witn 
this "Prime Mover", I:Iardy gives his most. fdrceful poetic 
' , 
exp}~ssion of the .~Worst", for 'mar: in a painf~l reality 
. ' 
c 
becomes alienated, a theme con~tantly and fully treated here.' 
From the very ear~y "Hap" to the much later "A Philo~ophical 
FJlntasy", the note · is the same - man is left helplessly alone 
_. 
to struggle agains.t ·an unavoidably tr-agic destiny - a· destiny 
cau~ed partially by the indiff'eren~e and ineptitude of the 
. Jfl) fates·: In "Hap.", that most painful sonnet, there , is 
tremendous emphasis on these , attitudes. 
r 
' I 
·' 
. ' 
0 . 
' . 
. , 
J 
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• ~ I 
·" 
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I 
If but some vengeful god would cal'! to me 
· From up th.e sky, and laugh: 11Thou suffering th:j.ng, 
Know that thy sorrow is my ecstasy, . 
That tf:ly lov_e' s loss- is my hate's profiting! " 
Then would 
Steeled ·by 
· Half-eased 
Hap willed 
I bear it, clench myself, and die, 
the sense of ire unmerited; 
in that a Powerfuller than I 
and meted me the tears D shed. 
B'ut not so. How artives it joy lies ·slain, 
And·.why unblooms · the -best hope ever sown? 
--Crass Casualty obstructs the sun and rain, 
And dicing Time for gladness casts ·a moan .... 
These purblind·. Doomsters had · as readily strown 
Blisses about my pilgrimage aq pain~ 
14~ 
Man ·is indeed a "suffering thing", the victim of hate and 
lost love. He cannot, because of Crass Casucvl.ty' s lack of 
•• ,-1 
sense, and chance occurrences, clench his fis~s or be 
"Steeled 11 by . a feeling ·of 11 ire unmeri ted 11 •• He is not even 
"Half-eased", merely helpless at the hands of a careless . 
victimizing power that qften chooses or more correctly allows 
pain instead qf- joy. 
20 · Similarly; in "New Year's Eve", · a poem that comes 
.close to epito~izing Hardy's' general attitude towards· the 
.. 
17elations.hip between God and man, while man, that ephemeral 
creature treading a "formless .void11 , groans, · a 11 Sense-sealed" 
:o . 
God ' performs his logicless labour and works on in his ,. 
mindless way. - 21 In "A ~hilosophical Phantasy" man pleads but 
- . 
: . 19rbid. ·, p. 7. 
-
20r .bid., ·PP··. 260-261. 
. 
2
:rbid. , · Pf·". 853-.856. 
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is very weak while the unconscious God continues to sadden 
existence "by his "purposeless propens'ion". 
' 
.In several poems· the traditional picture of the 
Creator and the: created is rever~ed ' asr--in "A Plaint .to Man". 22. 
~ ~ 
Here, as in so many of Hardy's poems; there is a .sense of 
~ 
" restlessness and continuous movement. 
. , . 
Man is evolving. 
' 
God 
is · disintegrati-ng. As he emerges from the "den of Time.", man 
grows from "s_hapeles~ slime" in ~he 'fir~ stan;z;a to .a kind of 
divine human in the last. · He experiences growing pains, "·a 
. loaded heart 11 in a "wailful world" and by the · middle stanzas 
. he 'is in need of 'a ~ercy~seat"; · he needs a god for praying to. 
_Gradually however, man, even when "shadows scar'e'.' I loses 
'the desire to b ·e dependent except on "the human heart's 
r\sour_ce ~lone" now that he ha~ become a· kind Qf Blakea'n 
".u.bman-Forrn Divine". ·As/miln moves up. the evolutionary scale, . 
God moves down, and early in the ·poem, although he is a 
. . 
"forced device" in the mi1:1d of man, he is still a God for 
-.:'· praying to. · B~t· gradually, as t _he .,ages pass, the image 
changes . . He becomes but "a Phasm. dn. a fern-sl,i. " 
Finally he. _dwi~dles . unde_r "the deicide eyes of see and 
disapp~ars. 
t 
In .a .few ·poe~s only does _Hardy's -mos 
treatment of the "Wor~t" · ind'ica_te .that .ther is no God. .Even 
in . "Hap", .abstractions exist and operate a.s "Gods~'. 'z;; "New fJ 
' . . 
Year's Eye" though he is not to be adm:i.r~d or respeqted he 
22Ibid. I p. 306. . .~ 
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'11\1 
exists' "sense-sealed" and "mindless·~. . Iri IIIQPt' man is 
'I • '• indeed isolated in a co.ld, unfeel1ng universe run · byo a semi-
conscious and bl·ind mover; In a ~reat .rna~y . there ;is a kind 
of God who seems to have possibilities ·for attaining 
' . 
. ' . ~ . . 
consciousness but who for unexplained reasons, remains -~ 
' I 
impervious to man 1 s plight. . Th!= tragedy of Hardy 1 s view is 
~losely ~ssociated with thi~s ·idea, it seems.· .This .God might · . . 
. 
do something, says Hardy 1 but he does nothing. 
' . 
' . . 
This· 
, . 
. ,, 
i~explicable and puzzling rigidity- is central in several · 
• . • ,.. lr 
poems. ·For in 11 The Subalt.erns" 23 · life takes on that "fell 
. . 
look~' because on high ther~ <;ire laws that insist man's ·load 
not . be lightened. · r_n · "New Year 1 s Eve", ·God him$elf adinits 
hi-s own shortne~ of, view and lack of log~c. .· 
To say only that man, while . living, is to be forever 
alone, and that after death he is to be reduced .to a mere 
"pinch of dust .or two" is to foster unrelieved pain. It is \ 
1 f~talism a~d ~ust:"ifi.abl~ .. invites the te~m pe~simis~~ . There ) _ 
is ·.no - deny~ng, that H~rdy's i -ntellectual : co~clusions. move _that-. 
way. However, the emotion· engendered by his Christian 
I • 
upbringing pulle·d in opposite di;rections. "By The Earth! s 
• . ~ 24 . ~ . . . . • - . · , 
. corpse" does have dark qvert;ones· as the suggestioh is made 
23 l:bid., p. _llO. · 
· -
24Ibid., pp. li4-11S. 
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'/ / 
that _complete annihilation·of earth's creatures is ' inevitable. 
The only imm~r~ali ty ·We c~n exp~ct 1 it 
• I ' 
0 
the "piteous dust" and "fossils"-. The 
. 
sugge~ts, Iies amongst 
I 
descrAption in "Goo- · 
. 25 
Forgo t:ten" , of the earth as a "tainted . ba 11" foreshadows a: 
r , • ~ 
bleak destiny and a fatal demise. Howe:ver·1 • admission that. 
/ , 
' . .: . e~ide.nce for ixpmortc;tlity· is. lack.ing does n t :preclude the 
better pr6spect. And it is becau·se thor dc;>es not dwell 
et \ ~ ' ' • (1 I 
solely orr this bLeakness·· that .he ~create~: oetry of the 
!lighest order. Furthermore as Wf?S detec · ed' in' other poetry, . 
. 
his meliurism, thr9ugh the paradoxical a liance of ·b~illiant 
' . 
' contrasts, is ~gain ~re~ented but with skill here. 
, 4:/ . . . • 
Hope and despair me'rge .. ~n ,:thes~·: · poems. 
Just as there w~·~··· · . .,an a)jde~t· desire to b_etieve 1 inl. the 
\ . 
_.christign poems",- so here, a simil~r~y · stz:png· plea is notice-· 
able, a plea that there wi.ll be a mending. There is the sarrie .;· 
forlorn "hope ~hat .. c;:~n.scim.i~ness will ' ~valve and .~he · Itanent . 
·Will of The . Dynasts wil+ "f~sh~ all thin_gs fat}:'"." .. 
Almost without exception Hardy does· three things in 
· ' . . 
I 
these· poems ~f dest~ny. He concentrates on ma~'s sad state, 
he· 'blames the 'Will, ·and he questions. 
Questioning", 26 each 
~ ""•· 25rbid., pp. 112-li3.' 
26rb. d. : . 58-59. " . _l._.' pp. ,, 
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Fieid, ;flock, and · lonely . - tree~ · . 
·Ali ·seem. tb g'aze at me· ·• , 
,, 
'· 
. . 
. '!l Lil;e · ch~~tened _children sitting . sflent in a . school ;.-
.• • 0 .. . .. ,, 
Their faces C:Wl~ed, ·constrained and w_o.rn, 
. As_ thougl1 the mast~r' s ways~ _ . . . 
Throu~h the long teaching ·days . 
1o.Had- cowed them till t ·heir ·early zest ·was overborne. 
. . • 'l .. ' . 
The ·poem continues 
. . 
with the· dejected children of •nat·u+e 
. . 
I ~onde\- ihg . I· 
. • - <.) ·. '. . 
' I 
'Has some Vast I~becility~ : 
.MightY' to build i'\nd blend, 
.,.,. . Bu.t impotent to ·tend,· . · 
:Framed us in je'st,.and. left us now-to 
. ' . 
'Or. ·come we of ' an Automaton · 
hazardy? 
c" • Unc'onscious of . our· 'pains? ... 
·. .• . · \ - Or are we l .i ve rema-in·s . . .· 
· · . ·,Of' Goqheap dying 'dow~wards, brairi an? '{!_¥e now gone? · 
• 0 
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. .. 
The.,'poern ends w.ith an :· example of ~He ·now familiar - t~nsip~s in -
. . 
I) •• , 
' . · . t:fie iniod .of. the ·:a~tho~ .as he translates them i nto ~mp~esslve . 
'· 
' . . 
0 
' 
. ' 
• I D . 
pe~i6nifications. " . 
~ $ 
' . 
.. 
!Or is it that ~orne high Plan b~tides, 
.As yet not unde·rstood ;· · · · 
.. 
. o ·f Evil st.ormed by Good, . . 
·.We.· the _ .Forlo~n" H~pe 'over. .whic~ Achi·ev~~nt strides?' 
~ •• .. . Like.wi~e ,in "The S.leep-w:x-~e+" ~ 2 ~ ma~kind' s plight- ~o 
~ 
gr~phically described elsewhere.as his "~ultitudi~b~~ ~oan" 
i~ ant:j:Gip.ated in 'the line, ''The· cbils. that thou .ha~t wr<;night, 
.• ., 1 '· . • . 
. -
unwittingly"; God ··5. ~-~~ctivi~~ and ·~~ance" are. caused by his 
"vacant .rote". : Th~ questioning. hope ·for improvement comes in 
' 
'the last stanza: o 
'J • • ~ 
" I • ,/ : . "•, -.. . 
. 
27Ibi.d., .PP : '110_:111.'- • 
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Wii t thou q.estroy, in one wild ··shock of shame,· 
. Thy whole 'high heaving ·firmamental ·
1
frame 1 · • 
.,.. . Or ~ati.entl~ adju~t, am~n~, an_d hejl? .. o • • • _· . · 
I ' ' 4 ' ;-
However 1 the ' high point;. of the tensions is reserved f_or. the 
-
-centre of the poem · where "Life'~ palpita~ing tissues· 'feel" 
' ' . 
Fair growths, foul .cankers, right enmeshed with wrong, · 
Strange orchestras ·of ·vict.:i,.m-shriek and song 1 •· 
And ct;tri<>us blends of ache and ecstasy·?-- . 
4' . c ·' . 
Tl:te ~ist of poems in which we get this definite 
. · ·mo;ement from helplessness t~ hope. is 
· "a ge.J;m. o.f ·cc::msciousness:' tempo~a~~ly 
. . . . . . . . 28 
long. In "The Aerolite", .· 
' 
"Fell .. wa,nperingl~ upon 
' 
our sphere" .· In "A Philbsophical Phantasy~, God talks of his ~ 
• • f) 
" procrastination and unconscious ·doings but it . is a state 
- ~ 
. . .. tl)ou.gh far from ending, 
Ma~ nevert~eless be mending." 
. ' ' 
. 2~ ' It ' is perh~ps in "The Dar~ling Thrush" that · H~rdy 
. 
comes closest· to writing a.· perfect . poern. Not only does it 1 
. • A 
bring · -i11.to ·sharpest. ~ocus the stru<J,gle · .between his own rea·son 
and instinct but it is his greate~t ach.ievem~nt ,in fus\ng· 
./ . . . ' Cbr~stian and Cosmic elemen~~· . The desire . for faith in 
r • 
' ' ~hristian · teachings and a more philosophical· ~~arch tor the 
evol~ing eonsciou~ Will are on~ and the same here. The -
' o~c~sion i~ ~he end, of the nin~teenth century, -however , -one 
quickly s~1ses tha~ it also represents· Hardy's ra~iorlal 
. conclusi~ns after a life-time ·struggle. ·No dqubt the · poet 
" is " re~_alling a century of controversy between .religion· a nd 
-· 
28Ib.l.d., pp: 7jl'- -732 
29 Ib.id.~ R· 137. 
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science., bu:t s·ince as J. o. Bailey states, 11 Each of Hardy's 
• 
. . 
~6ems was, in his feelings, an·expressi?n of.himself 11 , I feel 
±he intellectual, emotional and religious confusio~ of .the . 
nj_netee'nth century become al·l his own here. 
No other poem displays the shadows.and doubts of a 
questionin~ mind qu~te like this one. What has come to be 
. 
symbolized by the ')Worst 11 is elaborate~, y~t syn1thes~zed il· 
and clarified in the best possible ~ay. For example, what 
' . 
. other phrases could more succinctly impress desolation on 
·one's mind than choice images of · ~inter? .How totally 
p -
effective · is 
coldnes~ · an? 
th~~spectre~gray11 frbst .~ith · its corinptations bf 
dr~ariness in its reference to·a fuJur~ that 
looks bleak? The ~oet's isolation and alienation were never 
better express~~d. How skillful is ~e movement in the." fir~t 
I 
.. 
st:anza' . from t:he iner.e f~eli~ of desolation suggested · b.Y 1 t.he · 
fro~t and . "Winter's ~regs", through . the continuou~ "weaken{~~ 
• • • • \ . • t .. 
eye of da'y" ,:· to a c·ompl~te breakdown. and confusion of · 
, I ~ . .... 
I 
\ 
. rationality ~n the "tangled bine-stems", "broken lyres·", and 
l • ,. • 
• I 
.the image oflretreating mankind? - ~he retreating, perhaps, 
' . 
to the warmth of "household fires'~, is. a possiele sym~ol for 
bel~ef. The totality·of , the b~eakdown is'crys~allized and 
... 
re·i'nforced in the. secon{· stanza whe~e we are ~iven the i~age 
of a corps~. · ~here is. talk of -~ •c~ypt~, so~ething h~s made 
its "deatb-lament11 • Even the essence of life itself is 
· "shrunken hard and dry"; · ·all "fervo:urless". At th,is point 
\ . \. 
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lV'~ . 
the grav~ ·is· inde~d the end:·\· There is no "enkindling· 
ardency" 1 .no apparent amendment taking J?lace .. But as . . 
. ' 
fr~q~ently•happens in Hardy's poems, some rnelioristic imptilse 
· · · a~ises amidst thq gloo~ 1 in the. manner of "The G~~veyar~ of 
' . 
Dead Creeds". From the depths of despair .and disbelief 
1 I . 
comes the voice of a bird, the da~kli~g thrush. Now, as .· 
.. 
perhaps was hinted by "household fires"_, there is talk of 
'] ~y illi~i ted''. Blruff.ied though this sma.ll gaun-t;: .. :bird is 1 
. ' 
it has· chos-en "to fling his !?oul/ Upon . the growing gloom". 
~ .. . . 
,, . 
\ 
Although the speaker sees no "cause for c'rolings" 1 the sounds -
..... 
of the thrush are ecstatip. Although he sees no reason for 
this c~ea~ure's ~happy good-~ight.air'' 1 'some blessed Hope . 
"". . . . . . . ' 
appears . that remin.ds us. -of "An Al;lgust ~idnight" 30 in· which 
,.. 
earth Is creatures "know Earth-secrets that. know not I II. ·. 
THe hope in th~se•poems is unde~iabl~, 4espite the 
. ~ 
' ' ' 
J:>erversi ty and rnaiev~lence ,- the ~mages of bleakness · ~e~resent. · 
- But ·after this dis~inct a~eiiorative tend~n~y in the mind _9f 
the poet, what f.ollows_? Does ·he · fiX:ally rest on -the "rtay-lit 
. . 
' . 
c ·louds" of "]\ Mereting ~ith Despair" 1 the "new, yromise" of 
"The Graveyard of Dead Creeds". or "that small lighf" of 
. 
"God's Funeral"? , Or does he sink back into the labyrinth of , 
~ 
spiritual · c._he~:os wnere · the "dead spot" ~olds sway? , Is .pain 
ev.er eliminated for him? In short', does he have a. solution 
· ~or the . riddle of the univers~rom . the .'~o~~ic reve.l:-atiC?ns, 
I canno~ · believe the poet's expectations for the "Qett~r" 
• 
. . 
30 . ' 
·. Ib1d. 1 p • . l34·., 
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. 
·ever remain very high. The poem's of the last volume clea.rly 
sugge.st thi~. . It is .do~btful if cornmi tment' will bring him 
peqce of mind. Change, and a mending of the world's . ills 
seem. at the best of times remote. It seems out of reach now. 
I 
· In spite of the poetic artistry where sympathy for the human _. 
~uff~re~ is strong, and where meliorism holds one rein, when 
. . 
all the dust of. c'onf':.lse¢1 issues '~ has s'ettled a ."way to the 
. c . 
Better" ~is stiLL o~lf the minutest conceivability~ · .,.Like his 
own creation,· St~, in A Pair of Blue Eyes, · " ... ~is hopes 
f 
for the best had been but ·periodic ~nterr~ption~ to a chronic 
. . 31 . 
fear of the worst". . One must face the fact that theie · i~ 
:in the ~oetry of Thomas Hardy a sense of tragedy in the · 
. . . , 
.. glimm-er of hope unre'alize,d. · He is still,. at the e·nd ~f hi.s 
last poems, ' unsatisfied. In "'We are _Getting··t.o the End·"· 32 
. ' . 
the tone is one of ~egret: 
. ~ . . 
· We are getting ·to ~he end of visi6ning 
Th~ ·impossible within this universe, 
Spch as that better whiles may follow w~rse( 
And that ' our rae~ may ·mend by~ reasoning. 
. . . .. 
' ) ; Larks · sti~l sing, of c9urse, but they~emain in cages, and I 
~ • < ~· '• 
like them·, mankind spasmodic~lly or ab~ormally .cont.inues to ' 
. ~ . 
hope . for re.lease from the "-latticed hearse". There is real~y 
'no 'way out. It is a dream to think otherwise. And I believe 
I' 
lA 
31 (Library Edition, ~ L~ndon: 1952), p. 275. 
J • 
32Ibid., pp. B86-B87. 
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imp6rtance··of the war poems· -in any study of .Hardy, because 
the big stprnbling , block to 'progress; in nis 1 view f ip war I • 
that mad . tirrie. "when nations 9et · them to lay wast·e"; when men 
. . 
"hack their pleasant·plains in ~esterinq seams" . . · Thi~ last.· 
image is strong. The First ·world' War had ind~ed given the 
co-Up de 9race Jo .his fondest dreams. The gLimmer Qf- ·hope is 
there but. n·ever realized.· · That is Har.dy's tragedy. For · 
there, are .times WhEm }?is mod i f i ed opt:i,.mism. iooks moi::e .like . 
doubtful flashes of brightness wh~ch have . something _painful. 
. . 
in them. · < . 
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'CHAPTER v 
A SENSE OF· TRAGEDY 
' In one of·his last letters to · Mrs.'Florence Henniker, · 
I 
Hardy remarks that " ..• bridegrooms alw<;tys ·look: ;as· if ·th~y had · 
_got-:the w6rst of it ..• "1 We need not explore- the a~parent 
. truth of this statement nor 1 the personal ove.rtones it may 
. . . / 
sUggest, but in the context· of this discussion it is not 
"1- . 
unirnpor~ant. For not only does it touch on a subject 
r -
expiored by aardy .man; tim~s i~ his ~y, but it also 
. . 
. - .,_/ . 
refers to what I have called a · ke~· line frcim "In .Tenebris". 
In the poet's e-stimation not only did brid~grooms get .the 
. . ' 
worst of it, but as the 'years ~oll~d on he came to ·realize 
that 'everybody was forced to . parti_cipa te in _ : t~i·s dubiou~ 
.hono>:. It iS rny 'belief that more ·and more did. h~l_co~e· to 
' believe that life was essentially a ch.e.at. More nd more he 
I ' , . 
I • 
· real'ized with ~ncreasing bewilderment that not on~y did 
. I • 
humanity 'have serious · ~ef~cts but more important to -him 
. . 
there was :no one tq I?Ut the matter in order. · Gradually,, 
realit~ became essentially t~rrify~ng and absurd, because ~t 
was irreparable. · This view -is not unl~ke the· one George 
' 1 
• 
E. Hardy and F. B • . P.inion, p. 2 00 •. 
• 
,. 
' 
" 
• • 
Q • 
. ' 
. ' > 
Steiner destribes in his ~ook, The Death of Tragedy. He 
claims that two traditions have· issued from ancient times, 
the· Hellenic and the Judaic. The first he believes to be 
155 
the source of true Greek:. tragedy; the second is not tragic at 
r • 
all. The ~reek . ~ersion is .true tragedy, he claims, because 
of its finality; also because as in the Iliad, II • ... the 
bu~ning of T~oy is brought about ' by the fierce sport o~ hum~n 
. . . . 2 
hatreds and the wanton mysterious choice of destiny". His 
' .. . . ,. ~ 
belief is · t ·hat the tragic . cbndi t~on deepens as the event#! 
. . 
occur, bedause man is more vulnerab~e at the end tha~ at the 
beginning. Above all, the sense of. tragedy . involves 
' . . 
. . 
catastroph~, brought about b~ "a Ki~den or malevolent God, 
• il<l. 
blind fate and the . splici tations of hell'· or the ·brute fury . 
of our· animal blood. It waits for us in ambush ·at the 
crossroads. 
. 3 
It mocks and destroys." surelyr to ~his 
. . " . . 
tradi ti0n Thoma-s Hardy belongs: H.is ~whole being i~. attuned· 
to and ca;~i~a~ed b¥ . thi~· tiag~c philosophy, this reality; 
.. . . . . . ' . \ 
Unlike the· guie:tJ=r r .mo·re I comforting philqsdphy of Dickens 
· · whe.re ·love and forgl.veness repair~ time · runs o·~ for "Hard·y~· 
. .. .. ~ . . 
. for ·fate decrees ' that circUmstances, eroding time, and blind 
.gods· prevail. His poetrY: has shown, I think, s.trang~ . 
Antithetica l , elements which ~~ri · b~ tra~ed to the Apollonian 
r .....,.... 
2 (N·ew York: ~961), p. 5. , 
3' . ~ 
Ibid. , p. 9 . 
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and ~he Dionysian traditions-of Gree~ ~bought. · Named aft~r 
. ' . 
' ' 
their r~~pective ·gods the~ represent on the one hand a 
'dreamlike sublimity, on. the o~her primordial terror. 
Although Hardy's characters in the novels and the poetry 
achieve sublimity in thei'r tragedy, as· time passes this . 
sublimity or more correctly . the ' positive ~lement' tend~ to 
make less ~nd less impact . . ~o dou~t the poet's ~asculine 
, 
endurance cari still be detected, · but more and more hope 
t\ • ' ) 
.;'c 
dwindles as he ~overs clo:;;e~ . _to the .brink of the ghastly ~ . 
abyss. . The ' dread of obscurity looms large.· Nature is "red · 
- j ) /1 . 
in~tooth-~nd claw"; we are no more than "meanest insects on 
obscurest leaves". I;or whereas th·e satires emphasized the · ' 
" . 
tragjc:ironie~ of everyd~y li~irig, and the war poems 
overflowe·d ~ith sadness and· hate, the "Christian" and t 
. ~ 
~·philosoph-ic'.' p~erns pe~etrated a qeeper and more formidable 
n' • 
·' 
re_al~t¥~ . Here it is that t _he real sense of trag·edy can be 
. . ~ . 
found, still portrayed wi:th · typical Hardy strength, but· there 
is now a quiet desperation -in his 
. - "' . 
,. 
te'nsiops to ease, hope to dwindle. 
. . 
~- ~voice tilat ailows .' 
but endurance and per.haps 
tranquill~t~ to .remain. ·The last pbern in the collected 
edition· reflects, "!.believe, ~11 these qualities. 
0 
_._· ~ I 
. i 
. " 
; ' 
.. 
I . 
.. 
HE SAY NO MORE 
0 My sout,, keep the rest unknown! 
It is too like a sound of moan 
· · ~hen the charnel-eyed 
·.-
Pale Horse . has nighed: · 
Yea, n6~e shali ' gather·.o/hat I hide! 
Why load men's minds with more to bear 
That bear. already ails to spare? · 
Fr~m. now alway · 
Till my last day . 
What I discern I will no~ say. 
. . .
. Let· Time roll backward . if it will; 
(M~gians who drive the midnight quill 
With .brain agl~w 
Can see it 'so,) 
What I have learnt no man shall know. 
And if. my vision range beyo~~ I 
The . blinkered sight of souls~ bond, 
· --By ·truth ~ad~.free-~4 
I'll let all be, . . . 
'And show to ·no man what I · see. 
.. 
'' 
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0 
He has finally ·discovered the . tru_th he 'has long sought and . o 
I 
· althou~h it makes him free, i~ is tragedy . that stares him in 
• < • 4111 • ~ 
the face. One finds here no qegree of zestful pos~tiveness, 
so common throughout· his earlier poems. ;Like most 9f the · . 
po~ms in Winter Words, 'this .one wit~ ·its moans and "charn~l-
eyed/ Pal~ Horse" borders. on the catastiophic . . But th~re is 
no rq,ilfng in the ·face .q.f the'· gods riow, simpl!y a resign~tion 
' ' . . . 
and a humanitari~n pledge to show no rna~ what he s ees. 
. ·;'\.. 
. . . ~ . 
In 1928, the year ot Thomas · Ha~dy's de~th; Patrick 
Bra~broo~e spok~ of him as the "fathe~ of literature". 4 
4Pa~ri~k Braybrooke, Thomas Hardy and his Philosophy . 
(New York": 1928) ,· p. 162. 
.J . 
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Whether or not ~nf agrees with · suc_h ·a position of pr.e- · 
emin_ence for the poet, o~e cannot deny the power and ·n~bil.i ty 
:of his vets~. Samuel Hynes admires him·for his fideliti t6 
. life and it is such a ~idelity that reveals the difference 
~b~t~een ~ardY and' so~e of his ~arly ~o~temp~rarie~. Clough 
\as afra~d to face what· he saw. Chr~st wap. not r~sen and 
. · 
yet he inust be. Tennyson groped and doubted .for a . time . but 
his final compromise founq more than a ·faint hope in the 
hereafter. But Hardy, with his feet firmly p~anted on the 
. 
ground, placed confiden-ce in : the brotherhood of man, .and 
' . . . 
. . 
. thou~h ·lik~ many')he' sa~ a· biank at the edge of the g~ave, he · ·· 
was not ·afraid to say .so. 
,. . / 
· At.. the end of his ·Warton l~cture on English poetry · 
c. Day Lewi_s honors Thomas Hardy by quoting- in 'full the poem 
. 
~Aft~rwards". · rt was q~ite ~pprop~iate .. For in his life 
Hardy did . indeed notice the mysteries of n?tture, '1 the glad 
green leayes" of· May, as well as II •• ·., the full-starred 
he~vens .th~t Winter sees ... " He did n6tice the innocent 
' 
creatures and in sympathy strove to. see ' that no harm came to 
them •. . But in his own words '(he ~auld do ··little". Nor did 
I . . ', 
he. effect a great change in humanity;- tho.u~h he tried, ·as_ he 
-
· <> 
explains in "In Tenebris", a poem sounding an appropriate : 
... ~ . . . . 
. . r . 
n~te on w~i~h .to en4 this thesis. . yor it is here, I beiieve, ~ 
, . . 
. . . . - " I . . 
we see 'the best comment by the poet on himself; what he had 
·attempt_ed in his poetry 'and what · he bad achieved. It points· . 
.. 
., . 
.. 
. .
, . 
. · 
:-~ 0 
·. '• 
I. 
··"'! 
d • 
isg 
~ 
to· one . who ha<li seen the clashing forces of ·human. existence 
. ' · 
and who had rai,sed serious questions about human rea.lity · 
and worth. 1. It points to one who .had realized ·that since. no 
help. comes .from above, man having outgrown Ch~istianity, 
humanity mus~_set about cleaning 0Up its own house by .first 
giapplin~ ·with £h~ l~ss.desirable ~spects. ~nd it points tG 
0 • • 0 . II> . 
o.ne who saw man tragical·ly. reduc~d to Nietzsche ! s "human 
·sand"·. And ·for· ~is he was often . condemned. He had 
disturb~d the order. 
J • { ' • 
··. Let him in whOse ears the low-voiced Best is. killed 
t by the clash of the First, 
Who holds that if way to the· Better there be'· it · 
exacts a full look at the Worst, . . 
Who feels that delight· is a delicate growth cramped 
by crookedness, custom, and fear, · · 
. Get h~in u~nd ~e gone . as one .. sh.aped ·awrx; h,e 
·d1stur s the order here.5 · . . 
-1 I ' ' • L' • ' , • , ' 
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